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ABSTRACT
EVALUATING THE ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION KINETICS OF 
SUSPENDED ION EXCHANGE® (SIX®) SYSTEM
By
Mark Gordon 
University o f New Hampshire, December 2012 
This research focuses on four primary components of the Suspended Ion 
eXchange® (SIX®) system. The first component was to evaluate the hydraulics o f the 
SIX contactor. It was determined that no matter the flow regime and the paddle speed, 
the system had the same hydraulic patterns. The second component was to determine the 
best adsorption kinetics of the system. The best conditions that reached the optimum 
rate-constant was with a flow rate of 35m3/hr at a paddle speed of 50 Hz (G-value of 
482s'1). The third component was to determine the best desorption rate o f Dissolved 
Organic Carbon (DOC) in a lab-scale fixed-bed regeneration reactor. The optimum 
conditions that desorbed DOC from the resin was with the lowest flow rate at a long 
contact time of 32 minutes. The final component was to evaluate the SIX® technology 
with a different water matrix. It was determined that the SIX® technology was efficient 




1.1 PWN Drinking Water Company for North-Holland:
In 1920, NV PWN Water Supply Company North Holland (PWN) was 
established to meet the demand for drinking water which was satisfied by ground water 
extraction. However, with the population increasing along with the growing need for 
drinking water, PWN slowly transitioned from groundwater extraction to utilizing surface 
water as another water source. The focus o f this research will be conducted at the pilot 
facility located at the water treatment plant in Andijk in North-Holland (WTP Andijk).
In 1968, WTP Andijk was constructed for the direct production o f drinking water 
from the IJssel Lake, which is fed by the River Rhine. The current plant treats a flow of 
3,000m3/hr or about 20 MGD. Since 1968, there have been two major upgrades to the 
treatment scheme at WTP Andijk. Below is an image of the original treatment scheme 
along with the two major upgrades and the future treatment scheme for WTP Andijk.
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Figure 1: WTP Andijk Treatment Process from 1968-2013
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From Figure 1, the original treatment scheme consisted o f microstraining, 
breakpoint chlorination, coagulation/flocculation, sedimentation, rapid sand filtration 
(RSF) and post disinfection. Ten years later in 1978, WTP Andijk was upgraded with the 
world’s first pseudo moving bed Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) filtration. For about 
40 years of operation, WTP Andijk still met all the Dutch drinking water standards but
PWN wanted to install a universal barrier against pathogenic micro-organisms and 
organic micropollutants that are present in the IJssel Lake. In 2004, a second large 
upgrade was designed, that met the previous criteria, which consisted o f the world’s first 
full-scale application of advanced oxidation process (AOP) with Ultra Violet (UV) and 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The AOP was installed between the RSF and the GAC 
filtration. The purpose o f  the GAC filtration removes the H2O2 residual and the 
assimilable organic carbon (AOC). Since the AOP with UV/H2O2 requires a higher UV 
dose, advanced disinfection is provided and the breakpoint chlorination treatment was 
abandoned.
Since 2004, there have been no large scale upgrades but research is still being 
performed to enhance the treatment of the IJssel Lake surface water. In 2013, a third 
major upgrade is being proposed to install the world’s first full-scale Suspended Ion 
eXchange (SIX®) and Ceramic Filtration (CeraMac®). The SIX® process would replace 
the coagulation/flocculation process and the ceramic filtration would replace the rapid 
sand filtration process from the original treatment scheme.
Also, within the distribution system from WTP Andijk, there is still some 
biological growth. The current treatment scheme o f the coagulation/flocculation and 
rapid sand filtration cannot remove the Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) and nitrate 
(NO3) concentrations to acceptable levels to allow the AOP to be more efficient. The 
current/original treatment was not designed to remove nitrate but it does remove DOC to 
unacceptable levels. The new proposed treatment removes the DOC and nitrate to 
acceptable levels allowing the AOP to be more effective.
3
1.2 New Proposed Water Treatment Scheme
The new proposed water treatment scheme at WTP Andijk would consist o f ion 
exchange, membrane filtration, and advanced oxidation. This new proposed treatment 
was designed to be a universal barrier for rising water quality issues like pharmaceutical, 
pesticide, and herbicide chemicals. Also, this proposed scheme has the capability to 
minimize waste from the processes; allowing the treatment to be more sustainable.
The ion exchange process would replace the coagulation/flocculation process. 
The current coagulant chemical used in the coagulation process is ferric chloride (FeCh) 
and due to the influent water characteristics, the dose of ferric chloride is about 25 mg/L. 
This high concentration o f ferric chloride results in a high sludge production. The ion 
exchange process uses an anionic based resin to adsorb the typical dissolved compounds 
that would be bound to the iron. The resin is regenerated with a highly concentrated salt 
solution allowing the resin to be reused minimizing the sludge production o f the ion 
exchange.
The ceramic filtration process would replace the rapid sand filtration process.
The ceramic filtration would remove all o f the suspended (colloidal) matter. Also this 
process allows for vigorous cleaning regimes that can be utilized for surface water 
treatment and pretreatment is not required, for example cartridge filters.
The final process in the new treatment scheme is the AOP. PWN has already 
been utilizing a full-scale AOP design. The AOP consists o f Ultra Violet (UV) light and 
hydrogen peroxide to generate hydroxyl radicals. The required UV dose o f the system 
provides superior disinfection.
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1.2.1 Ion Exchange for Water Treatment
The purpose of the ion exchange process is to remove the nutrients and ionic 
species from the feed stream. At PWN, the main constituent that the resin removes from 
the feed water is Natural Organic Matter (NOM), most specifically the DOC fraction. 
DOC has “shown to cause reversible and irreversible fouling o f  membranes.” (Apell et al, 
2010) After the ion exchange process, the treated water travels to the ceramic filtration. 
The removal of the DOC from the ion exchange reduces the membrane fouling on the 
ceramic filtration. Along with removing DOC, the ion exchange can remove anionic 
species such as nitrates, sulfates, phosphates, bicarbonates, and etc. and can reduce the 
UV absorbance. With the removal of the anions in the feed stream, this also increases the 
efficiency of the AOP.
The ion exchange uses the resin to adsorb the ionic species and replace the 
compounds with inert ions such as sodium and chloride. On the exchange sites o f the 
resin beads, there is competition between the different solutes to adsorb. The competition 
depends on a number of properties o f the resin, solutes, and solution. The properties are 
“the charge on the solute ion, the solvated size of the solute ion, the polarizability o f the 
solute ion, the degree of cross-linking o f the resin, the ion exchange capacity o f  the resin, 
the functional group on the ion exchange, and the nature and concentration o f the eluent 
ion.” (Pohl et. al, 1997). At PWN, the resin is an anion exchange resin which means it 
removes the negative charged ions (N O 3) from the feed water. The other type of resin 
that is used in drinking water is a cation exchange resin which means it removes the 
positively charged ions (Ca2+). PWN does not use cation resins since the target
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constituents is anionic species. The resin is then needed to be regenerated by either by a 
highly concentrated salt, acidic, or basic solution.
The waste stream from the ion exchange regeneration process is considered to be 
a brine solution. Since the brine solution cannot be disposed on in a lake or in the sea, 
there needs to be proper treatment o f the brine solution to dispose of it. Within the waste 
stream are the constituents that were removed from the resin.
At PWN, the brine solution from the regeneration process is treated biologically 
to remove the nitrate and by nanofiltration to remove the DOC, divalent ions (sulfate), 
and trivalent ions (phosphate). The solution from the nanofiltration would leave the 
monovalent ionic species like the chloride and sodium ions. This treatment o f the brine 
solution would allow PWN to reuse their salt solution, reduce the volume o f the waste, 
and can be increase the efficiency o f the regeneration based on the number o f recycles. 
By reducing the volume o f the waste, this saves in disposal fees and chemical costs.
1.2.2 Development of Ion Exchange at PWN
Traditional ion exchange systems, like fixed-bed units, have difficulty treating raw 
surface water. The main problems that arise are resin blinding or fouling from the 
organics and the colloidal matter that are present in the water. The blinding, or fouling, 
of the resin, leads to inefficient adsorption kinetics of the desired constituents. Also, the 
colloidal matter can lead to clogging the pores o f the resin.
With these main problems, PWN established an alternative to a fixed-bed ion 
exchange unit to a suspended ion exchange unit. Since the resin is in suspension instead 
of in a fixed-bed, the blinding and clogging of the resin from the colloidal matter and the 
organics is prevented. PWN looked into the Magnetic Ion EXchange (MIEX®) to
6
develop a suspended ion exchange system. However, looking further into the MIEX® 
technology, the economical and the technical feasibility needed to be improved. There 
were some major issues with the MIEX® resin which consisted of resin blinding, resin 
loss, and poor kinetics. The resin blinding was caused by not reducing the biofilm 
around the resin. Also, since PWN is a public utility, they didn’t want to bind themselves 





The research that will be conducted will further develop and improve certain aspects 
of the SIX® process at PWN. Specifically, the research will focus on the hydraulics of 
the contactors, the adsorption kinetics o f the system under various hydraulic conditions, 
and a new proposed regeneration system.
The SIX® process resin is dosed from the Fresh Resin Tanks into the feed water 
leading to a low concentration of 4-15mL resin/L. The concentration o f the resin 
depends on the effluent water quality and the resin type. The mixture o f raw water and 
the resin is then pumped to two vertical cylindrical contactors in series. In order to come 
close to ideal plug-flow reactors, the amount, shape, and the design o f the contactors are 
vital to the adsorption kinetics. After the contactors, the resin and the treated water are 
separated by using a customized lamella separator. The resin is then immediately 
regenerated and lowered in to the Fresh Resin Tanks making the resin loop complete and 
creating a continuous system, see Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Flow Schematic of the SIX® Process
Regenerating all o f the resin instead of only regenerating a small portion o f the 
resin eliminates the problem o f resin blinding by NOM or by the biofilm formation 
which, in turn, ensures that the adsorption kinetics are stable within the system. Also, 
since the resin adsorbed a small fraction o f its total capacity, this leads to less 
concentration o f salt solution used in the regeneration process. After the regeneration 
process, the regeneration fluid is then treated by biological denitrification and 
nanofiltration. This process recovers about 80% o f  the regeneration solution. The other 
2 0 % o f the regeneration fluid (the concentrate from nanofiltration) is treated by dynamic 
vapour recompressions and its volume is reduced to less than 1%.
The SIX® process was first installed in the pilot facility to establish its 
performance on the raw water treatment. The process consisted of two reactors with the 
flow going downward by gravity in the first reactor and the second reactor had an upward 
flow. The reactors had a diameter of lm  and a height o f 6 m which had a total volume of 
about 9m3. Various jar test experiments were conducted to find what the optimum resin
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concentration that can remove DOC for several resins. It was determined that the 
optimum dosage of resin was 4mL/L for the MIEX resin and 16mL/L for a conventional 
resin to get a UVT above 90% at a flow o f 50m3/h which corresponds to 50-60% DOC 
removal. PWN established that the Suspended Ion eXchange system can be used for 
treating raw water.
2.2 Problem Definition
In 2010, PWN changed the SIX® unit properties by changing the stirrers, the 
influent water characteristics, and the resin type. The old system’s performance was 
evaluated by doing tracer studies to see how many virtual complete mixed contactors 
there are in series along with the effluent water quality. Also, by changing the stirrers, 
the adsorption kinetics of the system was changed. Not only is the performance o f the 
SIX® process o f treating the water a problem but the regeneration cycle o f the resin is a 
problem too. The current regeneration system looses the SIX® process’s continuous flow 
characteristics along with the efficiency of regenerating the resin.
First, the original SIX stirrers were designed to refresh the film layer o f  water 
around the resin to improve the adsorption kinetics. The stirrers were also designed to 
make the SIX® process have some plug flow conditions. However, the original design o f 
the stirrers didn’t keep the resin in suspension in the second reactor (upward flow). The 
resin was partly settling in the bottom of the reactor creating resin blinding and resin loss. 
PWN decided to redesign the stirrers to keep the resin in suspension in the second 
reactor. Now, the stirrers act like a pump, pumping the water and the resin upward in the 
second reactor. Since the stirrers were redesigned, it seems that the film layer o f the
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water around the resin is not refreshed at the same rate as in the old system but pumped 
around with the resin, since a loss in adsorption kinetics was observed.
After the feed water is treated by the SIX® process, the resin is regenerated in a 
cone shaped tank and depending on the flow and resin concentration, it is deposited into 
one of two regeneration tanks. Once the resin has reached a certain level in the a 
regeneration vessel, the regeneration process starts by draining fresh water out o f the 
vessel and salt water is pumped into the tank. The resin is regenerated two or three times 
with three different salt concentrations going from a low concentration o f salt solution 
(once used salt solution) to a high concentration o f salt solution (clean salt solution). 
There can be an improvement on the regeneration vessel because currently the vessel acts 
as a batch system by stirring the resin with the salt solution. When the regeneration 
process is done, there can be some salt solution left over and during the regeneration 
process; some o f the salt solution can be diluted from left over fresh water. One 
improvement to the regeneration vessel is to see if a fixed-bed regeneration process is a 
more efficient process than a batch process. In the fixed-bed column, there can be better 
desorption kinetics, restoring the capacity o f the resin more efficiently, and less waste 
volume to treat.
2.3 Objectives
The main objective o f this research is to depict where the SIX® technology lost its 
efficiency after changing its characteristics and hydraulic conditions. Jar tests and pilot 
simulations need to be performed on the SIX® system to evaluate the adsorption kinetics.
The second objective is to evaluate a new proposed resin regeneration fixed-bed 
column. The focus will be on the most efficient regeneration hydraulic conditions on the
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fixed-bed column. The best regeneration conditions would evaluate the desorption o f the 
anions, most specifically DOC, concentrations from the resin.
The third objective is to use a different water matrix to evaluate if the SIX® 
technology can be utilized for other utilities. This objective is just a feasibility study to 
see if a public utility can use the SIX® technology to remove DOC and other anions from 
the feed water
2.4 Research Questions 
From the objectives, the following questions have been established:
First Objective:
1. Determine how many contactors in series the new SIX® installation acts as by 
conducting tracer studies.
2. Determine the optimum normalized k-value, rate-constant, of the feed water o f the 
ion exchange by performing jar tests with various resin concentrations and operating 
the jar test at different revolutions per minute (rpms) i.e. G-values
3. Determine if the SIX® installation can approach the optimum normalized k-value by 
varying the frequency o f the stirrers
Second Objective:
4. Determine the optimum hydraulic conditions on the fixed-bed regeneration column 
by having an upward flow
5. Determine if the restoration capacity o f the resin is reached wjth the optimum 
hydraulic condition
Third Objective:
6 . Determine the feasibility o f utilizing the SIX® technology by conducting jar tests.
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Utilize the model to determine the optimum resin concentration.
2.5 Limitations and Boundary Conditions
•  All research and experiments were conducted at PW N’s Pilot Facility
• The 2 water types were used on the SIX® technology are PWN raw water (IJssel 
Lake) and Southwest water from South Britain (reservoir)
• Mass DOC concentrations were measured from a UVT relationship established 
for each water type
• All research conducted with the SIX® technology used Lewatit® VPOC 1071 
resin
• Research conducted on Southwest water used Lewatit® VPOC 1071 and 
Amberlite PWA9®
• Experiments will be limited to the constructed pilot facility
• The operating conditions o f the SIX® system can have a flow between 25 m3/hr -  
50 m3/hr, consequently a mean contact time ranging from 45-21 minutes
• The operating conditions o f the stirrers can range from 20 to 50Hz (i.e 20 hertz: 
Reactor 1 is 32 rpm and Reactor 2 is 45.2 rpm; 50 hertz: Reactor 1 is 80 rpm and 
reactor 2 is 113 rpm)
• Regeneration experiments will be restricted by using two regenerant solution 
types (Milli-Q Salt Solution and Salt Vessel One Solution)
• One regenerant water type is a prepared salt solution in Milli-Q water and the 
other salt solution is from the Salt Vessel One from the pilot installation
•  The lab-scale regeneration column was constructed at the pilot facility with 
various items from the workshop
CHAPTER 3
3 LITERATURE REVIEW
In the following chapter, the ion exchange process will be briefly discussed and the 
concepts of ion exchange to demonstrate the basics needed to perform the proposed 
research. This chapter will discuss the basics of the ion exchange process, choosing ion 
exchange resins, different ion exchange contactors and the using ion exchange to treat 
raw surface water. It will also discuss the basics o f regenerating the resin, choosing the 
regenerant solution, and the different regeneration methods.
3.1 Ion Exchange Process
3.1.1 The Ion Exchange Resins
The ion exchange process is considered a unit process that exchanges ions and 
occurs naturally in all living organisms. The ion exchange process is widely used in the 
drinking water industry. One of the main uses for ion exchange is to soften the water by 
removing cations from the feed water, i.e. magnesium and calcium. The cation species 
are positively charged ions and the other ionic species are anions which are negatively 
charged ions. Not only can the ion exchange process exchange cations but the process 
can remove anions from the feed stream. This process is complete when the cation or the 
anion, which is in solution, attaches itself to the ion exchanger and the ion exchanger 
substitutes the cations or anions that are attached, into the solution. Throughout this 
process, the ion exchanger and the solution remain electroneutrality, which means the 
reactions remain stable through the process. (Waschinski, 2006)
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The ion exchanger can either be a commercially available resin or a natural 
exchanger. The commercial ion exchange resins are manufactured by cross-linking 
functional groups into a three-dimensional polymer matrix. The resin is manufactured to 
remove specific ionic species or just cations or anions. The natural ion exchangers are 
considered to be zeolites and activated aluminas which are insoluble salts o f various 
metals.
The two main types o f commercially available resin are cation and anion exchangers. 
The cation exchanger can either be a strong-acid or a weak-acid hydrogen cation 
exchanger. The same can be seen for the anionic exchangers. The two different types o f 
anionic exchangers are strong base and weak base anion exchangers. The differences 
between the two types of resin are the base groups and the mobile groups. For a cation 
resin, the base groups are bound by strong anions and the mobile group is the cation, for 
example hydrogen ions (H+). For an anion resin, the base groups are bound by strong 
cations and the mobile group are anions, for example chloride ions (Cl ).
3.2 Ion Exchange Process Application
3.2.1 Hydraulic Characteristic Studies on the SIX® Contactors
There are two primary types o f reactors to treat water; plug-flow reactors (PFR) 
and continuous stirred tank reactors (CTSR). In order for a reactor to be considered a 
PFR, Ramaswamy stated, “over any cross-section normal to the fluid motion the mass 
flow rate and the fluid properties are uniform; and there is only negligible diffusion 
relative to the bulk flow.” (Ramaswamy, 1995) In order for a reactor to be considered a 
CSTR, Ramaswamy also stated, “the fluid inside the reactor is thoroughly mixed and 
uniform throughout to an extent that the exit stream has the same composition as the
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mass within the reactor.” (Ramaswamy, 1995) When comparing CSTRs versus PFRs, it 
is preferred to have plug-fiow conditions in a reactor because, as Ramaswamy argued, the 
flow through the reactor is uniform so there are no dead spaces or “hold-backs.” Dead 
spaces can occur when the feed is caught in the reactor which causes the flow and the 
velocity to decrease within the reactor, indicating poor mixing conditions. These dead 
spaces are known to be common with CSTRs and can cause inefficient treatment within 
the reactor. One way to model CSTRs to act as PFR is using the “Tanks-in-Series” 
model. This model can evaluate how many tanks in series the CSTR reactor acts as. As 
the number of tanks in series increase, the close the reactor is to having plug-flow 
conditions.
When modeling the system, there are a few parameters that need to be known.
First, is to calculate the theoretical hydraulic residence time for the reactor:
Volume „HRT =   Equation 1
Flow
Equation 1 calculates the average time the particles take to travel through the reactor.
From the tracer study experiments, the graphs that are constructed are known as 
“C-curves.” The C-curve graph can be transformed to an “F-curve.” The F-function 
“represents the accumulation of particles at the exit with a residence time o f t seconds or 
less.” (Ramaswamy, 1995). The F-function can be used to determine the Mean 
Residence Time (MRT) for the dosing time o f the tracer. The F-function can be 





C0(t) = the measured concentration at time t
Ca = the maximum measured concentration during the experiment
F
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Figure 3: F-curve to determine the MRT when areas B and C are equal
Figure 3 represents the F-curve with the areas of A, B, and C. From this graph, 
the MRT is determined when the areas of B and C are equal to each other. The MRT is 
then used to calculate the number o f contactors in series. The graph that determines the 
number of contactors in series uses the F-values plotted against theta (0). Equation 3 
expresses how theta is determined (Van Den Akker, 1996):
t = time the sample was taken
MRT = Mean Residence Time from the F-curve
Once the F(0) values are determined from the trial, the number o f  contactors are 
then plotted on the same graph. Equation 4 is used to express how to determine the 
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Where;
N = number o f contactors
0 =  — - —
MRT
Finally, the F(0) values and the F(N,0) values for various values for N are usually 
plotted on the same graph to see where the F(0) values lie on which F(N,0) line.
The two main parameters that are evaluated from the tracer experiments are the 
MRT and the number of contactors in series. Both parameters are used to evaluate the 
hydraulic characteristics o f the pilot system. The number of contactors is a good 
indicator of the flow condition; higher the N, the closer the system is to reaching plug- 
flow conditions. The MRT is compared to the HRT. The MRT and HRT are used to 
determine if there are any dead spaces or any short circuiting in the system. If both 
parameters (MRT and HRT) don’t vary, then the better flow conditions and less short- 
circuiting are in the system.
3.2.2 Adsorption Kinetics on the SIX® Installation
One of the main objectives of the SIX® installation is to remove the Dissolved 
Organic Carbon (DOC) from the feed water. “[DOC] is undesirable because it imparts 
taste, odor, and color to water; increases chemical requirements for oxidation, 
coagulation, disinfection; and is a precursor to disinfection byproducts (DBPs).” (Apell et 
al, 2010) Along with chemical requirements, DBPs, and undesirable taste, odor, and 
color in the water, DOC has also “shown to cause reversible and irreversible fouling o f 
membranes.” (Apell et al, 2010) At PWN, the SIX® removes the DOC from the feed 
water to increase the performance o f the Ceramic Membranes which prevents high
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fouling rates. Along with the removal o f DOC, the SIX® system also removes anionic 
species like nitrate, sulfate, phosphate, bicarbonate, and etc. With the removal o f  nitrate, 
the UV/H2O2 disinfection process can also perform more efficiency by not producing 
nitrites.
In order to remove DOC from the feed water, the mechanical stirrers in the two 
pilot reactors need to input enough energy into the system to refresh the boundary layer 
between the water and the resin. One way to evaluate the performance o f the mechanical 
stirrers is to perform bench-scale jar tests that simulate the pilot process. From the jar 
tests, an overall sorption rate constant, or overall k-value (See section 2.4), for specific 
hydraulic conditions, can be determined and can be evaluated to see if the ja r test results 
can be scaled up to the pilot installation. Modeling the two experiments are different 
because the jar test is considered a batch reactor and the pilot installation is a continuous 
system. However, when modeling the two systems, they both follow the Lagergren 
equation (pseudo first-order kinetics). The Lagergren equation can be expressed as:
^ -  = ks(qeg- q , )  Equation 5
Where;
qt = sorption capacity at time t
qeq = sorption capacity at equilibrium
ks = pseudo-first order rate constant (m in1)
Since there is a linear relationship between DOC and UVT, the UVT 
measurements can be used as a substitute for DOC when integrating Equation 5. When 
integrating Equation 5 for the batch reactor (jar test experiment) the equation can be 
integrated to solve for ks:
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UVTeq-UVT,
ln(  ---------- ) = k t Equation 6
UVTeq -  UVTa * M
Where;
UVT^ = UVT at equilibrium 
UVTt = UVT at time t 
UVT0 = Initial UVT of the raw water 
t = time (min)
ks = pseudo-first order rate constant (m in1)
To obtain a k-value for each resin concentration, a typical graph is the natural log 
of the quotient vs. time from Equation 6. The slope of the linear fit is the k-value for that 
resin concentration. Calculations will demonstrate that there exists a linear relation 
between k(C) and C (where C is resin concentration g/L), as will be shown so that k(C) 
can be normalized as follows: 
k(C) = k C
Where;
k’ = normalized rate constant
Regarding the pilot simulation from the jar tests, Equation 5 can be integrated for 
a continuous complete mixed reactor as follows:
UVT. -  UVT
t*{UVTeq-U VT,)
Where;
= ks Equation 7
UVTeq = UVT at equilibrium
UVTt = UVT at time t
UVT0 = Initial UVT of the raw water
t = average residence time (min)
ks = pseudo-first order rate constant (m in1)
The term qeq, from Equation 5, is difficult to measure and is sometimes 
established by trial and error. For the jar test experiments, the qeq, or UVTeq is the 24 
hour UVT measurement. However, since the pilot installation is a continuous system, qeq
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is difficult to measure. One way to determine qeq is to do trial and error using the jar test 
experiments to find a qeq for a resin concentration. (Hoy et al, 1998) Another way is to 
establish UVTeq from lab scale tests that use regenerated resin from the pilot installation.
The main parameters that are evaluated from the adsorption kinetics experiments 
on the pilot installation are the G-values, k-values, and the resin distribution within the 
system. Since the mechanical stirrers were changed in October of 2010, the UVT 
readings have decreased. The normalized k-values o f the pilot installation can, therefore, 
be evaluated by statistically comparing them to the corresponding normalized k-value 
from the jar tests. If  both k-values of the pilot installation and thejar-tests are not 
significantly different from one another, then thejar-tests experiments can be scaled up to 
the pilot. Also, another parameter that is being measured is the optimum normalized k- 
value for the resin type from the ja r test. From the G-value vs. normalized k-value graph, 
it is assumed that at some G-value, the overall k-value should start to level out on the 
chart. Another parameter that was investigated was to see if bubbling air into the water 
could refresh the boundary layer at low rpm. This was completed only on lab scale.
3.2.3 Fixed-bed Resin Regeneration Column
After the resin passes through the SIX® installation, the resin is separated by a 
Lamella Separator and is placed in one of two regeneration vessels. The adsorption 
capacity o f the resin is not at full because o f the design o f the SIX® installation to make 
the regeneration process more efficient. The current regeneration system is a stirred 
batch reactor that has a liquid solids ratio o f about 1. The regeneration process uses twice 
used, once used, and fresh salt solution to regenerate the resin. The first salt solution that 
regenerates the resin is twice used, then once used, and finishes with a fresh salt solution.
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Instead of regenerating the resin with a stirred batch reactor, a fixed-bed regeneration 
column is being proposed to be more effective than fne current batch reactor and having a 
liquid solids ratio o f 1. To assess the new regeneration process, a few parameters that 
need to be evaluated are the “different ions in the regenerant stream” and “the restoration 
of the exchange capacity o f the resin.” (Valverde et al. 2005) The other parameters to 
monitor with the new regeneration process are the desorption rate (dC/dt) o f the 
constituents, the regenerant bed volumes needed to restore the adsorption capacity, and 
its related contact time. The desorption rate o f the constituents is related on how 
effective the regeneration process is and can be measured by developing a regeneration 
model. The amount of bed volumes used to regenerate the resin can be a function of the 
cost for required chemicals. The regeneration process usually requires a large amount o f  
regenerant chemicals, not only to regenerate the resin but high purity water is required to 
rinse the resin after regeneration. (Chowdiah et. al. 1995) To evaluate the performance of 
the resin regeneration process, a few constituents need to be chosen to determine the 
efficiency of the proposed regeneration system.
In order to evaluate how efficient the new proposed fixed-bed regeneration 
process is, the main parameter that needs to be monitored as the “ions in the regenerant 
stream” is the DOC concentration. An influence that may have an impact on the fix-bed 
process is the flow rate. The flow rate can impact the process because it controls the 
amount o f contact time the regenerant solution has on the resin and the superficial flow 
velocity. The superficial flow velocity can be linked to the renewal o f the film layer 
around the resin that can affect the desorption rate o f the constituents. According to 
Chowdiah, “Since regeneration is performed in columns, the concentration at the resin
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boundary varies and is a function o f bulk concentration and equilibrium at the resin 
surface.” (Chowdiah el. Al. 1995) From Chowdiah’s experiments, the optimum flow 
rate, or volumetric flow rate, is low, ranging from 0.25-1.00 gal/min/ft3 of resin.
The other evaluation is to determine the restoration o f the exchange capacity of 
the resin. This parameter can be established by calculating the readily available desorbed 
DOC. By establishing the readily desorbable DOC concentrations, a target concentration 
can be determined and can evaluate how efficient the process is in a wide range o f flow 
rates. This target concentration can be determined from the daily data taken from the 
influent and effluent of the SIX® installation.
From these two parameters, the fixed-bed resin regeneration process can be 
evaluated and can determine if it is efficient to restore the capacity o f the resin. The 
overall goal of the regeneration research is to determine an optimum flow rate that 




4 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The following section describes the materials and methods used for the hydraulic 
characteristics performed on the SIX® contactors, the adsorption kinetics on the SIX® 
pilot, the regeneration vessel, and using the SIX® technology on a different water matrix.
4.1 Materials
4.1.1 The SIX® Pilot
The SIX® Pilot is shown in Figure 4 as a flow schematic and an image o f the pilot 
installation can be shown in Figure 5 below. The hydraulic range of the pilot installation 
is 25m3/hr to 50m3/hr. The frequency o f the stirring paddles ranges from 20-50Hz (see 
section 2.5 for rpms). From the injection point o f the resin to the effluent o f  the lamella 
separator, the hydraulic residence time for the flows of 25m3/hr and 50m3/hr are 45 
minutes and 21 minutes, respectively.









Figure 4: Flow schematic of the SIX® Pilot Installation
Fresh Resin Tanks
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Figure 5: Image of the SIX Pilot Installation
The resin is taken out o f the treat stream by the lamella separator and is placed 
into the regeneration vessel. Once the resin is regenerated, it is placed into one o f two 
fresh resin tanks. The operational range o f dosing the resin into the contactors is <lm L/L 
-  1000 mL/L. The typical resin dosage for the resin Lewatit VPOC 1071 (capacity is 
1.25 equivalence/ L of resin) is around 16mL/L. The resin is injected into the feed stream 
after the feed pump by a by-pass flow.
Along the SIX®, there are four samples ports for each contactor. The sample 
ports are located 0.75 meters from the top and bottom of the reactor and are separated 
every 1.50 meters from each other on each contactor. The ports can illustrate the 
performance of the contactors. A schematic o f the pilot installation with the sampling 
ports can be seen below in Figure 6.
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Influent 0.00mEffluent 12.80m
Sample Valve 1: 0.75m
Sample Valve 8 12.05m
Sample Valve; 7 10.55m Sample Valve 2: 2.25m
Sample Valve 6: 9.05m Sample Valve 3: 3.75m






Figure 6: Illustration of the sample ports along the SIX® Pilot Installation
4.1.2 Jar Test Apparatus
The apparatus that was used for the jar test is a ZR4-6. The apparatus has 6 
paddles that can spin at-the same or at different speeds at the same time along with 
cylindrical and rectangular jars. The rpm’s can range from 20-900 rpms. The resin that 
was used for the jar test experiment was Lewatit VPOC 1071®. Both types of jars are 
clear plastic and can have a maximum volume of 1.5L. An image of the Jar test 
apparatus can be shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Jar Test Apparatus
4.1.3 Resin Regeneration Lab-scale Column
The Resin Regeneration Bench-Scale was designed at the pilot plant. The design 
consisted of having piping from a salt solution that was drawn to the regeneration column 
by a peristaltic pump. The regeneration vessel has a diameter o f 2.5cm and a height of 
34cm. The total volume o f the vessel is 668cm3 or 668mL. The peristaltic pump is a 
Masterflex® L/S Digital Economy Drive from Cole-Parmer Instrument Company; Model 
Number 77200-60. The peristaltic pump could operate with a flow o f 20mL/min- 
480mL/min and would draw the salt solution to the regeneration vessel making the 
solution have an upward flow. From the top of the regeneration vessel, there was piping 
to take the regenerant solution and place it in a beaker. Samples would be taken from the 








Figure 8: Image of the Lab-scale Resin Regeneration Column
4.1.4 Resin Used in the Experiments
Lewatit® VP OC 1071 was used in this research. From the product information, 
the resin is a stongly basic, gelular Type I anion exchange resin. Also, the resin is an 
acrylic acid-divinylbenzene-copolymer with trimethylammonium-propylamido groups in 
chloride form. Regarding the physical properties o f  the resin, the bulk density ranges 
from 680-760 kg/m3 and the density o f the resin is 1.09 kg/L at 20°C. Since the density 
of the resin is greater than the density o f water, the resin has a good settling capability. 
Further information of the resin can be found in the MSDS sheets and the product 
information sheet supplied by Lanxess Energizing Company in Appendix 2: 
Manufacturer Specifications.
4.1.5 Salt Solution Used in Desorption Experiments
The salt used in the desorption experiments were supplied by Kloek Zout B.V. 
company located in Dordrecht, Nederlands. The composition of the sodium chloride is
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99% pure with 0.2% of calcium, 0.7% of sulfate, and 0.1% magnesium. The average 
grain size o f the salt is between 1.5 — 3.2mm. Further information o f the salt can be seen 
in Appendix 2: Manufacturer Specifications.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Hydraulic Characteristic Experiments
All o f the tracer studies were conducted in the pilot facility on the SIX® system. 
The tracer that was used on the installation was salt from the clean salt solutions that are 
used to regenerate the resin. The salt was pumped in the same pipe line as the feed water 
and resin and the conductivity measurements were taken only at the influent and effluent 
valve o f the second reactor every two minutes.
The salt that was injected into the system had a concentration o f about 265g/L and 
was pumped at a flow rate of about 250L/min. The salt concentration gave a clear rise in 
the conductivity readings in the effluent from about 100 mS/m (raw) to about 300 mS/m, 
500 mS/m, and 700 mS/m (effluent). The conductivity measurements are at a flow o f 
50m /hr, 35m /hr, and 25m /hr, respectively. The dosage time of salt was determined to 
be three times the HRT of the system to have a flat plateau on the conductivity readings 
graph. The plateau on the graph is the absolute maximum conductivity which is a 
prerequisite for accurate calculations. The device that was used to take the conductivity 
readings was a HACH HQ 4d Multimeter® which is calibrated in a solution of 
lOOOpS/cm.
The parameters that could influence the hydraulic efficiency o f  the system would 
be the flow rate and the rotational speed of the mechanical stirrers. The different flow
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rates that were evaluated were 25, 35, and 50m3/hr. The different rotational speeds that 
were done were 40 Hz and 20 Hz.
In the tracer experiments, the first three trials were done with resin inside the 
reactor. However, for the fourth trial, there was no resin inside the reactor because the 
resin would over flow the lamella separator. Also, since the first three trials had resin 
inside the reactors and the fourth had no resin, the fifth trial was to see if  the resin could 
interfere with the tracer study experiments. The final trial was operated at a  flow of 
50m3/hr at 40Hz.
4.2.2 Jar Testing Adsorption Procedure
4.2.2.1 No air
The experiments were conducted at 50, 100, 150, 200, and 300 rpm with a G- 
value o f 23, 66, 121, 186, and 341s'1, respectively. Each jar was labeled JT-1, JT-2, JT-3, 
JT-4, JT-5, and JT-6. JT-1, JT-2, JT-3, JT-4, JT-5, and JT-6 had resin concentration 4 
g/L, 6 g/L, 8 g/L, 12 g/L, 16 g/L, and 24 g/L, respectively. The resin that was used for 
the jar test experiment was virgin and regenerated Lewatit® VPOC 1071. The 
regenerated resin was taken from the Fresh Resin Tanks from the pilot installation and 
vacuum filtered to separate the water and the resin. The virgin resin was rinsed three 
times in Milli-Q water and stirred at 200 rpm for 20 minutes. In the experiment, the 
contact time of the resin was for 20 minutes with samples taken at various time 
increments. The times that were sampled were 2, 4, 8, 12, and 20 minutes and at 24 
hours for the UVTeq for Equation 6. Each sample was filtered through a Whatman® 




The experiment was conducted at 50 rpm with a G-value of 23s'1. Each jar was 
labeled JT-1, JT-2, JT-3, JT-4, JT-5, and JT-6. JT-1, JT-2, and JT-3 had resin 
concentrations of 12 g/L, 16 g/L, and 24 g/L with no air, respectively. JT-4, JT-5, and 
JT-6 had resin concentrations of 12 g/L, 16 g/L, and 24 g/L with air bubbled into the jar, 
respectively. The resin that was used for the jar test experiment was virgin Lewatit® VP 
OC 1071 resin. The contact time o f the resin was for 20 minutes with samples taken at 
various time increments. The times that were sampled were 2, 4,8, 12, and 20 minutes 
and at 24 hours for the UVTeq for Equation 6. Each sample was filtered through a 
Whatman® Spartan 30/.45pm filter. The UVT measurements were taken from a HACH- 
DR 5000 Spectrophotometer.
4.2.23 Sample Procedure
The sample vials that were used to take samples from the jars were rinsed with 
Milli-Q water. Also, about 15 seconds before the sample time, the vials were rinsed with 
the treated water at that time. The samples were then filtered through a 45 pm filter. The 
UVT samples were analyzed for by a HACH DR-5000 Spectrophotometer along with the 
nitrate samples. However, the nitrate samples were filtered, like the UVT samples, but 
followed a procedure by HACH LANGE LCK 339. lmL of the sample had to react with 
a reagent for about 15 minutes, in a clear vial, before it could be analyzed. The nitrate 
samples were then analyzed by a HACH DR-5000 Spectrophotometer at a wavelength o f 
370nm. The detection limit o f the method is 1-60 mg/L asNC>3. Any measurement 
below 1 mg/L is an estimate but not accurate.
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4.2.3 Pilot Kinetic Studies
Effluent 12.80m —
Sample Valve 8: 12.05m
Sample Valve 7: 10.55m
Sample Valve 6: 9.05m




Sample Valve 1: 0.75m
t
Sample Valve 2: 2.25m
Sample Valve 3: 3.75m




Figure 9: Pilot Schematic for Adsorption Kinetics
The pilot installation was operated at different flows varying the revolutions per 
minute (rpm) of the mechanical stirrers. The flows that were evaluated were 25, 35, and 
45m3/hr and varying the rpm of the mechanical stirrers by 20, 40,45, and 50Hz (for G- 
values, see Figure 12). The effluent UVT was monitored to see how long it took for the 
system to be at steady state. It was determined that samples from the valves can be taken 
after 3 times the theoretical Hydraulic Residence Time (HRT). Samples were taken at 
three times the theoretical HRT and four times the HRT for duplicates. At each valve, 
samples were taken to measure the UVT and to measure the resin concentration 
throughout the system. From the RTD data, the system acts as 4 CSTRs in series no
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matter the rotational speed of the mechanical stirrers and the flow of the system See 
Chapter 5.1). Valve 1 and 2 are considered as CSTR 1; valve 3 and 4 are considered as 
CSTR 2; valve 5 and 6 are considered CSTR 3; and valve 7 and 8 are considered CSTR 
4. When calculating the normalized k-value from Equation 7, the UVTeq is measured by 
trial and error from the regenerated resin 100 rpm ja r test experiment. To simplify Figure 
9, the pilot diagram, of having 4 CSTRs in series, the following figure breaks down the 
SIX® system to 4 CSTRs in series along with three parameters that are measured for each 
experiment:
CSTR 3 CSTR 4CSTR 2CST
DO
UVT, u v t 2 u v t 3 u v t 4
UVTeq UVTeq UVT^ UVT^
C re s in !  C re s in 2 C rc;iin3 C  C:,ni4
Figure 10: The SIX® Pilot installation simplified to 4 CSTRs in series
From the manufacturer, when the system is running at 50Hz the rotational speeds 
are different for each reactor. The rotational speed for reactor one and reactor two at 
50Hz is 80 rpm and 113 rpm, respectively. When the system is operating at 40Hz, the 
rotational speed in reactor one and reactor two are 64 rpm and 90 rpm and at 20Hz, the 
rotational speed in reactor one and reactor two are 32 rpm and 42 rpm, respectively. The 
following figure shows the relationship between Hertz and RPM for reactor 1 and reactor 
2 :
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Figure 11: Relationship between Hertz and RPM for the reactors
Along with the establishing a relationship between Hertz and rpm, the 
manufacture also gave information for calculating G-values, which is necessary to 
compare pilot scale with bench scale experiments. The following equation is used to 
calculate the G-values for each experiment:
Where;
P = Power (Watts)
V = Volume treated 
q = Dynamic viscosity
In Equation 8, Power is also determined by an equation which can be seen below:
_P = p * N e *n3 * d 5 Equation 9
Where;
p = density (kg/m3)
Ne = Paddle constant 
n = revolutions per second (rps) 
d = diameter o f the contactor
Equation 8
From Equation 9 to Equation 8, the G-values for the system can be calculated.
This is done by knowing the frequency, Hertz, of the system and determining the RPM 
(revolutions per minute) o f the system from Figure 11. Then RPM is converted to rps 
(revolutions per second) and is variable “n” is equation 9. Since both reactors operate at 
different rotation speeds and power, the reactors will also operate at different G-values.
A mass balance on the system was done to calculate an overall G-value o f the system. 
Since G-values are influenced by temperature, the following figure shows the relationship 
between the different overall G-value o f the system versus the temperature of the feed 
water:
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Figure 12: The relationship between the Overall G-value and the temperature of the feed water
4.2.4 Regeneration Experiments
A series of experiments were done on the resin regeneration process to find the 
optimum flow rate that removes the most DOC with minimum regenerant volume and 
acceptable contact time. Also, another series of experiments were done to mimic the 
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method which means that the resin is first regenerated with a twice used salt solution then 
a once used salt solution and finishes the regeneration cycle with a fresh salt solution.
This type of process was mimicked on the lab-scale column to evaluate the amount of 
DOC that can be desorbed from the resin with 1 BV regenerant which equals the current 
regenerant volume consumption.
4.2.4.1 Readily Desorbable DOC
From the influent and effluent concentrations, along with the resin concentration 
within the SIX® process, a rough calculation can be made to estimate how much 
milligrams of DOC adsorbed onto the resin per volume of resin (DOC mg/mL). From 
that calculation, knowing the volume of resin being regenerated (mL), the amount of 
readily desorbable DOC can be determined per bed volume (mg/BV). From the daily 
DOC values, the target concentration that is the readily desorbable amount o f DOC is 
about 130mg/BV of resin with 1 BV equal to 668mL (See Figure 8). (See Appendix for 
the calculations)
4.2.4.2 Flow Optimization
From Chowdiah’s experiments, the optimum volumetric flow rate ranges from 
0.25-1.00 gal/min/fit3 of resin. To convert the optimum flow rate range o f 0.25-1.00 
gal/min/ft3 o f resin to mL/min; taking into account the volume of the resin o f 668 mL, the 
optimum flow rate range is between 22.3-89.3 mL/min, in our situation (See Appendix 
for calculations). To find the optimum flow that can desorb the most cumulative DOC 
was by operating the peristaltic pump at 20.8, 41.1,81.1, 125, 176, and 200mL/min. For 
each flow rate, about 14 subsequent BV were treated and for the first 35 minutes, samples 
were taken at 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 minutes. These samples were measured
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for UVT254 and if the UVT254 was too high then the samples were diluted 1:25 with Milli- 
Q water. The UVT254 measurements were used to calculate the DOC concentration (See 
Chapter 4.2.5). The salt that was used for this experiment was a prepared salt solution 
with conductivity around 143mS/cm.
4.2.4.3 Counter-Current Experiments
To simulate the lab-scale to the pilot-scale, counter current experiments were 
completed on the lab-scale regeneration column, focusing on reusing the regenerant 
solution once, twice, and three times used solution. The flow that was used in the 
experiment was 125mL/min and treated 4 BV, which has a net contact time o f 21.4 
minutes. The salt solutions that were used in the experiments were salt from Salt Vessel 
One and prepared salt in Milli-Q water. For each BV, UVT254, conductivity, and nitrates 
were analyzed. After about 7 cycles, samples were sent to the het Waterlaboratorium in 
Haarlem. A flow diagram of the process can be seen in the APPENDIX along with the 
data.
4.2.4.4 Low-Flow-Recycle Experiments:
The low-flow-recycle experiments were done on the flow of 20.8,41.1,
81.1 mL/min. The experiment was to treat just one BV for each flow but to recycle the 
BV once for the 41.1 mL/min flow and 3 times for the 81 .lmL/min flow so that the total 
contact time is the same for all 3 experiments (32 minutes). For the 20.8mL/min, the BV 
was not recycled because the time it takes to treat one BV is 32 minutes, which is the 
maximum acceptable contact time. After the experiments for each flow, samples were 
taken to measure UVT and samples were collected to analyze for DOC, nitrate, chloride
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and a NOM analysis. The samples were sent to Het Waterlaboratorium in Haarlem but 
the UVT samples were analyzed in-house.
4.2.5 DOC-UVT relationship for Desorption Kinetics
Since the DOC-UVT254 relationship changes from process to process, a new 
DOC-UVT relationship needs to be established for the resin regeneration process. For 
the DOC measurements, the spectrophotometer measured UVT254 in percent absorption 
at a wavelength of 254nm. This wavelength has been shown to be a surrogate 
measurement for DOC concentration. This relationship can be displayed below in Figure 
13. An experiment that treated 20 Bed Volumes (BV) o f loaded resin from the SIX® 
installation with a flow of 176mL/min from the peristaltic pump and a salt solution from 
Salt Vessel One (conductivity of 145mS/cm) was performed to take UVT254 readings and 
send samples to the laboratory to analyze for DOC concentrations. For each BV, UVT254 
readings were measured on a HACH- DR 5000 Spectrophotometer and the corresponding 
BV’s were sent to the lab to measure the DOC content. Also, each BV was diluted 1:50 
with Milli-Q water to measure the UVT254 and the corresponding BV was sent to the 
laboratory for DOC analysis. The following graph shows the DOC-UVT254 relationship 
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Figure 13: DOC-UVT254 relationship for the Resin Regeneration Process 
4.2.6 Het Waterlaboratorium N.V. Haarlem
Het Waterlaboratorium (HWL) is located in Haarlem, Netherlands and is 
independent from PWN. Samples were sent to the lab to analyze for constituents that 
could not be analyzed accurately at the Pilot Facility.
HWL is accredited by the Dutch Accreditation Council RvA. The lab followed 
the ISO/IEC 17025:2005 requirements to be accredited and they are accredited until 
1 January 2015. The registration number o f the lab is L 404. The certificate o f  the lab 
can be seen in Appendix 3: HWL Certificate and Procedures
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CHAPTER 5
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
5.1 5/X® Hydraulic Characteristic Results
The following data displays different hydraulic conditions varying the flow o f the 
SIX® installation. The different flows that were analyzed were 25, 35, and 50m3/hr. The 
rotation speed o f the SIX stirrers was constant at 40 and 20 Hertz. This is the highest and 
lowest rotation speed the stirrers can produce with the system being stable. The 
experiments were restricted by the performance range of the pilot plant.
5.1.1 Flow 50m3/hr at 40Hz
The first trial that was conducted was with the highest flow (50m3/hr) with the 
highest energy input (40Hz). The following graph shows the conductivity measured over 
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Figure 14: Conductivity measurements in the effluent for Flow 50m3/hr at 40Hz
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From the “C-curve,” an F-curve can be determined for the dosing time o f 60 

























Figure 15: Left: Calculated F-curve from the dosage time o f the trial at a flow of 50m3/hr, Right: The areas 
of area A and area B at different time intervals at a flow of 50m3/hr.
From the f-curve, at various time intervals, the area o f a certain area (A, B, and C) 
was calculated. The figure to the right represents the areas o f  B and C over the duration 
o f the dosing time o f 60 minutes (See Chapter 3.2.1 Figure 3 for reference). On the 
graph, where the two lines intersect each other is the MRT which is 21.5 minutes. Once 
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Figure 16: Calculated F (theta) curves for theoretical tanks compared to the experimental data at a flow o f
50m3/hr with 40 Hz
From Figure 16, the experimental data follows between 4 CSTRs in series. Also, 
in this trial the MRT was about 21.5 minutes and the calculated theoretical mean 
residence time is 21.6. In this trial, the percent error between the tracer study MRT and 
the theoretical HRT is 0.46%.
5.1.2 Flow 35m3/hr at 40Hz
The second trial was conducted at a flow o f 35m3/hr with the stirrer having a 
frequency at 40Hz. The following graph shows the conductivity in the effluent:
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Figure 17: Conductivity measurements in the effluent for Flow 35m3/hr at 40 Hz
From the “C-curve,” an F-curve can be determined for the dosing time o f 90
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Figure 18: Left: Calculated F-curve from the dosage time of the trial at a flow of 35m3/hr, Right: The areas of area
A and area B at different time intervals at flow of 35m3/hr
In figure 18, the left graph is the F-curve and the graph to the right is the areas
under the F-curve for areas B and C. Where the two lines intersect is the MRT and the
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Figure 19: Calculated F (theta) curves for theoretical tanks compared to the experimental data at a flow of
35m3/hr with 40 Hz
From the Figure 19, the experimental data lies on the 4 theoretical tanks in series. 
For this trial with decreasing o f the flow from 50m3/hr to 35m3/hr, the same conclusion 
can be drawn from trial 1. Also, the experimental MRT was determined to be 30 
minutes. The HRT was calculated to be 30.8 minutes. Again, this trial also has a 2.6% 
error between the different calculated theoretical residence times.
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5.1.3 Flow 25m3/hr 40Hz
The third trial was conducted at a flow of 25m3/hr with the stirrers having a 
frequency at 40Hz. The following graph shows the conductivity in the effluent:
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Figure 20: Trial 3 Conductivity measurements in the effluent with a flow rate o f 25m3/hr and 40Hz 
From the “C-curve,” an F-curve can be determined for the dosing time o f 126 
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Figure 21: Left: Calculated F-curve from the dosage time o f the trial at a flow of 25m3/hr, Right: The areas of 
area A and area B at different time intervals at flow of 25m3/hr
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In Figure 21, the left graph represents the F-curve for the third trial and the graph 
on the right represents the areas under the curve for B and C. From the right graph, the 
MRT is about 43 minutes. Since the MRT was determined, the following graph shows 
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Figure 22: Calculated F (theta) curves for theoretical tanks compared to the experimental data at a flow of
25m3/hr with 40 Hz
From Figure 22, the number o f contactors in series for trial 3 is 4 virtual 
contactors in series. In the trial 3, the flow o f the system decreased from 50 m3/hr and 
35m3/hr to 25m3/hr. The same conclusion was drawn for all three flows that the system 
has 4 contactors in series. However, the MRT for trial 3 is 43 minutes and the theoretical 
HRT is 43.2 minutes. The percent error between the two residence times is .46% which 
is relatively low.
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5.1.4 Flow 50m3/hr 20Hz
The fourth trial was conducted at a flow of 50m3/hr with the stirrers having a 
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Figure 23: Trial 4 Conductivity measurements in the effluent with a flow rate of 50m3/hr and 20Hz 
From the “C-curve” generated from the tracer study, the F-curve can be created 
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Figure 24: Left: Calculated F-curve from the dosage time o f the trial at a flow o f 50m3/hr at 20 Hz, Right: 
The areas of area A and area B at different time intervals at flow of 50m3/hr at 20 Hz
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From Figure 24, the left graph is the F-curve and the graph on the left is the areas 
B and C calculated from the F-curve. Where the lines intersect is the MRT of the tracer 
and the MRT is about 21.2 minutes. With the MRT established, the MRT is then used to 
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Figure 25: Calculated F (theta) curves for theoretical tanks compared to the experimental data at a flow of
50m3/hr with 20Hz
From Figure 25, the number of contactors in series for trial 4 is 4-5 virtual 
contactors. The MRT for trial 4 is 21.2 minutes and the theoretical HRT is 21.6 minutes. 
The percent error between the two residence times is 1.85% which is relatively low.
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5.1.5 Flow 50m3/hr at 40Hz with no resin
The fifth trial was conducted at a flow of 50m3/hr with the stirrers operating at
40Hz with no resin in the reactor. This trial was to see if the resin interfered with the
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Figure 26: Trial 5 Conductivity measurements in the effluent with a flow rate o f 50m3/hr and 40Hz 
From the C-curve generated from the conductivity readings from the effluent, the
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Figure 27: Calculated F-curve from the dosage time of the trial at a flow of 50m3/hr at 40Hz, Right: The 
areas of area A and area B at different time intervals at flow of 50m3/hr at 40 Flz
Outle t Conductivity
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From Figure 27, the left graph is the F-curve and the graph on the left is the areas 
B and C calculated from the F-curve. Where the lines intersect is the MRT o f the tracer 
and the MRT is about 21.2 minutes. With the MRT established, the MRT is then used to 
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Figure 28: Calculated F (theta) curves for theoretical tanks compared to the experimental data at a flow of
50m3/hr with 40Hz
From Figure 28, the experimental data lies on 4 contactors in series. In trial one, the 
experimental data also showed that the system acted as 4 contactors in series. However, 
the MRT in trial one was 21.5 minutes and had a percent error of 0.46%, the MRT for 
trial 5 was 21.2 minutes. The percent error for trial 5 is 1.85%. This trial shows that 
there is no interference by the resin in the tracer study experiments.
5.1.6 Summary of the Tracer Studies:
Table 1 shows the characteristics o f each tracer study experiment. The main 
parameters that were of interest were the number o f  contactors in series and the percent
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error between the MRT and the HRT. The desired results were to have a high number o f 
contactors in series with a low percent error between the MRT and the HRT.
The first three trials showed that the flow had no influence on the number of 
contactors in the series of system. The fourth trial was to see if  the highest flow with the 
lowest energy input could influence the number o f contactors in series. The number of 
contactors did increase from 4 to 5 but it was not a dramatic change. Even though the 
number of CSTRs did increase, the SIX® cannot operate with a flow o f 50m3/hr at 20Hz 
because the resin would overflow the lamella separator. It is concluded that the flow and 
the rotational speed o f the stirrers don’t influence the number o f contactors in series 
significantly. The current SIX® system acts as 4 CSTRs in series.
The final trial was to see if the resin interfered with the tracer study experiments. 
Trials 1, 2, and 3 had resin within the system and trial 4 did not have resin. Trial 5 
simulated Trial 1 and the results were similar. The number o f  CSTRs in series was the 
same at 4 but the percent error was a little different.
Table 1: Tracer Study Summary:__________ ___________ ____________ _________________________
Trial 1 2 3 4 5
Flow rate (m3/hr) 50 35 25 50 50
Hertz 40 40 40 20 40
Theoretical 
residence time (min)
21.6 30.8 43.2 21.6 21.6
Mean residence time 
(min)
21.5 30 43 21.2 21.2
Percent error 0.46% 2.60% 0.46% 1.85% 1.85%
Number of 
theoretical tanks
4 4 4 4-5 4
From the tracer studies on the SIX® installation, it is safe to say that the flow and 
the frequency o f the stirrers do not impact the number o f contactors in series for the 
system significantly. Also, the other parameter was the percent error between the MRT
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and the HRT. Between the 5 trials, the highest percent error is 2.60% and the lowest was 
0.46%. The next step is to evaluate the adsorption efficiency at the various flows and 
energy input of the mechanical stirrers.
5.2 Adsorption Kinetics on the SFX® Technology
5.2.1 Jar Test results
The following results are split into bench-scale experiments and simulating the 
bench-scale experiments to the pilot installation.
Bench-scale with no air and virsin resin results:
The bench-scale experiments were used to determine the maximum k-value at a 
certain G-value to enable comparison with the pilot installation. Also, knowing the 
current G-value of the system, it can be known if the G-value is at the maximum k-value 
or the system needs more energy input (i.e. higher G-values). The UVTeq value was 
determined by doing stirring the resin for 24 hours.
5.2.1.1 Trial 1: 50 rpm -  virgin resin
The first trial was operating the jar tester apparatus at 50 RPM corresponding to a 












Figure 29: UVT measurements at 50 RPM for Jar Test Trial 1 (PWN SIX® influent water)
From Figure 29, at 50 RPM, there is not much adsorption of DOC to the resin for 
realistic contact time o f 20 minutes as the UVT measurements demonstrate (UVT target 
is set at 92%). From this graph, individual k-values for each resin concentrations can be 
determined by using Equation 6:
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y = -0.0099x y = -0.0104X y = -0.0125x y = -0.0157x y = -0.0164x V = -0.0198x 
R2 = 0.9655 R2 = 0.976 R2 = 0.9855 R2 = 0.999 R2 = 0.9985 R2 = 0.9985














Figure 30: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 50 RPM for Jar Test Trial 1 
The k-values for each resin concentration are 0.0099, 0.0104, 0.0125, 0.0157, 
0.0164, and 0.0198 for 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 24 g/L with good correlations confirming that 
the kinetics follow pseudo first order. The k-values can then be graphed together to find 
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Figure 31: Overall k-value for 50 RPM for Jar Test Trial 1
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The overall k-value is 0.001 and has a R value of -0.411. A very low R 
indicates that the adsorption kinetics are very poor operating at 50 RPM, which 
corresponds to a G-value o f 23s'1. The poor kinetics could also be observed during the 
experiment because most o f the resin was settling and not in suspension.
5.2.1.2 Trial 2: 100 rpm -  virgin resin
The second trial was operating the ja r tester apparatus at 100 RPM corresponding 
to a G-value of 66s'1. The following graph shows the change in UVT over a contact time 
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Figure 32: UVT measurements at 100 RPM for Jar Test Trial 2 (PWN SIX® influent water)
Figure 32, shows the increasing of the UVT measurements over the contact time 
of 20 minutes. When comparing trial 2 to trial 1, the UVT measurements indicate that 





higher UVT measurements) at a G-value o f 66s'1. The following graph shows the 
individual k-values for each resin concentration over the contact time o f 20 minutes:
y = -0.0285x y = -0.0385x y = -0.0482x y = -0.0734x y = -0.0969X y = -0.1447x 
R2 = 0.9752 R2 = 0.9991 R2 = 0.9989 R2 = 0.9932 R2 = 0.9997 R2 = 0.9993 










Figure 33: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 100 RPM for Jar Test Trial 2
From Figure 33, the individual k-values for each virgin resin concentration are 
0.0285, 0.0685, 0.0482, 0.0734, 0.0969, and 0.1447 for 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 24 g/L, 
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Figure 34: Overall k-value for 100 RPM for Jar Test trial 2
Figure 34 shows the normalized k-value operating at 100 RPM, which 
corresponds to 66s'1, is 0.0061. From trial 1 to trial 2, the overall k-values, 0.001 and 
0.0061, increase significantly.
5.2.1.3 Trial 3:150 rpm — virgin resin
The third trial was operating the jar tester apparatus at 150 RPM corresponding to 
a G-value of 121s'1. The following graph shows the UVT measurements increasing over 













Figure 35: UVT measurements at 150 RPM for Jar Test Trial 3 (PWN SIX® influent water) 
Figure 35 shows the UVT measurements increasing over a contact time o f 20 
minutes for each resin concentration. From the UVT measurements, a linear isotherm 
can be constructed for each resin concentration:
y = -0.0267x y = -0.0403x y = -0.0542x y = -0.087x y = -0.1092x y = -0.141x
R2 = 0.9971 R2 = 0.9997 R2 = 0.9988 R2= 0.9998 R2 = 0.9993 R2 = 0.9808





Figure 36: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 150 RPM for Jar Test Trial 3
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From Figure 36, the individual k-values for each resin concentration are 0.0267, 
0.0403, 0.0542, 0.087, 0.1092, and 0.141 for the resin concentrations o f 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 
and 24 g/L, respectively. With the k-values known for each resin concentration, the 
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Figure 37: Overall k-value for 150 RPM for Jar Test Trial 3
From Figure 37, the overall k-value for 150 RPM is 0.0064 which does not differ 
significantly from trial 2 at 100 RPM with a k-value of 0.0061 with a high R2 value.
5.2.1.4 Trial 4: 200 rpm — virgin resin
The third trial was operating the jar tester apparatus at 200 RPM corresponding to 
a G-value o f 186s'1. The following graph shows the UVT measurements increasing over 
a contact time o f 20 minutes:
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Figure 38: UVT measurements at 200 RPM for Jar Test Trial 4 (PWN SIX® influent water) 
Figure 38 shows the UVT measurements increasing during the contact time o f 20 








y = -0.0387X y = -0.0479x y = -0.0683x y = -0.0983x y = -0.1435x y = -0.208x
R2 = 0.9987 R2 = 0.9958 R2 = 0.9958 R2 = 0.998 R2 = 0.991 R2 = 0.9264












Figure 39: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 200 RPM for Jar Test Trial 4
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From Figure 39, the k-values for each resin concentrations for 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 
and 30 g/L are 0.0387, 0.0479, 0.0683, 0.0983, 0.1453, and 0.208, respectively. The k- 
values for each virgin resin concentration can be graphed together to find the overall k- 
value for trial 4:
0.25
y = 0.0064X 
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Figure 40: Overall k-value for 200 RPM for Jar Test Trial 4
From Figure 40, the overall k-value for 200 RPM is 0.0064. The overall k-value 
for 200 RPM (0.0064) is the same as 150 RPM (0.0064) and does not significantly differ 
from 100 RPM (0.0061).
5.2.1.5 Trial 5: 300 rpm - virgin resin
The fifth trial was operating the jar tester apparatus at 300 RPM corresponding to 
a G-value of 341s'1. Trial 5 was operated at a high energy input to see if the overall k- 
value is stable with a very high G-value. The following graph shows the UVT 
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Figure 41: UVT measurements at 300 RPM for Jar Test Trial 5 (PWN SIX® influent water)
Figure 41 shows the UVT measurements increasing over the contact time o f 20 
minutes. From the UVT measurements for each resin concentration, a linear isotherm 
can be established:
y = -0.0282X y = -0.0429x y = -0.0586x y = -0.0802x y = -0.0978x y = -0.1488x 
R2 = 0.9988 R2 = 0.9988 R2 = 0.9962 R2 = 0.9876 R2 = 0.975 R2 = 0.9598














Figure 42: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 300 RPM for Jar Test Trial 5
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From Figure 42, the k-values for the resin concentration of 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 24 
g/L are 0.0282, 0.0429, 0.0586, 0.0802, 0.0978, and 0.1488, respectively. The k-values 
can be graphed with their corresponding resin concentration:
0.25
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Figure 43: Overall k-value for 300 RPM for Jar Test Trial 5
The overall k-value for 300 RPM is 0.0064. The k-value is the same as 200RPM 
and 150 RPM. From the ja r test, the optimum k-value is 0.0064.
5.2.1.6 Trial 6 100 rpm regenerated resin from  SIX® pilo t installation:
Since the jar test experiments used virgin resin and not regenerated resin, the 
following results show a ja r  test experiment with regenerated resin from the pilot fresh 
resin tanks at 100 rpm. 100 rpm showed good adsorption kinetics and the objective is to 
see if the normalized k-value from the regenerated resin can be compared to the virgin 
resin. Also, the UVT equilibrium values can be used to establish UVT equilibrium 
values for the pilot installation experiments. The following graph shows the UVT 











Figure 44: UVT measurements at 100 RPM for Jar Test Trial 6 (PWN SIX® influent water)
Figure 44 shows the UVT measurements increasing over the contact time o f 20
minutes. From the UVT measurements for each resin concentration, a linear isotherm
can be established:
y = -0.0263x y = -0.0377x y = -0.0581x y = -0.0815x y = -0.1027x y = -0.1514x 
R2 = 0.9954 R2 = 0.9991 R2 = 1 R2 = 0.9992 R2 = 0.9998 R2 = 0.9965 
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Figure 45: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 100 RPM for Jar Test Trial 6
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From Figure 45, the k-values for the resin concentration of 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 24 
g/L are 0.0263, 0.0377, 0.0581, 0.0815, 0.1027, and 0.1514, respectively. The k-values 
can be graphed with their corresponding resin concentration:
0.2
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Figure 46: Normalized k-value for 100 RPM for Jar Test Trial 6 
From Figure 46, the normalized k-value for trial 6 is 0.0065. The normalized k- 
value for trial 3, which was conducting a ja r  test at 100 rpm with virgin resin, had a 
normalized k-value o f 0.0061. The normalized k-value for the regenerated resin is 
slightly higher than the virgin resin. This means that the normalized-k-values for the 
virgin resin can be used to scale up to the pilot installation.
5.2.2 Summary o f Jar-test experiments:
From the bench-scale experiments, the Jar-Tester apparatus was run at 50, 100, 
150, 200, and 300 RPM. The overall k-values for each trial were 0.001, 0.0061, 0.0064, 
0.0064, and 0.0064 respectively. The objective of the bench-scale experiments was to 
determine the optimum k-value at a certain G-value. To find the G-value that has the
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Figure 47: The normalized k-values (virgin resin) for each trial graphed by their corresponding G-value 
From Figure 47, the optimum k-value is about 0.006 which can have the lowest 
G-value o f around 90s'1. To simulate the adsorption kinetics to the pilot scale, the 
installation should have a corresponding G-value o f 90s'1. However, with the new 
stirrers, the system cannot go lower than 20 Hertz, which corresponds to a G-value o f 
114s’1. Also, the maximum amount o f energy that the mechanical stirrers can operate 
without overflowing the first reactor at all three flows (25, 35, and 45m3/hr) is 40 Hertz 
which has a G-value o f 322s'1. Both G-values, 114s'1 and 322s'1, lie within the 
experimental bench-scale optimum k-value. Theoretically, when the SIX® is operated at 
20 Hertz or 40 Hertz, the kinetics should not differ from each other.
Since the bench-scale experiments were batch reactors and not continuous 
systems, the flow of the pilot should be evaluated for the adsorption kinetics using a
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different model (See Chapter 3.2.2 Equation 7). The adsorption kinetics will be 
evaluated at flows of 25, 35, and 45m3/hr at 20 and 40Hz.
5.2.3 SIX® Pilot Adsorption Kinetics
The following results display different hydraulic conditions for the pilot 
installation operating at flow o f 25, 35, and 45m3/hr with a resin dose 16mL/L which is 
about 16g/L. Also, the rotational speed o f the mechanical stirrers were varied at 20 and 
40 Hertz. However, the mechanical stirrers can operate at 50 Hz but the system can 
overflow when the flow is higher than 35m3/hr. The pilot installation was also operated 
at a flow of 35m3/hr with a rotational speed of 45 and 50 Hz. The UVTeq values were 
determined by trial and error. By knowing the resin concentration for each sample valve, 
the UVTeq value can be estimated from the Jar test UVTeq values.
5.2.3.1 Trial 1: Flow 25m3/hr and 20Hz
Trial one was operating the pilot installation at a flow o f 25m3/hr (HRT = 45 
minutes) along with a rotational speed of 20Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value 
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Figure 48: UVT measurements for trial 1 Flow 25m3/hr at 20 Hz
From Figure 48, the effluent UVT measurement for trial 1 is 94% which is above 
the target UVT of 92%. Even though the UVT effluent was above the target, the resin 
distribution throughout the system was very poor. The following figure shows the resin 
distribution through reactor 1 and reactor 2:
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Figure 49: Resin Distribution for trial 1- 25m3/hr at 20 Hz 
From Figure 49, the resin distribution shows settling in reactor two with a resin 
concentration of about 59mL/L. Even though the effluent UVT is above the target o f 
90%, the mixing conditions show that operating the system at 20Hz is inefficient for 
keeping the resin in suspension, which in-tum has poor adsorption kinetics. From the 
UVT readings, Equation 7 can be used to determine the k-value of the trial which can be 
seen in the following figure:
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Figure 50: The k-values for trial 1- flow 25m3/hr at 20 Hz
From Figure 50, the normalized k-values for the trials are 0.0021 and 0.0022. The 
overall G-value of this trial is 114s'1 which should have a normalized k-value o f 0.0064 
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Figure 51: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 1
This graph illustrates why Figure 51 does not have a nice correlation with the 
resin concentrations. CSTR 3 has a very low normalized k-value-resin concentration 
ratio because o f the very high concentration in the bottom of reactor two. Also, Figure 51 
can illustrate the liquid-solid ratio in each CSTR. CSTR 1 has the lowest liquid-solid 
ratio which is ideal for refreshing the boundary layer of the resin where CSTR 3 has a 
high liquid-solid ratio and the boundary layer can’t be refreshed efficiently at this low 
flow level. The following table sums up Trial 1 o f the pilot installation:
Table 2: Trial 1 with a flow of 25m3/hr operating the mechanical stirrers at 20Hz
Replicate 1: 135 minutes Replicate 2: 181 minutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 7 77.8 0.026 6 77.5 0.024
CSTR 2 10.5 82.5 0.030 8.5 81.9 0.027
CSTR 3 54 91.8 0.106 52 91.3 0.101
CSTR 4 20 94 0.067 20 93.7 0.064
Overall
K-value 0.0022 0.0021
5.2.3.2 Trial 2: Flow 25m3/hr at 40Hz
Trial two was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 25m3/hr (HRT = 45 
minutes) along with a rotational speed o f 40Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value
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o f  322s'1. The fo llow ing graph show s the U V T  readings a long the treatment process o f
the installation:
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Figure 52: UVT measurements for trial 2 Flow 25m3/hr at 40 Hz
From Figure 52, the effluent UVT measurement for trial 2 is 95% which is above 
the target UVT of 90%. By increasing the frequency of the mechanical stirrers, the UVT 
effluent increased from 94% to 95% at a flow of 25m3/hr. However, the resin 
distribution was quite even with an average resin concentration of 16mL/L. The 
following graph shows the resin distribution of the system:
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Figure 53: Resin Distribution for trial 2- 25m3/hr at 40 Hz
Even though the average resin concentration is 16mL/L, the resin concentration in 
the bottom of reactor 2 is about 30mL/L, which is still high. This may indicate that there 
is still some settling o f the resin because of the low flow of the system. From the UVT 
readings, Equation 3 can be used to determine the k-value o f the trial which can be seen 
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Figure 54: The k-values for trial 2- flow 25m3/hr at 40 Hz
From Figure 54, the k-values for the trials are 0.0047 and 0.0045(low R2 value). 
The overall G-value of this trial is 322s'1 which should have a normalized k-value of 
0.0064 from Figure 47. The k-values are a lot closer to the optimum k-value from the jar 
tests compared to trial 1 which had very low k-values. Also in trial 1, the resin 
distribution throughout the system was very poor. The following figure shows the k- 
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Figure 55: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 2
Figure 55 shows the k-value-resin concentration ratio in each CSTR for the two 
trials. CSTR 4 (trial 2) has a low ratio which could be influenced by the resin 
distribution. For this trial, the resin concentrations are not even distributed between the 4 
CSTRs, also with one particular CSTR, which means it’s hard to model the system when 
has a low flow with a high frequency. The following table sums up Trial 2 o f the pilot 
installation:
Table 3: Trial 2 with a flow of 25m3/hr operating the mechanical stirrers at 40Hz____________________
Replicate : 135 minutes Replicate 2: 181 minutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 8 80.9 0.049 8 80.2 0.042
CSTR 2 11 86.4 0.047 11 85 0.037
CSTR 3 29 92.9 0.142 29 93.0 0.174
CSTR 4 17.5 94.6 0.060 17.5 93.9 0.027
Overall
K-value 0.0045 0.0047
5.2.3.3 Trial 3: Flow 35m3/hr at 20 Hz
-i
Trial three was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 35m /hr (FIRT = 32 
minutes) along with a rotational speed o f 20Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value
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Figure 56: UVT measurements for trial 3 Flow 35m3/hr at 20 Hz
From Figure 56, the effluent UVT measurement for trial 2 is 93% which is above 
the target UVT of 90%. By increasing the overall flow o f the pilot system, the effluent 
UVT is still above the target UVT. Even though the UVT effluent was above the target, 
the resin distribution throughout the system was very poor. The following figure shows 
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Figure 57: Resin Distribution for trial 3- 35m3/hr at 20 Hz
From Figure 57, the highest resin concentration is about 50mL/L which is at the 
bottom of reactor 2. Even though the average resin concentration in the system is about 
19mL/L, there is a lot of resin settling in reactor two. Since there is settling, this 
indicates that there is still poor adsorption kinetics and loss o f resin. From the UVT 
readings, Equation 3 can be used to determine the k-value o f  the trial which can be seen 
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Figure 58: The k-values for trial 3- flow 35m3/hr at 20 Hz
From Figure 58, the k-values for the trials are 0.0032 and 0.0030. The overall G- 
value o f this trial is 114s'1 which should have a normalized k-value o f 0.0064 from figure 
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Figure 59: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 3
y = 0.0032x 
R2 = 0.9863





From Figure 59, all of the ratios, except CSTR 1-trial 2, are even throughout the 
system. Even though the ratios are somewhat equal, it is still hard to model with resin 
settling in the bottom of reactor 2 because o f the strong gradient. The following table
sums up Trial 3 o f the pilot installation:
Table 4: Trial 3 with a flow of 35m3/hr operating the mechanical stirrers at 20Hz
Replicate 1: 97 minutes Replicate 2: 129 m inutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 7 76.8 0.027 5.5 76.4 0.026
CSTR 2 9.5 81.0 0.033 9.5 80.1 0.027
CSTR 3 45 89.7 0.138 40.5 89.1 0.139
CSTR 4 21 92.2 0.061 20 92.1 0.076
Overall
K-value 0.0031 0.0032
5.2.3.4 Trial 4: Flow 35m3/hr at 40Hz
Trial four was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 35m3/hr (HRT = 32 
minutes) along with a rotational speed of 40Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value 
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Figure 60: UVT measurements for trial 4 Flow 35m3/hr at 40 Hz
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From Figure 60, the effluent UVT measurement for trial 2 is 92% which is above 
the target UVT of 90%. The following figure shows the resin distribution through reactor 
1 and reactor 2:
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Figure 61: Resin Distribution for trial 4- 35m3/hr at 40 Hz
The resin distribution for trial 4 looks to be even throughout the system. Since, 
the resin seems to be distributed evenly; the adsorption kinetics should be efficient. From 
the UVT readings, Equation 3 can be used to determine the k-value o f the trial which can 
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Figure 62: The k-values for trial 4- flow 35m3/hr at 40 Hz
From Figure 62, the k-values for the trials are 0.0034 and 0.0038. The overall G- 
value of this trial is 322s'1 which should have a normalized k-value o f 0.0064 from figure 
19. Since the k-values are low, the rotational speed of the mechanical stirrers may need 
to increase to refresh the boundary layer between the resin and the water. The following 
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;ure 63: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 4
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From Figure 63, the bar chart shows that the ratios are equal throughout the 
system. For this trial, the model can be used since the average resin concentration in the 
system is equal to the dosage of resin and the resin concentration at the bottom of reactor 
is relatively low. The following table sums up Trial 4 of the pilot installation:
Table 5: Trial 4 with a flow of 35m3/hr operating the mechanical stirrers at 40Hz
Replicate 1: 97 minutes Replicate 2: 129 minutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 10 77.4 0.034 10 77.8 0.037
CSTR 2 13 ■ 82.8 0.047 13 82.8 0.044
CSTR 3 26 88.7 0.087 26 89.6 0.113
CSTR 4 17.5 91.3 0.058 17.5 91.8 0.052
Overall
K-value 0.0034 0.0038
5.2.3.5 Trial 5: Flow 35m3/hr at 45Hz
-j
Trial five was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 35m /hr (FTR.T = 32 
minutes) along with a rotational speed of 45Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value 
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Figure 64: UVT measurements for trial 5 Flow 35m3/hr at 45 Hz
From Figure 64, the effluent UVT measurement for trial 2 is 94% which is above 
the target UVT of 90%. The following figure shows the resin distribution throughout the 
system:
Avg Resin Cone = 18mL/L
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Figure 65: Resin Distribution for trial 5- 35m3/hr at 45 Hz
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By increasing the frequency of the stirrers, the resin distribution seems to be quite 
evenly distributed within the system. From the UVT readings, Equation 3 can be used to 
determine the k-value of the trial which can be seen in the following figure:
0.200 y = 0:0t)47x 
R2 = 0.7349K-value (97 minutes)0.180
K-value (129 minutes)
0.160
y = 0.005 2x 
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Figure 66: The k-values for trial 5 - flow 35m3/hr at 45 Hz
From Figure 66, the k-values for trial 5 are 0.0052 and 0.0047. By increasing the 
frequency of the mechanical stirrers from 40 to 45 Hz, the k-values increased and almost 
achieving the normalized k-value o f 0.0064 from the jar test. The following figure shows 
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Figure 67: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 5
Figure 67 shows the normalized k-value-resin concentration ratios for each 
CSTR. At this specific hydraulic condition with the stirrer operating at 45Hz, most o f the 
adsorption seems to happen in CSTR 3 which is at the bottom of reactor 2. The rotational 
speed of the mechanical stirrers could be refreshing the boundary layer o f  the resin 
efficiently but when the resin is in CSTR 4, the system may be reaching equilibrium. The 
following table sums up Trial 5 of the pilot installation:
Trial 1: 97 minutes Trial 2: 29 minutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 11.5 80.6 0.059 11.5 80.9 0.061
CSTR 2 14.5 85.6 0.054 15.5 85.6 0.051
CSTR 3 29 92.3 0.172 27.5 92.2 0.166
CSTR 4 19 94.3 0.058 20 93.7 0.054
Overall
K-value 0.0052 0.0047
5.2.3.6 Trial 6: Flow 35m3'/hr at 50Hz
Trial six was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 35m3/hr (HRT = 32 
minutes) along with a rotational speed o f 50Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value
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Figure 68: UVT measurements for trial 6 Flow 35m3/hr at 50 Hz
Figure 68 shows the UVT measurements within the pilot installation. The 
effluent UVT is about 95% which is above the target UVT o f 90%. By increasing the 
frequency of the stirrers, the effluent UVT did increase from 94% to 95% from trial 5. 
50Hz is the maximum amount o f energy the mechanical stirrers can produce. The other 
parameter that was looked into was the resin distribution within the reactors which can be 
shown in the following figure:
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Figure 69: Resin Distribution for trial 6- 35m3/hr at 50 Hz
From Figure 69, the average resin concentration within the reactors is 16mL/L 
which is the target dose for the experiment. Also, the Figure 41 shows that the resin is 
evenly distributed through the system. From the UVT readings, Equation 3 can be used 
to determine the k-value o f the trial which can be seen in the following figure:
0.180 y = 0.0062x 
R; = 0.822 1K-value (97 minutes)0.160
K-value (129 minutes)
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Figure 70: The k-values for trial 6 - flow 35m3/hr at 50 Hz
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From Figure 70, the normalized k-values for trial 6 are 0.0062 and 0.0061. These 
k-values are very close to the normalized k-value o f 0.0064 from the ja r test experiments. 
By increasing the stirrers from 45Hz (trial 5) to 50Hz, the k-values do increase. The 
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Figure 71: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 6
From Figure 71, the average ratios are equal for both trials. Also, the ratios are 
higher in CSTR 3 and 4 which is in reactor 2. So far, this trial is the best trial when 
evaluating the adsorption kinetics with the resin distribution, resin concentration at the 
bottom of reactor 2, the k-values for the trial. The following table sums up Trial 6 o f the 
pilot installation:
Table 7: Trial 6 with a flow of 35m3/hr operating the mechanical stirrers at 50Hz
Trial 1: 97 minutes Trial 2: 29 minutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 11.5 81.3 0.063 10.5 81.2 0.061
CSTR 2 14 86.7 0.064 13.5 86.1 0.056
CSTR 3 24 92.5 0.154 25 92.4 0.167




5.2.3.7 Trial 7: Flow 45m3/hr at 20 Hz
Trial seven was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 45m3/hr (HRT = 25 
minutes) along with a rotational speed of 20Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value 
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Figure 72: UVT measurements for trial 7 Flow 45m3/hr at 20 Hz
Figure 72 shows the UVT measurements along the pilot installation. The effluent 
UVT is around 90% which is the target UVT. By increasing the flow, the contact time o f 
the resin with the feed water is shortened significantly. Also, the rotational speed o f the 
mechanical stirrers is very low which has shown to not refresh the boundary layer 
between the resin and the feed water. The other parameter that was measured from the 
trial was the resin distribution which can be seen in the following figure:
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Figure 73: Resin Distribution for trial 7- 45m3/hr at 20 Hz
From Figure 73, the average resin concentration within the system is 18mL/L. 
Even though the average resin concentration is near the dose o f 16mL/L, the resin 
concentration at the bottom of reactor two is about 42mL/L. This means that the resin is 
settling in the bottom of reactor two and the adsorption kinetics are poor. From the UVT 
readings, Equation 3 can be used to determine the k-value o f the trial which can be seen 
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Figure 74: The k-values for trial 7 - flow 45m3/hr at 20 Hz
From Figure 74, the normalized k-values for trial 7 are 0.0029 and 0.0030. The k- 
values are significantly lower than the normalized k-value o f 0.0064. The following 
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Figure 75: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 7
Figure 75 shows the k-value-resin concentration ratios in each CSTR. In this
trial, CSTR 3 and 4 have somewhat lower ratios compared to CSTR 1 and 2 because o f
90
the resin concentration in the compartments. CSTR 1 and 2 have low resin gradient 
which can refresh the boundary layer o f the resin but in CSTR 3 and 4, the resin 
concentrations are high. Since the resin concentrations are higher, it is harder to refresh 
the boundary layer of the resin because of the liquid-solids ratio. The following table 
sums up Trial 7 o f the pilot installation:
Table 8: Trial 7 with a flow of 45m3/hr operating the mechanical stirrers at 20Hz
Trial 1: 76 minutes Trial 2: 101 m inutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 7 75.5 0.025 7.5 80.0 0.029
CSTR 2 10 78.6 0.027 10.5 80.2 0.040
CSTR 3 37 86.2 0.110 37.5 86.6 0.098




5.2.3.8 Trial 8: Flow 45m1/hr at 40 Hz
Trial eight was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 45m3/hr (HRT = 25 
minutes) along with a rotational speed of 40Hz which corresponds to an overall G-value 
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Figure 76: UVT measurements for trial 8 Flow 45m3/hr at 40 Hz
Figure 76 shows the UVT measurements along the pilot installation. The effluent 
UVT is about 93% and that is above the target UVT of 90%. By increasing the frequency 
of the stirrers from 20Hz to 40Hz at a flow o f 45m3/hr, the effluent UVT increased. One 
parameter that was measured is the resin distribution in the pilot installation and that is 
shown in the following figure:
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Figure 77: Resin Distribution for trial 8- 45m3/hr at 40 Hz
From Figure 77, the average resin concentration within the pilot installation is 
about 17mL/L. The graph also shows that the resin is distributed evenly throughout the 
system and there is no settling o f the resin in the bottom of reactor 2. From the UVT 
readings, Equation 3 can be used to determine the k-value o f the trial which can be seen 
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Figure 78: The k-values for trial 8 - flow 45m3/hr at 40 Hz
25 30
From Figure 78, the normalized k-values for trial 8 are 0.0048 and 0.0049. By 
increasing the rotational speed of the mechanical stirrers, the k-value also increased and 
is approaching the optimum normalized k-value o f  0.0064. The following figure shows 
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Figure 79: Normalized k-values in each CSTR for trial 8
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Figure 79, shows the normalized k-value-resin concentration ratios for each CSTR. 
Since the resin seems to be more evenly distributed throughout the system, it has 
somewhat equal liquid solid ratios. Nevertheless, CSTR 3 and 4 have higher ratios 
compared to CSTR 1 and 2 because the mechanical stirrers are refreshing the boundary 
layer o f the resin quicker and more efficient. The following table sums up Trial 8 o f the 
pilot installation:
Table 9: Trial 8 with a flow of 45mVhr operating the mechanical stirrers at 40Hz_____________ ______
Trial 1: 76 minutes T rial 2:101 m inutes
Resin Cone. UVT k-value Resin Cone. UVT k-value
CSTR 1 13 78.5 0.043 11 79.3 0.053
CSTR 2 15 83.4 0.058 13 83.7 0.053
CSTR 3 24.5 89.9 0.141 24 89.5 0.121
CSTR 4 17.5 92.4 0.084 17 92.5 0.101
Overall
K-value 0.0049 0.0048
5.2.4 Jar test with air:
From the data obtained from the pilot installation, it was determined that in order 
for the boundary layer to be renewed more frequently, the mechanical stirrers have to 
input a lot of energy into the system. One idea was to see if bubbling air into the jar test 
apparatus would renew the boundary layer at low rpm. The test was conducted at 50 rpm 
because that trial had the worst adsorption kinetics from the other jar test experiments. 
The results of the experiment can be seen in the table below:
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Table 10: Bench-scale experiment with air conducted at 50 rpm
UVT measurements
Time (min) 1 2 z/L 16 g/L 24 g/L
No air Air No air Air No air Air
0 72 71.8 71.8 71.7 71.9 71.7
2 72.5 73.8 73 73.4 73.6 74.6
4 73.7 75 74.1 74.2 74.6 77.2
8 75.7 77.5 76.1 75.3 76.8 81
12 77.6 79.8 78.3 76.6 79.7 84.4
20 81 83.2 81.5 79 82.8 88.5
UVTe 96.9 96.4 96.9 96.7 97 96.7
k-value 0.018 0.0318 0.0244 0.0217 0.0279 0.057
Overall k for no air 0.0013
Overall k for air 0.0023
From these results, the UVT at the end of 20 minutes for the ja r that had no air
were 81, 81.5, and 82.8 at resin concentrations of 12, 16, and 24 g/L, respectively. The 
UVT measurements at the end of 20 minutes for the jars that had air were 83.2, 79, and 
88.5 at resin concentrations of 12, 16, and 24 g/L. The trial that had air with a resin 
concentration of 16 g/L had abnormal UVT measurements because the air was not 
pumped into the apparatus efficiently. Throughout the trial, the air was fluctuating and it 
was difficult to get a steady air flow rate out of the apparatus. However, the resin 
concentrations o f 12 and 24 g/L that had air, the k-values were 0.0318 and 0.057 
compared to the other resin concentrations that had no air, the k-values were 0.018 and 
0.0279. The overall k-value with air, including 16g/L, was 0.0023 and the overall k- 
value with no air was 0.0013. These results show that air does have an impact on 
refreshing the boundary layer o f the resin at lower rpm. A further study should be done 
on the pilot installation to see if the adsorption kinetics increase at low frequencies o f 20 
and 40 Hz.
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5.2.5 Summary o f  Pilot Sim ulations:
Table 2 shows the parameters that were evaluated in the pilot simulation 
experiments. The main parameters that were evaluated were the normalized k-values for 
the trials and the resin distribution, along with the resin concentration at the bottom of 
reactor 2, throughout the pilot installation. The desired results were to have normalized 
k-values that were close to the optimum normalized k-value o f 0.0064 (from Figure 19), 
an average resin concentration of 16mL/L throughout the system, and low resin 
concentration at the bottom of reactor 2 to show that there was no settling.
The trials that were operated at 20Hz showed that the mixing conditions were 
very poor despite having a high enough G-value. Even though the average resin 
concentration within the system was close to 16mL/L, the resin concentration at the 
bottom of reactor two was over 40mL/L. This shows that there are poor mixing 
conditions and that there is resin loss. The trials that were operated at 40Hz showed that 
the mixing conditions were fair. The k-values did increase but did not approach the 
optimum normalized k-value o f 0.0064. The resin distribution throughout the system was 
fairly even with a resin concentration below 25mL/L at the bottom o f reactor 2.
Also, trials 5 and 6 were operated at 45 and 50Hz. At the flow of 35m3/hr, the 
system could be stable but if the flow was increased to 45m3/hr, the system would 
overflow in reactor 1. These two trials increased the k-value o f the system dramatically. 
Trial 6 had normalized k-values o f 0.0061 and 0.0062 which is very close to the optimum 
normalized k-value o f 0.0064. Also, the resin concentration was distributed evenly with 
a low resin concentration in reactor 2.
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Table 11 Pilot Simulation Summary
Parameters Flow 25 m3/hr Flow 35m3/hr Flow 45m3/hr114s1 322s1 114s1 322s'1 411s'1 482s'1 114s'1 322s'1
Trial # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Avg.




21 16 19 16 18 16 18 17
Resin 
Cone, in 
reactor 2  
(mL/L)
54 29 42 26 29 25 38 24
From the pilot simulation data, the lowest average normalized k-value was
0.00215 and the highest k-value was 0.00615. Also, the highest resin concentration at the 
bottom of reactor 2 was 54mL/L and the lowest resin concentration was 24ml/L. Each 
trial seemed to have an equal average resin concentration close to the dose of 16mL/L. 
The closest trial that achieved the best adsorption kinetics based on the normalized k- 
value is trial 6; operating the pilot installation with a flow of 35m3/hr and having a 
frequency of 50Hz. This trial had the average resin concentration of 16mL/L, which is 
the dosage of the resin, and had a low resin concentration of 25mL/L in the bottom of 
reactor 2.
From the summary of the bench-scale experiments, a graph was constructed to 
show the optimum normalized k-value as a function of G-value. The same can be done 
with the pilot installation data. The following figure shows the normalized k-values from 
the bench-scale experiments and the normalized k-values from the pilot installation as a 
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Figure 80: Normalized k-values for pilot compared to normalized k-values from jar tests
Figure 80 shows the normalized k-values o f the jar test experiments and the 
normalized k-values for the pilot simulation experiments. This figure shows that in order 
for the pilot installation to reach the optimum normalized k-value from the jar test, a lot 
of energy is needed to get close to an optimum normalized k-value o f 0.0064. The 
closest trial was operating the pilot at a flow of 35m3/hr at a frequency o f 50 Hz.
Table 12 shows a statistical analysis from the data in Table 11. The k-values were 
compared to the optimum normalized k-value of 0.0064 from the jar tests. The outcome 
o f the analysis will determine at what hydraulic conditions the SIX can operate with no 
significant difference from the optimum normalized k-value.
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Table 12: Statistical A nalysis o f  Pilot Sim ulation Data
Flow 25m3/hr Flow 35m3/hr Flow 45m3/hr
114s1 322s'1 114s1 322s'1 411s1 482s'1 114s1 322s'1
# o f
trials 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
average 0.00215 0.0046 0.0031 0.0036 0.00495 0.00615 0.00295 0.00485
std dev 0.00007 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0004 0.00007 0.00007 0.0007
t-calc 85 18 33 14 5.8 5 69 31
d.f. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
a 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
t-table 6.314 6.314 6.314 6.314 6.314 6.314 6.314 6.314
SD or 
NSD SD SD SD SD NSD NSD SD SD
From the statistical analysis, a trial can be significantly or not significantly 
different from the pk-value. If  the t-calc is greater than the t-table number, then the trial 
is significantly different (SD) from the optimum k-value. If the t-calc is less than the t- 
table number, then the trial is not significantly different (NSD) from the optimum k- 
value. From the analysis, the pilot installation can operate at a flow o f 35m /hr with 
either a frequency of 45 or 50Hz from the mechanical stirrers. These two frequencies 
correlate to an overall G-value o f 41 Is '1 and 481s'1, respectively. It is safe to say that the 
pilot installation should operate with a frequency higher than 40Hz to achieve good 
mixing conditions and an overall k-value close to the pk-value of 0.0064 and as a 
consequence much higher G-values compared to the jar tests.
To conclude Chapter 5.2, the new SIX® stirrers exhibit less surface renewal since 
a lot o f the energy from the stirrers pump the resin through the contactors, not for 
diffusion.
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5.3 Fixed-bed Resin Regeneration
The following section shows the results of the three main experiments on the resin 
regeneration vessel. The first set o f results is from the optimum flow experiment 
followed by the counter-current experiments and the low-flow-recycle experiments.
5.3.1 Optimized Flow:
The following graph shows the Cumulative DOC amount being desorbed (mg) 
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Figure 81: Optimum Flow - Cumulative DOC (mg) versus Service Time (min)
From Figure 81, the highest flow of 200mL/min shows the highest DOC removal 
rate (dDOC/dt), which is represented by the slope o f the tangent. The higher flows have 
a steeper curve at the beginning indicating a faster, initial, desorption rate from the lower 
flows. When comparing the flows of 125 mL/min and 176 mL/min, there is no 
remarkable difference between the cumulative DOC removal from the resin. Also, as a 
function of the desorption rate, the renewal o f the boundary layer of the resin is refreshed 
more frequently at higher flows. Since the calculated readily desorbable DOC is 130 mg,
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all the flows reached that amount with a contact time of 11, 12.75, 16.5, 17, 25, and 31 
minutes for the flows of 200, 176, 125, 81.1, 41.1, and 20.8 mL/min. However, the 
amount o f bed volumes treated for each flow can show how much volume can be 
produced after the service time of 35 minutes. The following figure shows the 
Cumulative DOC amount being desorbed versus the amount o f  BV treated:
I 20.8ml_/min 41.1 mL/min 81.1 mL/min
—♦ —125 mL/min —* —176 mL/min —* —200 mL/min
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Figure 82: Optimal Flow rate - Cumulative DOC versus the BV treated (668mL)
From Figure 82, the graph shifts from favoring the higher flow to the lowest flow 
when comparing the amount o f BV treated for a service time o f 35 minutes. Even though 
the higher flows renew the boundary layer around the resin more efficiently than the 
lower flows, the required volume used during the service time of 35 minutes for the flow 
o f 200mL/min is about 10.5BV (7 Liters). The service time o f 35 minutes was chosen 
because it was to minimize the amount o f BV’s used to regenerate the resin while 
removing the readily desorbable DOC of 130 mg. The lowest flow o f 20.8 mL/min 
treated 1.09 BV with a service time of 35 minutes. The goal o f the flow optimization 
experiment was to find an optimal flow that can efficiently remove DOC but minimize
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the amount of bed volumes. From the two graphs, it was determined to use the flow of 
125mL/min to use for the counter-current experiments. The flow of 125mL/min was 
chosen for the counter-current experiments because the acceptable number o f  BV that 
would regenerate the resin would be around two. The amount of time it takes to 
regenerate 1 BV of the loaded resin at a flow of 125mL/min is around 5.3 min having a 
net contact time of 21.4 minutes by reusing the salt solution 4 times. Also, from the two 
graphs, another experiment was to use lower flows (20.8, 41.1, and 81.1 mL/min) to treat 
one bed volume. These experiments were called low-flow-recycle experiments. Since all 
o f the flows removed the targeted level o f 130mg/BV of DOC, further evaluation o f the 
lower flows can be done.
5.3.2 Counter-Current Experiments
The Counter-Current Experiments (see Appendix for flow Diagram and Results) 
were conducted with two different types of salt solutions. The first set o f experiments 
used prepared salt solution with a conductivity around 143 mS/cm (~70gC17L). The 
second set of experiments used a salt solution from Salt Vessel One (SIX® Pilot). The 
goal o f this experiment was to evaluate the efficiency of the current salt regeneration 
process and to see how much DOC can be removed after recycling the fresh salt solution 
four times. It is assumed that the prepared salt solution yields the best desorption of 
DOC because there are no other anions present in the fresh solution. The salt solution 
from Salt Vessel One has anions in the solution because the brine waste is recycled from 
a denitrification process then to a nanofiltration process.
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5.3.2.1 Prepared Salt Solution; Flow: 125mL/min:
The following table shows the 7th cycle summary o f the constituents that were 
monitored during the experiment:









UVT (%) (1:50) 72.7 89.2 95.3 97.9
DOC* (mg/L) 177.3 84.8 36.6 16.0
NO3 (mg/L) 84.7 42.3 29.3 9.21
Conductivity (mS/cm) 77.3 140.4 143.2 144.0
Chloride (g/L) 29.6 67.1 69.0 69.6
*DOC is calculated from UVT254
From Table 13, the first Bed Volume would simulate the brine waste going to the 
Denitrification process and it is 4 times used. The second, third, and fourth bed volumes 
are three, two, and once used salt solutions from the prepared clean salt solution, 
respectively. The main goal o f the counter-current experiments was to evaluate the 
efficiency of the restoration of the resin by measuring DOC. The concentration of DOC 
that can be readily available for desorption was about 200 mgDOC/L when disposing the 
first BV for each regeneration cycle (see appendix for calculation). From Table 13, the 
first bed volume of the counter-current desorbed 177.3 mgDOC/L and decreases to 84.8, 
36.6, and 16.0 mgDOC/L for bed volume 2, 3, and 4, respectively. From the prepared 
salt solution counter-current experiment, the experiment did not reach the target removal 
of concentration of 200 mgDOC/L. Another observation from the data is the chloride 
concentration. From the third, twice, and once used salt solution, the chloride 
concentration doesn’t seem to change, differing from 66.1 g/L to 68.8 g/L. However, in 
the first BV, the chloride concentration decreases from 66.1 g/L to 38.6 g/L. An 
explanation for the extreme difference in chloride concentration can be from the other
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anions being desorbed, but were not analyzed through the cycle. Other than DOC and 
nitrate that were observed, the other constituents that could impact the amount o f chloride 
difference is sulfate, phosphate, and bicarbonate. In the first bed volume, not only is 
there readably available DOC and nitrate but sulfate, phosphate, and bicarbonate can also 
be readably available to desorb from the resin in large amounts.
Along with the 7th cycle data, the following figure shows the evolution o f the 












Figure 83: Evolution of DOC concentration from prepared salt solution Counter Current Experiment 
Figure 83 shows the evolution o f the DOC concentration during the counter- 
current experiment. In the first bed volume (final waste), the equilibrium amount o f 
DOC is reached in the 3rd cycle having a DOC concentration around 170 mgDOC/L. 
However, in the 6th and 7th cycle in bed volumes 2, 3, and 4, the DOC concentrations 
decreased. This is probably due to the storage of the resin or the resin was taken from the 
SIX® at a different time. Also, the optimum concentration o f DOC that is readily 




Samples were sent to the lab to analyze for DOC, nitrate, sulfate, chloride, and an 
NOM analysis. The NOM analysis would indicate the type o f DOC that is readily 
available to desorb in the first 4 BV. The following table shows the results from the last 
cycle and the lab results with a percent error:








UVT% (1:50) — 72.7 —
DOC (mg/L) 203.8 177.3 13%
N 0 3 (mg/L) 403 84.7 79%
S 0 4  (mg/L)* 4460 — —
Cl" (g/L) 43 29.6 31%
Bed Volume 2
UVT% (1:50) — 89.2 —
DOC (mg/L) 97.7 84.8 13%
NO3 (mg/L) 338 42.3 87%
SO4  (mg/L)* 794.8 — —
Cl" (g/L) 63.5 67.1 6%
Bed Volume 3
UVT% (1:50) — 95.3 —
DOC (mg/L) 52.3 36.6 30%
NO3 (mg/L) 164 29.3 82%
SO4 (mg/L)* 306.3 — —
Cl" (g/L) 64 69 8%
Bed Volume 4
UVT% (1:50) . . . 97.9 —
DOC (mg/L) 24.3 16 34%
NO3 (mg/L) 64 9.21 86%
SO4 (mg/L)* 164 — —
Cl'(g/L) 66 69.6 5%
*Did not analyze during the experiment
From Table 14, the main concern is the measurement o f nitrate. In each bed 
volume, the percent error on measuring nitrate is 79% or as high as 86%. The analytical 
method for analyzing nitrate with HACH-nitrate test kit) could be inefficient because o f 
the water matrix. However, the main parameter that evaluates how efficient the 
regeneration process is the measurement o f DOC. The percent error o f DOC in BV 1,
BV 2, BV 3, and BV 4, are 13%, 13%, 30%, and 34%. This indicates that the UVT-DOC
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relationship is not very precise but can give a rough estimate o f  the concentration o f DOC 
in the regenerant. The amount o f DOC that is readily available that can be desorbed from 
the resin is about 200 mgDOC/L, as demonstrated in Appendix 7: Resin Regeneration. 
According to the lab results, the amount o f DOC in the first bed volume is 203.8 
mgDOC/L, which means that all readily desorbable DOC is being removed from the 
resin. From the lab results, it can be concluded that the counter-current experiment 
having a flow o f 125mL/min with 4 cycles o f  fresh salt solution can desorb the 
acceptable mount of DOC with a net contact time o f 21.4 minutes. Also, the NOM 
analysis can breakdown the composition o f DOC which is made up o f hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic carbon compounds. From the NOM results, 99.7% of the hydrophilic 
carbon compounds make up the DOC which is the more readily available DOC that can 
be desorbed in the first BV. From the second, third, and fourth BV, 90.9%, 90.7%, and 
88.1%, respectively, of the hydrophobic carbon compounds make up the DOC being 
desorbed in the remaining BV’s. (See Appendix for NOM results)
5.3.2.2 Salt Vessel One; Flow: 125mL/min Regen. Time o f  21.5 minutes:
The second experiment was conducted using a salt solution from the Salt Vessel 
One from the pilot installation. In order to have little variance in the water quality, 30L 
o f salt solution was taken from the vessel and had a conductivity of 157mS/cm 
(~78.9gC17L). The following table shows the summary of the experiment
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UVT(%) (1:50) 76.0 85.7 91.7 95.5
DOC (mg/L) 164.6 112.5 65.0 35.0
NO3 (mg/L) 87.9 41.7 34.3 12.8
Conductivity (mS/cm) 110.8 150.9 154.4 156.4
Chloride (g/L) 48 65 77 78.5
From s the summary of the experiment
Table 15, the amount o f DOC (according to UVT-DOC relationship) that is removed 
from the resin in first BV in the 7th cycle is 164.6 mgDOC/L, respectively. Again, the 
main constituent that is evaluated to see how efficient the resin regeneration process is 
the DOC concentration. The DOC concentration in the first BV is 164.6 mgDOC/L, 
which is below the desired DOC concentration o f about 200 mgDOC/L. A statistical 
analysis was performed on the two data sets and found that there was no significant 
difference between the desorption o f DOC in each BV through cycles 1-7 (see 
Appendix). Between the two different water matrices, there was significant different in 
the desorption o f DOC from the resin. With respect to the behavior o f  chloride in each 
BV, the chloride concentration in BV 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 45.0, 75.0, 77.3, and 78.4gCl'/L. 
Just like in the first experiment, the chloride concentration does not seem to change in 
BV 2, 3, and 4 but in BV 1, the difference between the chloride concentrations is 30gCf 
/L. The same conclusion can be drawn as in the first experiment with the prepared salt
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solution that there is more readily available anion like sulfate, phosphate, and bicarbonate 
that desorb from the resin within the first bed volume.
Along with the 7th cycle data, the following figure shows the evolution o f  the 











Figure 84: Evolution of DOC concentration from Salt Vessel One solution Counter Current Experiment 
Figure 84 shows the evolution o f the DOC concentration from the start-up process 
to the 7th cycle. After the 3rd cycle of the count-current experiment, equilibrium was 
reached in the respected bed volumes. The average DOC concentration after equilibrium 
is about 165 mgDOC/L which is lower than the target DOC concentration of 200 
mgDOC/L.
Lab Analyses:
Samples were sent to the lab to analyze for DOC, nitrate, sulfate, chloride, and an 
NOM analysis. The NOM analysis would indicate the type o f DOC that is readily 
available to desorb in the first 4 BV (See Appendix for NOM results). The following 
table shows the results from the 7th cycle and the lab results with a percent error
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DOC (mg/L) 203.4 164.6 19.0%
NO3 (mg/L)** -------- 87.9 —
SO4 (mg/L)* 4920 — —
Cl" (g/L) 46.0 48 4.3%
Bed Volume 2
DOC (mg/L) 1 0 0 . 0 112.5 12.5%
NO3 (mg/L)** 41.7 —
SO4 (mg/L)* 2 0 1 0 — —
Cl" (g/L) 6 8 . 0 74.5 9.6%
Bed Volume 3
DOC (mg/L) 58.92 65.0 10.4%
NO3 (mg/L)** — 34.3 —
SO4 (mg/L)* 1520 — —
Cl" (g/L) 70.0 77 1 0 %
Bed Volume 4
DOC (mg/L) 35.6 35.0 1.7%
NO3 (mg/L)** — 1 2 . 8 —
S 0 4 (mg/L)* 1400 —
Cl (g/L).............. 70.5 78.5 11.3%
*Did not analyze during the experiment 
** Lab did not analyze for Nitrate
From
Table 16, the highest percent error on the DOC concentration is 19% which is the 
concentration in the first Bed Volume. The actual DOC concentration in the first bed 
volume is 203.4 mgDOC/L, not 164.6 mgDOC/L. Since this DOC concentration, which
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is more accurate, did reach the target concentration o f 200 mgDOC/L, the counter-current 
process using the water matrix from the pilot installation can desorb the acceptable 
amount o f DOC from the loaded resin at a flow o f 125 mL/min and having the salt 
solution used 4 times with a net contact time o f 21.4 minutes. When comparing the lab 
results from the prepared salt solution to the salt vessel one salt solution with respect to 
the DOC concentration, the DOC concentration in the prepared salt solution in the first 
bed volume is 203.8 mgDOC/1 and the DOC concentration in the salt vessel one solution 
is 203.4 mgDOC/L. Both experiments removed the target DOC concentration 200 
mgDOC/L and there is no difference between the two water matrices. Also, from the 
NOM analysis, in bed volume one, two, three, and four, the hydrophilic carbon 
compounds that make up the DOC content for each bed volume are 93.7%, 94.7%,
90.7%, and 84.0%, respectively. (See Appendix 7: Resin Regeneration)
5.3.3 Low Flow Recycle:
From the optimized flow experiment, another experiment was done to see if it is 
possible to desorb more DOC by recycling just one bed volume at low flows for several 
times depending on the flow rate. Low flows were investigated because the contact time 
for one bed volume regenerant was longer and it reached the target o f 130 mg DOC 
desorbed being about 200 mgDOC/L. The low flows that were evaluated were 20.8,
41.1, and 81.1 mL/min. The following graph shows the cumulative DOC (mg) vs. the 
number of recycles on the first BV:
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Figure 85: Low-Flow-Recycle of the First Bed Volume with a net Contact time of 32 minutes
From Figure 85, the highest amount o f DOC desorbed was at the lowest flow o f 
20.8mL/min, which desorbed 202mg/L o f DOC. The other two flows that were 
investigated were 41.1 mL/min and 81.1 mL/min which yielded a desorbed DOC 
concentration of 180mg/L and 187mg/L, respectively. So, with no recycles on the first 
BV with a flow rate of 20.8 mL/min and a total contact time o f 32 minutes, the trial 
yielded the most cumulative DOC removed of 202mg/L. Since 20.8 mL/min yielded the 
most DOC desorbed from the resin, further research should be done on the lowest flow 
and to develop a model for the new proposed regeneration system.
Lab Analyses:
Samples were sent to the lab to analyze for DOC, nitrate, chloride, and an NOM 
analysis for the flows of 20.8, 41.1, and 81.1 mL/min. The following table shows the 
results from the low flows and the lab results with a percent error:
Table 17: Low-Flow-Recycle Lab results (contact time of 32 minutes)_______________ _______________
— — - Lab Analytical Percent




DOC (mg/L) 233.9 2 0 1 . 6 13.8%
NO3 (mg/L)* 265 —
Cl' (g/L)* 38.0 — —
Flow 41.1 
mL/min
DOC (mg/L) 2 1 1 . 8 180.0 15.0%
NO3 (mg/L)* 127.5 —
Cl (g/L)* 45 — —
Flow 81.1 
mL/min
DOC (mg/L) 214 187.4 12.4%
N 03(mg/L)* 146.5 — —
CF (g/L)* 46.5 — —
*Did not analyze during the experiment
From Table 17, the lowest flow o f 20.8 mL/min desorbs the most DOC of 233.9 
mg/L; where the other two flows o f 41.1 mL/min and 81.1 mL/min desorbed 211.8 
mgDOC/L and 214 mgDOC/L, respectively. Along with the DOC concentrations, the 
nitrate concentration was the most in the lowest flow with 265 mg/L and in the other two 
low flows o f 41.1 mL/min and 81.1 mL/min desorbed 127.5 mg/L and 146.5 mg/L, 
respectively. From the results from the lab, the lowest flow o f 20.8 mL/min desorbs the 
the most DOC and nitrate from the Low-Flow-Recycle experiment and from the counter- 
current experiment with a flow o f 125 mL/min. Also, from the NOM analysis, for the 
flows of 20.8, 41.1, and 81.1 mL/min, the hydrophilic carbon compounds that make up 
the DOC content for each flow are 96.1%, 94.4%, and 97.9%, respectively. (See 
Appendix 7: Resin Regeneration)
5.4 SZX® Technology Treating Different Water Matrix 
The following section will demonstrate using the SIX® technology to treat a different 
water matrix, Southwest Water (SWW) Reservoir water. SWW water was treated in the 
jar test apparatus with two different types o f resin. Influent water characteristics can be 
seen in Appendix 8 : Southwest Water (British Water Supply) Results.
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5.4.1 Jar Tests
There were two trials completed for the jar test experiment. The reason for doing 
the two trials is to see if the data can be duplicated easily.
5.4.1.1 Trial 1: 200 rpm -  virgin resin




















Figure 86: UVT measurements at 200 RPM for Trial 1 (SWW raw water)
The first item to notice is that the resin concentration o f 4 g/L has a higher UVT 
reading than 6 g/L for the first 4 minutes. After 4 minutes, the results were expected for 
4 g/L and 6 g/L along with the other resin concentrations. The starting UVT is about 
84% which corresponds to a DOC concentration o f  1.97 mg/L. Before the jar test 
experiment started, there is already a very low concentration o f DOC and depending on 
the target level (about 92% = 1.07 mg/L DOC), the optimum resin concentration that can 
remove DOC to that level in a batch process is 8 g/L.
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After graphing the U V T  m easurem ents, the next graph shows the first order decay
o f  the U V T  readings:
y = -0.0256x y = -0.0319x y = -0.0406x y = -0.0559x y = -0.0921x y = -0.1276x
R2 = 0.8666 R2 = 0.975 R2 = 0.9881 R2 = 0.9897 R2 = 0.9828 R2 = 0.9896











Figure 87: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 200 RPM for Trial 1 (SWW raw water)
With the k-values known for each resin concentration, the k-function can be 
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Figure 88: Normalized k-value for 200 RPM for trial 1 (SWW raw water)
This formula enables us to compare the small scale model (jar tests) with a large 
scale pilot. However within this report we cannot publish this model (patent pending). 
Further analysis will be done on the k-value obtained from the first trial.
The other parameter observed was nitrate and how it behaves with a low DOC 
concentration. The following graph shows nitrate removal with the different resin 
concentrations:
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Figure 89: Nitrate Removal at 200 RPM for Trial 1 (SWW raw water)
Another abnormality in the experiment is observed with 4 g/L and 6 g/L. For 
about the first 10 minutes of the experiment, 4 g/L removes more nitrate compared to 6 
g/L. After the experiment is completed, all of the resin concentrations removed nitrate to 
levels below 1 mg/L. Even though there seems to be an abnormality in the data, the 
optimum concentration that removes nitrate for a batch process is 8 g/L which was the 
same conclusion that was made on the UVT measurements.
5.4.1.2 Trial 2: 200rpm -  virgin resin
The trial was repeated to see if the results could be duplicated. The graph below 
shows the UVT readings during the jar test experiment:
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However, a
different phenomenon happened with 16 g/L. 16 g/L removed the same or more DOC 
than 24 g/L. Also, both concentrations, 16 and 24 g/L, had UVT readings o f  99.1 at the 
end of the 20 minutes. The equilibrium value is 99.5 so after 20 minutes, both 
concentrations almost reached the equilibrium value. Both trials did agree with each 
other with regards to the resin concentrations for 4, 16, and 24 g/L. However, the resin 
concentration 8 g/L behaved the same way and at the end of the 20 minutes; the UVT 
reading is a little over 92%.
After the UVT readings were obtained from the experiment, the next graph was to 
graph the first order decay of the resin concentrations:
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Figure 90: UVT measurements at 200 RPM for Trial 2 (SWW raw water) 
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Figure 91: The Linear isotherm for each resin concentration at 200 RPM for Trial 2 (SWW raw water) 
After the linear isotherm graph is conducted on each resin concentration, the 
graph below is the K-factor vs. the resin concentrations:
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Figure 92: Normalized k-value for 200 RPM for trial 2 (SWW raw water)
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The linear relationship differs from trial 1 and trial 2. The first trial had a slope o f
0.0053 and the second trial had a slope o f 0.0074 with a R2 of 0.9831 and 0.8121. The 
biggest influence on the linear relationship in the second trial is the resin concentration o f 
16 g/L. For the second trial, 16 g/L did not behave the same as trial 1.
The other parameter measured in the second trial was the removal NO3. The 
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Figure 93: Nitrate Removal at 200 RPM for Trial 2 (SWW raw water)
The removal of nitrate in trial 2 does not differ from trial 1 that much. Both trials 
show that almost all of the N O 3  can be removed from the raw water.
5.4.1.3 Modeling a continuous resin adsorption process with the found  K-values:
The k-values can be incorporated into a model to determine the resin 
concentration that can produce an effluent UVT target along with a specific contact time 
for the continuous adsorption process SIX®. The first graph shows the difference 
between the trials in UVT as a function o f the resin concentration:
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Figure 94: Various Resin Cone, modeled as a function of UVT% after 20 minutes o f contact time (SWW
raw water)
From this graph, the x-axis represents the resin concentration that can achieve a 
final UVT after a contact time o f 20 minutes. For example, at a resin concentration o f 5 
g/L with a contact time of 20 minutes, the effluent UVT should be around 89 and 90 for 
trial 1 and trial 2, respectively. From this example, the two trials don’t differ that much. 
Another graph can be made by modeling different resin concentrations by UVT as a 
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Figure 95: Final UVT modeled as a function of the contact time for various resin conc. from the first trial
(SWW raw water)
In the first trial, there is a difference in resin concentrations to achieve a certain 
UVT after a contact time. For example, if 10 g/L o f resin and a contact time o f 25 
minutes are chosen, the model predicts that the UVT will be around 92%. From the 
model, the optimum resin concentration that can achieve a UVT of 92% is 9.8 g/L.
The following graph is from the second trial with the same various amounts of 
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Figure 96: Final UVT modeled as a function of the contact time for various resin conc. from the second
trial (SWW raw water)
There is a small difference between the first and second trial with respect to different 
resin concentrations. For example, if a resin concentration of 10 g/L with a contact time 
o f 25 minutes is chosen, the predicted UVT from the model should be around 94%. From 
the first trial, with the same example, the resin concentration o f  10 g/L should have an 
effluent UVT of 92% after a contact time o f 25 minutes.
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CHAPTER 6 
6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this research was to evaluate the Suspended Ion eXchange (SIX®) 
developed by PWN. The first main objective was to evaluate the hydraulic 
characteristics and the adsorption kinetics o f the SIX® pilot installation at Andijk, NL. 
The second objective was to assess a new proposed resin regeneration process (i.e. 
packed column regeneration). The final objective was to evaluate the feasibility o f using 
the SIX® technology on a different water matrix. The following section concludes each 
section o f the research performed on the SIX® for each objective.
6.1 Conclusions
6.1.1 Hydraulic Characteristics
The flows that were investigated were 25, 35, and 50m3/hr. The frequencies, or 
Hertz, of the impeller system during the experiments were 20 and 40Hz. The tracer 
studies indicate that the SIX® installation acts as 4 CSTRs in series no matter if  the flow 
or the energy input differs.
6.1.2 Adsorption Kinetics o f the SIX® Installation
From the data obtained from the ja r tests and according to Lagergren pseudo-1st 
order adsorption kinetics, the optimum G-value that can obtain the maximum normalized 
rate constant, k-value, o f 0.0064 is about 90s'1. However, when scaled up to the pilot 
installation, the highest G-value that can be close to this optimum normalized rate 
constant, k-value, o f 0.0064 is about 481s'1. This means that the current mechanical 
stirrers need to input a lot more energy to refresh the boundary layer between the resin
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and the feed water since they act not only as a disperser but also as a pump to prevent 
sedimentation of resin in the 2nd reactor.
The best trial that gave fair kinetics was operating the pilot installation at a flow o f 
35m3/hr (contact time of 32 minutes) at 50Hz (G-value o f 450s'1). However, another way 
to refresh the boundary layer of the resin could be to bubble air into reactor 2. Reactor 2 
has the highest G-value, which can refresh the boundary layer more quickly, and the 
reactor has upward flow. The bubbled air can refresh the boundary layer and help 
distributed the resin concentration in reactor 2 at lower frequencies.
6.1.3 Fixed-bed Resin Regeneration
From the three different experiments conducted on the regeneration column, the 
optimum flow rate that can remove the most DOC from the resin while producing 1 BV 
of regenerant is 20.8 mL/min. However, lower flow rates might be better but will have 
unacceptable contact times greater than 32 minutes to treat one BV. When converting 
this flow rate to a volumetric flow rate with the resin volume, the optimum volumetric 
flow rate is 31.1 mL/min/L of resin. This flow rate removed 234 mgDOC/L, which is 
greater than the amount of easily desorbable DOC, and 265 mgNOj/L in one bed volume. 
Also the required contact time for the flow o f 20.8 mL/min is about 32 minutes which is 
within the acceptable range.
In the counter-current experiments using two different water matrices and a flow rate 
of 125 mL/min, the amount o f DOC that is removed from the resin did reach the target 
DOC concentration o f 200 mgDOC/L, from the lab results. This level was reached with 
a net contact time of reusing the same bed volume 4 times of 21.4 minutes. Even though 
the flow rate did reach the target DOC concentration, the lower flow rate o f 20.8 mL/min
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did desorb more DOC than the counter-current experiment but at a higher contact time of 
32 minutes.
6.1.4 Treating a Different Water Matrix with the SIX® Technology
The reservoir water brought to the pilot facility in Andijk has a relatively low 
DOC concentration o f 1.9 mg/L compared to other surface water types. The nitrate 
concentration has an average of 8 mg/L and, at this level, has a huge effect on the 
adsorption of UV-light emitted from a medium pressure lamp. Both nitrate and DOC can 
be removed almost completely with anion ion exchange. However complete removal is 
not necessary. Target DOC-levels to obtain the highest efficiency improvement for down­
stream processes like membrane filtration and specifically advanced oxidation with 
UV/H202 are at <1.5 mg DOC /L or translated to a UVT254 88.1% for Southwest water. 
The lower the DOC concentration, the better the downstream operations operate.
6.2 Recommendations
6.2.1 Hydraulic Characteristic Study
From the tracer studies alone, there is no recommendation at which to operate the 
SIX® installation since the number o f CSTRs did not differ between the flows and energy 
input and each trial had low percent error. In order to recommend which hydraulic 
operation the system should function, the adsorption kinetics should be evaluated at 
different flows and energy input, which has a minimum G-value of 480s'1.
6.2.2 Adsorption Kinetics of the SIX® Installation
From the adsorption kinetics evaluation on the SIX® installation, the best trial that 
gave fair kinetics was operating the pilot installation at a flow of 35m3/hr (contact time o f 
32 minutes) at 50Hz (G-value of 450s'1). Also, further research can be done to see which
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exchange site is governing through the adsorption process (e.g. internal o f external 
exchange sites) (Al-Degs et. al. 2006).
6.2.3 Fixed-bed Resin Regeneration Process
From the three different resin regeneration experiments performed on the lab- 
scale column, the new pilot installation should be operated at a volumetric flow rate of
31.1 mL/min/L o f resin in a single regeneration step with 1 BV and a contact time o f 32 
minutes. From the experiments, this flow rate proved to desorb the most DOC and nitrate 
from the resin.
6.2.4 Treating a Different Water Matrix with the SIX® Technology
When incorporating the k-values, according to Lagergren pseudo-1st order 
kinetics, from the two trials into the model, the model can predict the effluent UVT after 
certain contact times or resin concentrations. If the target UVT is 92%, which correlates 
to a DOC concentration o f 1.07 mg/L, the optimum resin concentrations for trial 1 and 
trial two are 9.8 g/L and 7 g/L, respectively. Even though both trials do differ in results 
with resin concentrations o f 4, 16, and 24 g/L, the differences are most likely made by the 
fact that the water was stored in containers for a relatively long time especially for the 
second trial. The first trial is therefore most likely the best and the safest value. 
Nevertheless, with the created model, a firm pilot can be designed to optimize the 
process. This pilot is also necessary to quantify the benefits o f  an ion exchange process 
for the downstream processes like membrane filtration or advanced oxidation.
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Piping before Reactor 1 0.083
Reactor 1 8.97
Pipe connecting Reactor 1 and Reactor 2 0.80
Reactor 2 8.97
Total Volume Treated 18.8
Contact Time on flow regimes (min)
Low Flow 45.2
High Flow 22.6
*Please note that the Contact time does not take into account the free board for different 
flows. In the calculations, free board is taken into account.




Flow (cm3/min) 200 20.8
Area (cm2) 19.6 19.6
Velocity (cm/min) 10.19 1.06
Height (cm) 34 34
EBCT (min) 3.34 32.04
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8.2 Appendix 2: Man ufacturer Specifications
Lewatit® VP OC 1071 Resin M aterials Safety Data Sheet (M SD S) from Lanxess®
C o n fo rm s  to  R e g u la tio n  (EC) N o . 1907 /2006  (REACH), A n n e x  II - E u ro p e
SAFETY DATA SHEET LANXESS
LEWATIT VP OC 1071 am*a*
04818555
1. IDENTIFICATION O F THE SUBSTANCE/PREPARATION 
AND OF THE COMPANY/UNDERTAKING
Id e n tif ica tio n  o f  th e  s u b s ta n c e  o r  p re p a ra tio n  
P ro d u c t n a m e  : LEWATIT V P OC 1071
U se  o f  th e  : Ion ex ch an g e , res in s  a n d  catalysts
s u b s ta n c e /p re p a r a t io n
S u p p lie r /M a n u fa c tu re r  : LANXESS D eu tsch land  Gm bH , Industrial & Environm ental Affairs
S1369 L everkusen, G erm any , T e lep h o n e : +49 2 14  3 0  6 5 1 0 9
E-mail: in fo sds@ lanxess.com  
E m erg en c y  te le p h o n e  n u m b e r  : +49 214  30  99300  (S icherhe itszen tra le  CHEMPARK L everkusen )
2. HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION
SRte product is no t c lassified a s  d a n g e ro u s  accord ing  to D irective 1999/45/E C  and its am e n d m en ts . 
S e e  s e c t io n  11 fo r  m o re  d e ta i le d  In fo rm a tio n  o n  h e a l th  e f fe c ts  a n d  sy m p to m s .
3. COMPOSITION/INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS
P ro d u c t d e fin itio n  (REACH) : P repara tion
acrylic acid-divinytbenzene-copolym er w ith trim ethylam m onium - 
propytam ido g roups in chloride  form
W ithin  th e  p r e s e n t  k n o w le d g e  o f  th e  s u p p lie r ,  th is  p ro d u c t  d o e s  n o t  c o n ta in  a n y  h a z a r d o u s  
In g re d ie n ts  In q u a n ti t ie s  re q u ir in g  re p o r tin g  In th i s  s e c t io n ,  in a c c o r d a n c e  w ith EU o r  n a tio n a l 
re g u la tio n s .
4. FIRST AID M EASURES
F irs t-a id  m e a s u re s
In h a la tio n  : jHove e x p o se d  p e rso n  to  fresh  air. K eep  person w arm  a n d  a t  r e s t
If not b reath ing , if b rea th ing  is irregular o r  if respiratory a rre s t 
o ccu rs, provide artificial resp ira tion  o r oxygen by tra ined  p e rso n n el. 
G e t m edical attention if sy m p to m s occu r. If u nconscious, p la c e  in 
recovery  position and  g e t  m edical a tten tion  immediately. M aintain 
an  o p e n  airway. L oosen  tight clothing s u c h  a s  a  collar, tie, be lt o r 
w aistband . In c a s e  of inhalation o f decom position p ro d u c ts  in a  fire, 
sym ptom s m ay  b e  de layed . T he  e x p o se d  person m a y  n e ed  to  b e  
k ep t u n d er m edical surveillance for 48  hou rs.
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Lewatit® VP OC 1071 Resin M aterials Safety Data Sheet (M SD S) from Lanxess®
(continued)
LEWATIT VP OC 1071 04818555/2.01
Ingestion : Wash out mouth with water. Move exposed person to fresh air. 
Keep person warm and at rest. If material has been swallowed and 
the exposed person is conscious, give small quantities of water to 
drink. Stop if the exposed person feels sick as vomiting may be 
dangerous. Do not induce vomiting unless directed to do so by 
medical personnel. If vomiting occurs, the head should be kept low 
so that vomit does not enter the lungs. Get medical attention if 
symptoms occur. Never give anything by mouth to an unconscious 
person. If unconscious, place in recovery position and get medical 
attention immediately. Maintain an open airway. Loosen tight 
clothing such as a collar, tie, belt or waistband.
Skin contact : Flush contaminated skin with plenty of water. Remove
contaminated clothing and shoes. Get medical attention if 
symptoms occur. Wash clothing before reuse. Clean shoes 
thoroughly before reuse.
Eye contact : Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water, occasionally lifting the
upper and lower eyelids. Check for and remove any contact lenses. 
Continue to rinse for at least 10 minutes. Get medical attention if 
irritation occurs.










: In case of fire, use water spray (fog), foam, dry chemical or CO2.
: None known.
: No specific fire or explosion hazard.
Promptly isolate the scene by removing all persons from the vicinity 
of the incident if there is a fire. No action shall be taken involving 
any personal risk or without suitable training.
: Recomposition products may include the following materials: 
carbon oxides 
nitrogen oxides
: Fire-fighters should wear appropriate protective equipment and self- 
contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) with a full face-piece 
operated in positive pressure mode.
6. ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
Personal precautions 
Environmental precautions
: No action shall be taken involving any personal risk or without 
suitable training. Keep unnecessary and unprotected personnel 
from entering. Provide adequate ventilation. Put on appropriate 
personal protective equipment (see section 8). Hazard of slipping on 
spilt product.
: Avoid dispersal of spilt material and runoff and contact with soil, 
waterways, drains and sewers. Inform the relevant authorities if the 
product has caused environmental pollution (sewers, waterways, soil 
or air).
Date of issue : 2009-01-29 Page: 2/7
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Lewatit® VP OC 1071 Resin M aterials Safety Data Sheet (M SD S) from Lanxess®
(continued)
LEWATIT VP OC 1071 04818555/2.01
Large spill 
Small spill
: Move containers from spill area. Prevent entry into sewers, water 
courses, basements or confined areas. Vacuum or sweep up 
material and place in a designated, labelled waste container. 
Dispose of via a licensed waste disposal contractor. Note: see  
section 1 for emergency contact information and section 13 for 
waste disposal.
: Move containers from spill area. Vacuum or sweep up material and 
place in a designated, labelled waste container. Dispose of via a 
licensed waste disposal contractor.
7. HANDLING AND STORAGE
Handling : Put on appropriate personal protective equipment (see section 8). 
Eating, drinking and smoking should be prohibited in areas where 
this material is handled, stored and processed. Workers should 
wash hands and face before eating, drinking and smoking. Do not 
ingest Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing. Keep in the 
original container or an approved alternative made from a 
compatible material, kept tightly closed when not in use. Empty 
containers retain product residue and can be hazardous.
Storage : Store between the following temperatures: -20 to 40°C (-4 to
104*F). Store in accordance with local regulations. Store in original 
container protected from direct sunlight in a dry, cool and well- 
ventilated area, away from incompatible materials (see section 10) 
and food and drink. Keep container tightly closed and sealed until 
ready for use. Containers that have been opened must be carefully 
resealed and kept upright to prevent leakage. Do not store in 





: Use original container.
: Take precautionary measures against electrostatic discharges. Do 
not allow to dry out.
8. EXPOSURE CONTROLS/PERSONAL PROTECTION
Exposure limit values : Not available.
Recommended monitoring 
procedures
: If this product contains ingredients with exposure limits, personal, 
workplace atmosphere or biological monitoring may be required to 
determine the effectiveness of the ventilation or other control 
measures and/or the necessity to use respiratory protective 
equipment. Reference should be made to European Standard EN 
689 for methods for the assessment of exposure by inhalation to 
chemical agents and national guidance documents for methods for 
the determination of hazardous substances.
Risk management measures 
Occupational exposure controls 
Technical measures : If this product contains ingredients with exposure limits, use process
enclosures, local exhaust ventilation or other engineering controls to 
keep worker exposure below any recommended or statutory limits.
Personal protection measures
Date of issue 2009-01*29 Page: 3/7
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(continued)






Use a properly fitted, air-purifying or air-fed respirator complying 
with an approved standard if a risk assessment indicates this is 
necessary. Respirator selection must be based on known or 
anticipated exposure levels, the hazards of the product and the safe 
working limits of the selected respirator.
Chemical-resistant, impervious gloves complying with an approved 
standard should be worn at all times when handling chemical 
products if a risk assessment indicates this is necessary. After 
contamination with product change the gloves immediately and 
dispose of them according to relevant national and local regulations 
<1 hours (breakthrough time): Polyvinyl chloride - PVC, Nitrite 
rubber - NBR, Polychloroprene - CR
Safety eyewear complying with an approved standard should be 
used when a risk assessment indicates this is necessary to avoid 
exposure to liquid splashes, mists, gases or dusts.
Recommended: safety glasses with side-shields
Personal protective equipment for the body should be selected 
based on the task being performed and the risks involved and 
should be approved by a specialist before handling this product. 
Recommended: Wear protective clothing.
Wash hands, forearms and face thoroughly after handling chemical 
products, before eating, smoking and using the lavatory and at the 
end of the working period. Appropriate techniques should be used 
to remove potentially contaminated clothing. Wash contaminated 
clothing before reusing. Ensure that eyewash stations and safety 
showers are close to the workstation location.
Environmental exposure controls
Technical measures Emissions from ventilation or work process equipment should be 
checked to ensure they comply with the requirements of 
environmental protection legislation. In some cases, fume 
scrubbers, filters or engineering modifications to the process 
equipment will be necessary to reduce emissions to acceptable 
levels.
9. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
General information 
Appearance 
Physical state : Solid, [beads]
Colour : White.
Odour : Odourless.
Important health, safety and environmental Information
7 to 9 [Cone. (% w/w): 10%]
1.09 kg/L (20 °C)
680 to 760 kg/m3
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10. STABILITY AND REACTIVITY
Stability
Possibility of hazardous 
reactions
Conditions to avoid
Materials to avoid 
Hazardous decomposition 
products
The product is stable.
Hinder normal conditions of storage and use, hazardous reactions 
will not occur.
Contact with strong oxidising agents may cause hazardous 
reactions. No hazardous reactions when used as directed.
No specific data.
Under normal conditions of storage and use, hazardous 
decomposition products should not be produced.
11. TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Acute toxicity
Product/ingredient Result Species Dose Exposure Test
name
LEWATIT VP OC 1071 LD50 * Rat >5000
Oral mg/kg
'Test results on an analogous product
Irritation/Corrosion
Skin : Ron-irritating T est results on an analogous product
Eyes : Ron-irritating T est results on an analogous product
12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION
AOX : P ie  product does not contain organically bound halogens which
could lead to an AOX value in waste water.
Remarks : The product is insoluble in water. Therefore, ecological tests have
not been conducted.
13. DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
Methods of disposal : Examine possibilities for re-utilisation. Product residues and
uncleaned empty containers should be packaged, sealed, labelled, 
and disposed of or recycled according to relevant national and local 
regulations. Where large quantities are concerned, consult the 
supplier. When uncleaned empty containers are passed on, the 
recipient must be warned of any possible hazard that may be 
caused by residues. For disposal within the EC, the appropriate 
code according to the European Waste List (EWL) should be used. 
It is among the tasks of the polluter to assign the waste to waste 
codes specific to industrial sectors and processes according to the 
European Waste List (EWL).
Hazardous waste : Within the present knowledge of the supplier, this product is not
regarded as hazardous waste, as defined by EU Directive 
91/689/EEC.
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Proper shipping name Class PG Label Additional
information
ADR/RID - - - - - Not regulated.
GGVSE - - - - - Not regulated.
ADNR - - - - - Not regulated.
IMDG - - - - - Not regulated.
IATA - - - - - Not regulated.
PG: Packing group
Not dangerous cargo.
Avoid temperatures below -20 °C. 
Keep separated from foodstuffs.
15. REGULATORY INFORMATION_________________________
Ell regulations
Classification and labeling have been determined according to EU Directives 67/548/EEC and 
1999/45/EC (including amendments) and take into account the intended product use.
Industrial applications.
Risk phrases : This product is not classified according to EU legislation.
16. OTHER INFORMATION________________________________
Hlsjory
Date of printing 2009-01-29
Date of issue 2009-01-29
Date of previous issue 2008-11-05
Version : 2.01
W Indicates information that has changed from previously issued version.
NQticeto.readar
The data given here Is based on current knowledge and experience. The purpose o f  this 
Safety Data Sheet is to describe the products in terms o f their safety requirements. The above 
details do not Imply any guarantee concerning composition, properties or performance.
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Kloek Meadow Salt Natural
When meadow g rass  is u sed  (Or grazing and silage production it Is desirable to maintain the 
sodium (Na) content In g rass  by m eans of fertilizer.
Sodium m akes g rass  tastier. This results in g reater g ra s s  take-up and  g rass  utilization and  this 
has an  effect on the general health of your cattle.
Providing a  good supply of sodium (Na) for dairy cattle is important for, am ong olher things, 
reducing the cell count in th e  mine, fertility, controlling th e  water balance and certain enzym e 
hinctions.
The growth rate and sodium  take-up o f the g ra ss  drop a t lower ra tes  of nitrogen fertilizer 
application. It is important to  continue to  optimally utilize ihe grass produced, particularly when 
grass production is dropping a s  a  result of reduced fertilizer application. (Source: nm).
Sodium addition also results in better grazed land.
CHEM ICAL COM POSITION
Component Unit Content
Sodium Chloride (N ad) % * 99
Calcium (Ca) % 0,2
Sulfate (Sod) % 0.7
(=Na20 > 50%)
8.3 Appendix 3: HWL Certificate and Procedures 
HWL Accreditation Certificate
The organisation has demonstrated to be able to generate technical valid results in a 
competent way and work according to a management system.
This accreditation is based on an assessment against the requirements 
as laid down in ISO/IEC 17025:2005.
The accreditation covers the activities as specified In the authorized 
annex bearing the registration number.
The accreditation is valid provided that the organisation 
continues to meet the requirements.
P O  8 0 x 2 7 6 8  N L * 3 5 0 o C I  U t r e c h t
The Dutch Accreditation Council RvA, by law appointed as 
the national accreditation body for The Netherlands, 
hereby declares that accreditation has been granted to:
Het Waterlaboratorium N.V.
Haarlem
The accreditation with registration number:
L 404
is granted on 27 October 2010 
This declaration is valid until
1 January 2015
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1 ONDERWERP
Dit voorschrift beschrijft diverse eigen spectrofotometrische methodes voor de bepaling van chloride, 
ammonium, silicaat, nitriet, nitraat en ortho-fosfaat in water.
2 TOEPASSINGSGEBIED
Dit voorschrift is van toepassing op drink-, grond-, proces-, en oppervlakte water.
Dit voorschrift is van toepassing op de bepaling van de hierna genoemde elementen.
De componenten kunnen binnen het volgende toepassingsgebied rechtstreeks worden gemeten:
Chloride: 2 -  100 mg/l Cl
Ammonium: 0,02 -  1,0 mg/l N
Silicaat: 0 ,5 -2 0  mg/l Si
Nitriet: 0,002 -  0,1 mg/l N
Nitraat: 0,20 -  5 mg/l N
Ortho-Fosfaat: 0,02 -  0,5 mg/l P
De Aquakem maakt boven deze gehalten nog een maximale verdunning van 1 + 4 .  
Bij hogere gehalten dient een handmatige verdunning te worden gemaakt.
Monsters die zwevend materiaal bevatten dienen te worden gefiltreerd.
3 DEFINZTIES
Een discreet analysesysteem Is een geautomatiseerd systeem voor spectrofotometrische bepalingen. 
Een discreet analysesysteem Is een apparaat dat volledig automatlsch kleine hoeveelheden monster en 
reagentia pipetteert, vervolgens mengt, incubeert en fotometrisch de gevormde kleur meet.
Het nitriet-, nitraat- en ammoniumgehalte worden gemeten in de vorm van stikstof (mg/l N).
Het ortho-fosfaatgehalte wordt gemeten als fosfaat (mg/l P).
Het silicaatgehalte wordt gemeten als Si (mg/l Si).
4 BEGINSEL
In dit voorschrift worden meerdere principles beschreven.
Chloride:
Chloride reageert met kwik(ll) thiocyanaat tot kwik(ll)chloride. Het hierbij ontstane thiocyanaat reageert 
met ijzer(lll)nitraat tot een rood/bruin gekleurd ijzer(lll)thiocyanaat-complex dat spiectrofotometrisch 
gemeten wordt bij 480 nm.
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Ammonium:
Ammonium wordt d.m.v. hypochloriet, dat wordt gevormd door alkalische hydrolyse van 
natriumdichloorlsocyanuraat, omgezet in mono-chlooramine. Chlooramine reageert met salicylaat ionen 
in aanwezigheid van natriumnitroprusside bij pH 12,6 tot een blauw complex dat spectrofotometrisch 
gemeten wordt bij 660 nm.
Silicaat:
Silicaat reageert bij pH 1,2 met ammoniummolybdaat tot silicomolybdeenzuur. Na reductie met 
ascorbinezuur ontstaat een blauw silicomolybdeencomplex dat spectrofotometrisch gemeten wordt bij 
700 nm. Een hoeveelheid oxaalzuur wordt toegevoegd om molybdeen fosforzuur af te breken.
Nitriet:
Nitriet reageert in aanwezigheid van fosforzuur met sulfanilamide en N-l-naftylethyleen-diamine 
dihydrochloride tot een rood complex, dat spectrofotometrisch gemeten wordt bij 540 nm.
Nitraat:
Nitraat wordt onder basische condities met hydrazine gereduceerd tot nitriet. Nitriet reageert in 
aanwezigheid van fosforzuur met sulfanilamide en N-l-naftylethyleen-diamine dihydrochloride tot een 
rood complex, dat spectrofotometrisch gemeten wordt bij 540 nm en een maat is voor de hoeveelheid 
nitraat plus het al aanwezige nitriet in het monster. Na aftrek van het nitriet gehalte wordt het nitraat 
gehalte verkregen.
Ortho-Fosfaat:
Ortho-fosfaat reageert met ammoniummolybdaat en antimoonkaliumtartraat als katalysator in zuur 
milieu tot een molybdeenfosfaat complex. Dit complex wordt met ascorbinezuur gereduceerd tot een de 
een blauwe component welke spectrofotometrisch gemeten wordt bij 880 nm.
5 VEIL1GHEID EN MILIEU
Neem de veiligheidsprocedure P-03-015: "Toepassing persoonlijke beschermingsmiddelen" in acht.
Voer restanten van chemicalien, oplosmiddelen en vloeistoffen met chemicalien af volgens procedure 
P-03-010: "Opslag en afvoer afvalstoffen".
6 REAGENTIA, HULPSTOFFEN EN VOEDINGSMEDIA
Alle gemaakte oplossingen dienen voorzien te zijn van een etiket met daarop: stofnaam, concentratie, 
bewaarconditie, aanmaakdatum, verloopdatum en naam analist.
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Houdbaarheldsdata van stockoplossingen mogen niet de houdbaarheidsdata van de (certtficaten van de) 
zuivere stoffen overschrijden. Houdbaarheidsdata van verdunningen mogen niet de houdbaarheidsdata 
van stockoplossingen overschrijden.
Voor een groot aantal chemicalien wordt gebrnik gemaakt van ready to use chemicalien van Labmedics. 
Voor de eventule bereiding van deze chemicalien wordt verwezen naar bijlage A.
Alle ready to  use  chemicalien in het apparaat dienen dagelijks ververst te  worden.
6.1 Zw avelzuur, (HjS 0 4)  18 m o l/l
6 .2  Zw avetzuur, 0 ,0 5 m o l/l
Verdun 2,8 ml H2SCX, (6.1) tot 1000 ml met water. De oplossing is in glas 1 maand houdbaar bij 
kamertemperatuur.
6.3 Fosforzuur, (H /P O J15 m o l/l
6 .4  W ashing so/otion ,  Spoe/oplossing N atrium hypochloriet (NaOC!) 4 ,5  Vo, ready to  u se  
reagentia
6 .5  Zoutzuur c(HCI) = 25V)
6 .6  Zoutzuur c(H d) lOVo
Voeg aan 500 ml demi water 400 ml zoutzuur(6.5) toe en vul aan met water tot 1000 ml. Deze 
oplossing is 1 jaar houdbaar.
6 .7  K /eurreagens chloride, ready to  u se reagentia Labm edics. Aquakem  code: CL Colour.
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden
6 .8  K allbratiestockoplosslng chloride, lOOO m g /l, Spex C ertic Prep
Kant en ktare oplossing. De standaard is na openen 1 jaar houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant 
mag echter nooit overschreden worden.
6.9  Kalibratiestandaarden
6.9.1 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 0 mg/l C!
Vul een maatkolf van 500 ml met water. Ververs deze oplossing gelijk met de 
kalibratiestandaardoplossing (6.9.2) van 1000 mg/l. De oplossing is 2 maanden houdbaar bij 
kamertemperatuur.
6.9.2 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 1000 m g/l CJ
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6.10 C ontrolestockoplossing ch loride, lO O O m g/l, DILUT-TTMerck
6.11 Controlestandaarden
6.11.1 Controlestockoplossing, c  = 5000 mg/l <7
Spoel de standaardampul chloride, 1000 mg (6.10), zorgvuldig over met water in een maatkolf van 
200 ml. Vul aan met water en homogeniseer.
De oplossing is 2 maanden houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6.11.2 Gontro/estandaardop/ossing in demi water, c = 50 mg/l Cl
Pipetteer 1,0 ml controlestockoplossing, 5000 mg/l (6.11.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. Bereid deze oplossing telkens vers.
6.11.3 Controlestandaardoplossing c = 150 mg/l Cl. Oplossing is geschikt voor de contro/e op de 
verdunning.
Pipetteer 3,0 ml controlestockoplossing, 5000 mg/l (6.11.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
demi tot 100 ml en homogeniseer. Bereid deze oplossing telkens vers.
Bij elke meetserie dient deze oplossing gemeten te  worden. De resultaten worden bijgehouden op een 
checklist in hoofdstuk 6.
AMMONIUM
6.12 N atrium  sa/icilaat oplossing, ready to  use reagentia Labm edics. A quakem  code: 
AMM1 Sail.
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden
6.13 D lchloorisocyanuraat oplossing, ready to  u se reagentia Labm edics. Aquakem  code: 
AMM2DIC.
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden.
6.14 Zw avelzuur, 2  m o l/l
Breng 11,1 ml geconcentreerd zwavelzuur (6.1) in 100 ml water. De oplossing is 1 maand houdbaar bij 
kamertemperatuur.
6.15 Am m onlum chloride, (NHjCI), Boom
6.16 Am m onlum chloride, (NH4CI), M erck.
6 .17  K allbratiestandaarden
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6.17.1 Kalibrab'estockoplossing, c = 1000 m g/l N
Droog voldoende ammoniumchloride (6.15) gedurende 1 uur bij 105 ± 2 °C. Weeg 3,818 g gedroogde 
ammonlumchloride nauwkeurig af, spoe) de stof kwanb'tatief over in een maatkolf van 1000 ml en los op 
in water. Voeg 3,0 ml zwavelzuur 2 mol/l (6.14) toe, vul aan met water en homogeniseer.
De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.17.2 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 0 mg/l N
Vul een maatkolf van 100 ml met water. Ververs deze oplossing gelijk m et de 
kalibratiestandaardoplossing van 10 mg/l (6.17.3). De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 week houdbaar.
6.17.3 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 10 mg/1 N,
Pipetteer 1 ml ammoniumstandaardoplossing 1000 mg/l (6.17.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan 
met water en homogeniseer.
De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 week houdbaar.
6.18 C ontrolestandaarden
6.18.1 Controlestockoplossing c = 1000 mg/l N
Droog voldoende ammoniumchloride (6.16) gedurende 1 uur bij 105 ± 2 °C. Weeg 3,818 g gedroogde 
ammoniumchloride nauwkeurig af, spoel de stof kwantitab'ef over in een maatkolf van 1000 ml en los op 
in water. Voeg 3,0 ml zwavelzuur 2 mol/l (6.14) toe, vul aan met water en  homogeniseer.
De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.18.2 Controlestandaardoplossing, c = 100m g/lN
Pipetteer 10 ml controlestockoplossing, 1000 mg/l (6.18.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml en los op in 
water,vul aan en homogeniseer.
De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 2 weken houdbaar.
6.18.3 Controlestandaardoplossing in demi water, c =  0,5m g/l N
Pipetteer 0,5 ml controlestandaardoplossing, 100 mg/l (6.18.2) in een maatkolf van 100 ml en los op in 
water, vul aan en homogeniseer.
Bereid deze oplossing telkens vers.
simcm T
6.19 Am m onium m olybdaat, ( (NH4)(/d o /3 l4,4H jO )
6.20 O xaalzuur, (C2H2O4.2 H2O)
6.21 Ascorbinezuur, (CsHgOe)
6.22 Silicaat, lO O O m g/lSi, Boom
6.23 Silicaat, lO O O O m g/ISI, Ultra Scien tific , U-ICP-114
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6.24 Am m onium m oiybdaat-op/ossing, A quakem  code: Si/1 M o/y
Weeg 5 g ammoniummolybdaat (6.19) af en los op in 500 ml 0,05 mol/l zwavelzuur (6.2). De oplossing 
is gekoeld (4 °C) in een polyethyleenfles 2 maanden houdbaar.
6 .25  O xaalzuur-oplossing, A quakem  code: S i/2  O xa/i
Weeg 25 g oxaalzuur (6.20) af en los op in 500 ml water. De oplossing is in een polyethyleen fles 2 
maanden houdbaar gekoeld (4 °C).
6.26 A scorbinezuur-op/ossing, A quakem  code: SH 3Ascor
Weeg 9 g ascorbinezuur (6.21) af en los op in 500 ml water. De oplossing Is gekoeld (4 °C) in een 
polyethyleen fles 1 week houdbaar.
6 .27  K a/ibratiestandaarden
6.27.1 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 0 m g/l Si
Vul een maatkolf van 500 ml met water. Ververs deze oplossing gelijk m et de
kalibratiestandaardoplossing van 100 mg/l (6.27.2). De oplossing is in een  polyethyleenfles 3 maanden 
houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6.27.2 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 100 mg/l Si
Pipetteer 10 ml kalibratiestockoplossing 1000 mg/l (6.22) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) in een polyethyleenfles 6 maanden houdbaar.
6 .28  C onboiestandaarden
6.28.1 Controlestockoplossing, c = 1000 mg/l Si
Pipetteer 10 ml controlestockoplossing, 10000 mg/l (6.23) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is in een polyethyleenfles 1 jaar houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6.28.2 Controlestandaardoplossing in demi water, c = 10 m g/l Si
Pipetteer 1,0 ml controlestockoplossing, 1000 mg/l (6.28.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) in een polyethyleenfles 3 maanden houdbaar.
NITRIET
6.29 K /eurreagens, ready to  u se reagentia  Labm edics. A quakem  code: TON3/NOj.
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden.
6.30 N atrium nitriet, (NaNOz), M erck
6.31 K aiium nitriet, (KNO J, M erck
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6 .32  K alibratiestandaarden
6.32.1 Kalibrab'estockoplossing, c = 100 m g/l N
Droog voldoende natriumnitriet (6.30) gedurende 1 uur bij 105 ± 2 °C  Weeg 0,493 g gedroogde 
natriumnitriet nauwkeurig af, spoel kwantitatief over In een maatkolf van 1000 ml en los op in water.
Vul aan met water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.32.2 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 0 m g/l N
Vul een maatkolf van 500 ml met gedemineraliseerd water. Ververs deze oplossing gelijk m et de 
kalibratiestandaardoplossing van 1 mg/l (6.32.3). De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 2 m aanden houdbaar.
6.32.3 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 1 m g/IN
Pipetteer 1 ml kalibratiestockoplossing 100 mg/l (6.32.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan m et water 
en homogeniseer.
De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar.
6.32.4 Standaardop/ossing t.b. v. contro/e hydrazine-omzetting, c = 3 mg/IN
Pipetteer 3 ml kalibratiestockoplossing 100 mg/l (6.32.1) In een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan m et w ater 
en homogeniseer.
De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar.
6 .33  C ontrolestandaarden
6.33.1 Controlestockoplossing, c =  100 m g/l N
Droog voldoende kaliumnitriet (6.31) gedurende 1 uur bij 105 ± 2 °C. Weeg 0,607 g gedroogde 
kaliumnitriet nauwkeurig af, spoel kwantitatief over in een maatkolf van 1000 ml en los op in water. Vul 
aan met water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.33.2 Controlestandaardoplossing, c = 10 m g/l N
Pipetteer 10 ml controlestockoplossing, 100 mg/l (6.33.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 2 maanden houdbaar.
6.33.3 Controlestandaardoplossing in demi water, c = 0,05m g/iN
Pipetteer 0,5 ml controlestandaardoplossing, 10 mg/l (6.33.2) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. Bereid deze oplossing telkens vers.
NITRAAT
6 .34  N atrium hydroxide-optossing, ready to  u se  reagentia  Labm edics, A quakem  code: 
TONI NaOH
Voeg voor in gebruikname een kleine hoeveelheid Brij toe. Doop een pipetpunt in de Brij en breng 
vervolgens de pipetpunt in het TONI reagens (niet opzuigen).
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6.35  Reduceeroplosslng, ready to  use reagentia Labm edics, Aquakem  code: TON2 H yd
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden.
6.36 K teurreagens n itriet/n itra a t, ready to  use reagentia Labm edics, A quakem  code: 
T0N 3/N 02, is  g e lljk  oplossing (6 .29 )
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden.
6 .37  Kalium nitraat, (KN03) , M erck
6 .38 N atrium nitraat, (NaN03), M erck
6.39 Kalibratiestandaarden
6.39.1 Kalibrab'estockoplossing, c = 100mg/IN
Droog voldoende kaliumnitraat (6.37) gedurende 4 uur bij 105 ± 2 °C. Weeg 0,722 g gedroogde 
kaliumnitraat nauwkeurig af, spoel kwantitatief over in een maatkolf van 1000 ml en los op in water. Vul 
aan en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.39.2 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 0 mg/l N
Vul een maatkolf van 500 ml met gedemineraliseerd water. Ververs deze oplossing gelijk met de 
kalibratiestandaardoplossing van 25 mg/l (6.39.3). De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 jaar houdbaar.
6.39.3 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 25 mg/l N
Pipetteer 25 ml kalibratiestockoplossing 100 mg/l (6.39.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar.
6.39.4 Standaardop/ossing t.b.v. controlehydrazine-omzetting, c = 3 mg/IN
Pipetteer 3 ml kalibratiestockoplossing 100 mg/l (6.39.2) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met water 
en homogeniseer.
De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar.
6.40 Controlestandaarden
6.40.1 Controlestockoplossing, c = 250mg/l N
Droog voldoende natriumnitraat (6.38) gedurende 4 uur bij 105 ± 2 °C. Weeg 1,5179 g gedroogde 
natriumnitraat nauwkeurig af, spoel kwantitatief over in een maatkolf van 1000 ml en los op in water. 
Vul aan met water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.40.2 Controlestandaardoplossing in demi water, c = 2,5mg/IN
Pipetteer 1 ml controlestockoplossing, 250 mg/l (6.40.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met water 
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ORTHO-FOSFAAT
6.41 R eagens 1, ready to  use reagentia Labm edics, Aquakem  code: PHOS1
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden.
6.42 R eagens 2, ready to  use reagentia Labm edics, Aquakem  code: PHOS2
De oplossing is na openen gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar. De vervaldatum van de fabrikant mag 
echter nooit overschreden worden.
6.43 R eagens
Meng 7 ml reagens 1 (6.41) en 3 ml reagens 2 (6.42). Bereid deze oplossing dagelijks vers.
6 .44  K aiium diw aterstoffosfaat, (KH2PO4), M erck
6 .45  K aiium diw aterstoffosfaat ,(KH /P04) , Acros
6 .46  Kalibratiestandaarden
6.46.1 Kalibratiestockoplossing, c -  100 mg/l P
Weeg 0,439 g kaiiumdiwaterstoffosfaat (6.44) nauwkeurig af en spoel de stof kwantitatief over in een 
maatkolf van 1000 ml, los deze op in water. Vul aan met water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is 
gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.46.2 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 0 mg/lP
Vul een maatkolf van 500 ml met gedemineraliseerd water. Ververs deze oplossing gelijk met de 
kalibratiestandaardoplossing van 10 mg/l P (6.46.3). De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden 
houdbaar.
6.46.3 Kalibratiestandaardoplossing, c = 10m g/iP
Pipetteer 10 ml kalibratiestockoplossing 100 mg/l (6.46.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand houdbaar.
6 .47  Controlestandaarden
6.47.1 Controlestockoplossing, c = 100mg/IP
Weeg 0,439 g kaiiumdiwaterstoffosfaat (6.45) nauwkeurig af en spoel de stof kwantitatief over in een 
maatkolf van 1000 ml, los op in water. Vul aan met water en homogeniseer. De oplossing is 
gekoeld (4 °C) 3 maanden houdbaar.
6.47.2 Controlestandaardoplossing in demi water, c = 0,25mg/i P
Pipetteer 250 pi controlestockoplossing, 100 mg/l (6.47.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer. Bereid deze oplossing telkens vers.
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7 TOESTELLEN EN HULPMIDDELEN
7.1 Aquakem , d iscrete analyser
7.2 M em braanfiiter 0 ,4 5 pm , voorzien van luer-lock aansluiting
7.3 In jectiesp u it, 20 m l voorzien van luer-lock aansluiting
7.4 Sam ple bulsfes, 2, 4  -e n  10 m !
8 TE ONDERZOEKEN MONSTER
8.1 M onstem em ing, m onsterfles, transportcondities.
Het monster wordt genomen in een aquakem fles. Ammonium wordt genomen in een flesje van 100 ml 
met blauwe dop, chloride in een flesje van 100 ml met witte dop. Het monster dient bij 4°C te worden 
getransporteerd.
8.2  C onservering
Voor chloride, silicaat, nitriet, nitraat en ortho-fosfaat niet van toepassing.
Voor ammonium; alleen indien niet binnen 24 uur gemeten wordt: 0,3 ml H2SQf, 2 mol/l (6.14) per 100 
ml (14.2).
8.3  O pslagcondities
Chloride : bij kamertemperatuur 1 maand 
Ammonium : gekoeld (4 °C) 24 uur
Silicaat : gekoeld (4 °C) 1 maand
Nitriet : gekoeld (4 °C) 24 uur
Nitraat : gekoeld (4 °C) 24 uur
o-fosfaat : gekoeld (4 °C) 24 uur
8.4  Ingangscontrole
Controleer altijd of het monster qua kleur, deeltjes, troebeling, reuk enz. afwljkt. Vermeld afwijkingen bij 
de ruwe analysedata en op het daartoe geldende formulier.
9 EERSTELXJNSCONTROLES
9.1 Controlestandaard
Neem bij iedere meetserie voor elk element een controlestandaard in demiwater mee. Zet het gehalte 
van deze controlestandaard uit op de Shewhartkaarten en controleer of aan de gestelde criteria wordt 
voldaan. De toetsing en verwerking van de eerstelijns controles staan beschreven in procedure P-05-012 
"Eerstelijns analysecontrole". Neem tevens een controleblanco mee (14.1)
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9.2  Procedurebtanco
Gontrole van de monsterflessen. Pak een monsterfles uit het magazijn en vul deze met demiwater. 
Neem dit monster in behandellng als alle andere monsters. Noteer het resultaat op de checklist.
9 .3  Blanco
Dagelijks wordt de "water blank", zie BVS-124 (13.3) gecontroleerd. De maximale SD van alle punten 
mag niet grater zijn dan 2 mA.
9 .4  K alibratie
1 keer per week worden de kalibratielijnen opgenomen en getoetst, zie BVS-124 (13.3)
Controleer de piekhoogte van de hoogste standaard en standaard nul en noteer deze op de checklist.
9 .5  C ontrolestandaard aan h e t eind  van d e serle
Controle op het verloop van de bepaling door aan het eind van de serie de controlestandaard als 
monster te meten. Vermeld de vereiste gegevens op de checklist
9. 6  C ontrole verloop van de serie
Neem om de 10 monsters een controlestandaard mee. Vermeld de vereiste gegevens op de checklist.
9 .7  C ontrole H ydrazyne om zetting
Meet indien nitraat gemeten moet worden standaard oplossing 6.32.4 en standaard oplossing 6.39.4 
t.b.v. de controle van de Hydrazine omzetting. Dit wordt bijgehouden op een checklist.
10 WERKWUZE
1 0 .1  Voorbehande/ing m onster
Indien de monsters zichtbare deeltjes bevatten dienen deze gefiltreerd te worden over een 
membraanfilter (7.2).
Doe dit als voIgt:
Spoel een injectiespuit (7.3) van 20 ml met luer-lock aansluiting (zonder filter) 1 maal voor met het te 
filtreren water. Vul de injectiespuit met het te filtreren water.
Monteer het 0,45 pm filter met luer-lock aansluiting op de injectiespuit.
Rltreer het monsterwater, gooi de eerste 2 ml weg en vul de monsters af in een samplerbuisje (7.4). 
Vervang het filter zodra merkbaar meer kracht uitgeoefend moet worden om het monster te filtreren. 
Spoel aan het einde van de serie de injectiespuit na met water.
InsteU ing apparatuur
Stel de Aquakem in volgens bedieningsvoorschrift BVS-124 (13.3)
Instelling methode volgens bijlage B.
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Gebruik de volgende methodes:
Chloride: Cl
Ammonium: NH4als N
Silicaat: Si als Si
Nitriet: N02 als N
Nitraat: NOs als N
Ortho-fosfaat: P04 als P
10.2  K alibratie
Plaats de volgende oplossingen in een 'monster-rek'.
positie OPLOSSING POSITIE OPLOSSING
Oiloride Nitriet
1 St. 0 mg/l a  (6.9.1) 7 St. 0 mg/l N (6.32.2)
2 St. 1000 mg/l a  (6.9.2) 8 St. 1 mg/l N (6.32.3)
Ammonium Ortho- Fosfaat
3 St. 0 mg/l N (6.17.2) 9 St. 0 mg/l P (6.46.2)
4 St. 10 mg/l N (6.17.3) 10 St. 10 mg/l P (6.46.3)
Silicaat Nitraat
5 St. 0 mg/l Si (6.27.1) 11 St. 0 mg/l N (6.39.2)
6 St. 100 mg/l Si (6.27.2) 12 St. 25 mg/l N (6.39.3)
13 QC N02 (6.32.4)
14 QC N03 (6.39.4)
Voer de kalibratie uit volgens bedieningsvoorschrift BVS-124 (13.3)
10.4  M eting
Voer de meting van de monsters uit volgens bedieningsvoorschrift BVS-124 (13.3) 
Bouw de meetserie als voIgt op:
1. controlestandaard in demi-water
2. procedure bianco (9.2)
3. monsters (10)
Het apparaat meet automatisch om de 10 monsters de CS van de te meten analyse.
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11 IDENTIFICERING EN KWANTIFICERING
1 1 .1  K w antifleering
De berekening van de gehalten gebeurt door de software van het apparaat zelf,
Berekeningen dienen uitgevoerd te worden met niet afgeronde resultaten.
Voer alle resultaten onafgerond in, in LIMS.
UMS rondt af volgens onderstaande tabel:
'Parameter' Eenheid- Njietxjebied . . I. afrondinq
Chloride mg/l Q 2 -2 5 0 1
2 5 0 - 1000 5
1000 -  10.000 50
10.000 -  100.000 500
Ammonium mg/l N 0,02 -  1,0 0,01
1.0 -  10 0.1
10 -  100 1
Silicaat mq/l Si 0,5 -  50 0,1
50 -  500 1
Nitriet mg/l N 0,002-0 ,1 0,001
1 -  10 0,01
10 -100 0,1
Nitraat mq/l N 0,2 -  10 0,01
10 -  100 0,1
100 -  1000 1
Ortho-fosfaat mg/l P 0,02 -  1,0 0,01
1,0 -  10 0.1
10 -  100 1
12 VERSLAG EN ARCHIVE RING
Leg de analyseresultaten vast in de ruwe analysedatasheet.
Vermeld bij de ruwe data:
de gegevens die noodzakelijk zijn voor het identificeren van het monster, 
de eventuele bijzonderheden tijdens de bepaling waargenomen. 
alle niet in het voorschrift voorgeschreven handelingen die het resultaat kunnen 
hebben belnvloed.
De ruwe data worden automatisch opgeslagen via het netwerk, volgens procedure P-05-116: "Backup
van analysedata".
Print de ruwe analysedata en bewaar in de daartoe bestemde map conform procedure P-05-061:
"Archivering"._________________________________________________________ _______________
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13 UTERATUUR
13.1 Aquakem  reference m anual, version E, d.d. 05-04-2004, Code: 895341-4301
13.2 NEN 6604: 2007n !
Water- Bepaling van het gehalte aan ammonium, nitraat, nitriet, chloride, ortho-fosfaat, sulfaat en 
silicaat met discreet analysesysteem en spectrofotometrische detectie
13.3  BVS-124, B edieningsvoorschrift Aquakem
13.4 Val/datle-rapportAquakem  08-2007
13.5  Vahdatie-rapport NO , m et A quakem  01-2010
13.6  Rapport storingen b ij de aquakem param eters
14 OPMERKINGEN
14.1 Storingen
In NEN 6604 (2007): Bepaling van het gehalte aan ammonium, nitraat, nitriet, chloride, ortho-fosfaat, 
sulfaat en silicaat met een discreet analysesysteem en spectrofotometrische detectie worden een aantal 
mogelijke storingen genoemd. Hierover is een rapport geschreven, waarin de storingen omschreven zijn 
en in hoeverre deze in ons toepassingsgebied voorkomen ( 13.6)
14.2  Am m onium
Voor ammonium geldt: als er niet binnen 24 uur wordt gemeten dienen de monsters en standaarden 
aangezuurd te worden met 0,3 ml zwavelzuur 2 mol/l (6.14) per 100 ml.
15 BDLAGEN
Bijlage A: Bereiding ready to use chemicalien
Bijlage B: Programma's Aquakem.
Bijlage C: Verdunningstabel controle standaarden.
16 WUZIGINGEN T.O.V. DE VORIGE VERSIE
Tekstuele wijzigingen aangepast in het hele document
Hoofdstuk 6 Toegevoegd: Alle ready to  use  chem icalien in h e t apparaa t d ienen  dagelijks 
gekoeld bij 4 °C ververst te  w orden
Hoofdstuk 9.4 kalibratie: gewijzigd van dagelijks naar IX per week.
Hoofdstuk 9.7 toegevoegd: Controle hydrazine oplossing.
Hoofdstuk 10.4 opbouw meetserie aangepast.
Hoofdstuk 15 toegevoegd: Bijlage C toegevoegd.
Hoofdstuk 6 bereiding voor alle controlestandaarden in wisselende matrix verwijderd._________________
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Hoofdstuk 9.1 "neem bij iedere meetserie voor elk element een controlestandaard in demiwater en een 
controle standaard in wisselende matrix mee" wordt "neem bij iedere meetserie voor elk element een 
controlestandaard in demiwater mee"
Hoofdstuk 10.4 punt 3 en 4 verwijderd uit de meetserie.
Hoofdstukl3 verwijderd: Raad voor Accreditatie, toelichb'ng T01 
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Bijlage A:
Bereiding van ready to use chemicalien. Alle gemaakte oplossingen dienen voorzien te zijn van een 
etiket met daarop: stofnaam, concentratie, bewaarconditie, aanmaakdatum, verloopdatum en naam 
analist.
Gebruik alleen reagentia van analyb'sch zuivere kwaliteit en gedemineraliseerd water tenzij anders 
vermeld.
CHLORIDE
A .l Kw ikthiocyanaa t, (Hg (SC N )j)
A. 2  M ethanol, 99 ,8  %  v /v , (CHyOH)
A .3 U zem itraat, (Fe(N 03)J.9H20 )
A. 4  K w ikthiocyanaat-oplossing
Los 4,16 g kwikthiocyanaat (A.1) op in 1000 ml methanol (A.2). Deze oplossing is 1 jaar houdbaar bij 
kamertemperatuur.
A. 5  IJzem itraat-oplossIng
Weeg 202 g ijzernitraat (A.3) nauwkeurig af en spoel de stof kwantitatief over in een maatkolf van 1000 
ml en los op in water. Voeg 44,4 ml geconcentreerd salpeterzuur (6.6) toe, vul aan met water en 
homogeniseer. Deze oplossing is 1 jaar houdbaar in het donker bij kamertemperatuur.
A. 6  K /eurreagens (ready to t u se (6 .7 ))
Meng 75 ml kwikthiocyanaat-oplossing (A.4) en 75 ml ijzernitraat-oplossing (A.5). Vul aan tot 500 ml 
met water. Deze oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 1 jaar houdbaar.
AMMONIUM
A. 7  N atrium salicylaat, (C/HsNaOj)
A. 8  Trinatrium citraat dihydraat, (CeHsNaj07.2H jO )
A. 9  N atrium nitroprusside, (NaJFe(CN)sNO], 2 H2O )
A. 10 Salpeterzuur, (HNO3), 0 ,4  °/o (v /v )
Verdun 1 ml HN03(65%) met water tot 100 ml. Deze oplossing is bij kamertemperatuur 1 jaar 
houdbaar.
A. 11 N atrium hydroxide, (NaOH)
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A. 13 N atrium salicylaat oplossing (ready to  u se  (6 .1 2 ))
Los 65 g natriumsalicylaat (A.7) en 65 g trinatriumcytraat (A.8 ) op in 400 ml water. Breng de pH van 
deze oplossing met 0,4 % salpeterzuur (A. 10) op < 8 . Voeg 0,49 g natriumnitroprusside (A.9) toe, los 
op en vul aan tot 500 ml met water. Deze oplossing is 1 maand houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
A. 14 D ich/oorisocyanuraat oplossing (ready to  u se(6 .1 3 ))
Los 16 g natriumhydroxide (A. 11) op in 250 ml water. Laat de oplossing afkoelen, voeg 1 g 
natriumdichloorisocyanuraat (A. 12) toe, los op en vul aan tot 500 ml met water. Deze oplossing is 1 
maand houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
NITRIET
A. 1 5  Fosforzuur, (H3PO4)  15  m o l/l 
A .16 Sulfanylam lde, (NH ^C/I^SO jNH J
A .17 N -l-N aftylethyleendiam inedihydrochloride, (C12Hi6CIzN z)
A 18  K ieurreagens (ready to  u se  (6 .2 9 ))
Breng in een erienmeyer 600 ml water. Voeg voorzichtig 50 ml fosforzuur (A. 15) toe. Weeg 5 g 
sulfanylamide (A.16) af en breng over in de erienmeyer. Los dit volledig op en weeg daama 0,25 g N-(l- 
naftyl)-ethyleendiamine dihydrochloride (A.17) af en breng dit over in de erienmeyer. Los op en vul aan 
tot 1000 ml met water. Deze oplossing is in een bruine fles 1 jaar houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
NITRAAT
A. 19 H ydrazinesulfaat, N2H4.H2SQ,
A. 2 0  K opersulfaat, CuS04 
A.21 Z inksulfaat, ZnS04 
A. 22  K opersulfaat-optossing
Los 0,78 g kopersulfaat (A.20) op in 200 gedemineralisserd water. De houdbaarheid van deze oplossing 
is 1  maand.
A. 23  Z inksulfaat-oplossing
Los 9 g zinksulfaat (A.21) op in 200 gedemineralisserd water. De houdbaarheid van deze oplossing is 1 
maand.
A.24  N atrium hydroxine-oplossing, (ready to  u se (6 .3 4 ))
Los 0,8 g natriumhydorxide (A. 11) op in 100 ml gedemineraliseerd water. De houdbaarheid van deze 
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A. 25  Reduceer-optossing, (ready to  use (6 .3 5 ))
Los 0,325 g hydrazinesulfaat (A.19) op in 400 ml gedemineraliseerd water. Voeg 0,75 ml kopersulfaat- 
oplossing (A.22) en 5 ml zinksulfaat (A.23) toe. Vul aan tot 500 ml met gedemineraliseerd water. De 
houdbaarheid van deze oplossing is 1 maand.
FOSFAAT
A. 26  K alium antim oon(lll)oxidetartraat, ( K(SbO)C4H4 0 6. V2 H1O )
A .27 Am m onium m olybdaat tetrahydraat, ( (NH4)/4 o 7 0 24.4 H /3 )
A .28 K aiium antim oon(iH )oxidetartraat oplossing
Los 0,3 g kaliumantimoon(lll)oxidetartraat (A.26) op in 50 ml water en vul aan tot 100 ml. Deze 
oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 2 maanden houdbaar.
A. 29 Am m onium m olybdaat oplossing
Los 4 g ammoniummolybdaat tetrahydraat (A.27) op in 100 ml water. Deze oplossing is in polyethyleen 
1 jaar houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
A.30 Verdunde zw avetzuur-opiossing, 2 ,5  m o l/l
Breng 140 ml zwavelzuur (6.1) in een hoeveelheid water. Vul aan met water tot 1000 ml.
Deze oplossing is bij kamertemperatuur 1 jaar houdbaar.
A.31 Ascorbinezuur-oplossing, (ready to  u se  (6 .4 2 ))
Los 1,76 g ascorbinezuur (6.21) op in 100 ml water. Deze oplossing is gekoeld (4 °C) 5 dagen houdbaar. 
A.32  R eagens 1, (ready to  use (6 .4 1 ))
Voeg 75 ml ammoniummolybdaat-oplossing (A.29) toe aan 250 verdunde zwavelzuur-oplossing (A.30) 
en voeg vervolgens 25 ml kaliumantimoon(lll)oxidetartraat-oplossing (A.28) toe.
Deze oplossing is in het donker 2 maanden houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
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Bijlage B:
Chloride Ammonium Silicaat Nitriet Nitraat Ortho-
Fosfaat
Full name Chloride Ammonium 
als N
Silicate als Si Nitriet als N Nitraat als N Fosfaat ate P
Online name a NH4 als N Si als Si N02alsN N03 als N PCM als P
Test type Photometric Photometric Photometric Photometric Photometric Photometric
Tesult unit mg/l mg N/l mg Si/I mg N/l mg N/l mg N/l
Numb.of
Decim.
1 3 2 4 3 3
acceptance Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual
Dilution 1* 1.0 0.0 4.0 4.0 0.0 0.0
Sample type Water Water Water Water Water Water
Raw water Raw water Raw water Raw water Raw water Raw water
Sewage Sewage Sewage Sewage Sewage Sewage
Test in use Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Test limit 500 mg/l 7.5 mg/l 100 mg/l 0.5 mg/l 25 mg/l 2.5 mg/l
Initial
absorbance
2.5 A 2.5 A 2.5 A 2.5 A 2.5 A 2.5 A
Dilution limit 100 mg/l 1.5 mg/l 20 mg/l o .i mg/l 5.0 mg/l 0.5 mg/l
Secondary di! 
J*
4 4 4 4 4 4
Reference class In use In use In use In use In use In use
Correction
factor
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Correction bias o.o mg/l o.o mg/l o.o mg/l 0.0 mg/l 0.0 mg/l 0.0 mg/l
Calibration
type
Polynominal Uneair Uneair Uneair Uneair Uneair
Repeat time (d) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Points/ca! Single Single Single Single Single Single
Acceptance Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual Manual
Response limit 
(mA)
* * * * * *
Bias correction 
in use
NO NO NO NO NO NO
Type of 
Calibrators
Series Series Series Series Series Series
Calibrator Conc/Dil.ratio Conc/Dil. ratio Conc/Dil.ratio Conc/Dil.ratio Conc/Dil.ratio Conc/Dil.ratio
St laag 0/1+0.0 0/1+0.0 0/1+0.0 0/1+0.0 O/l+O.O O/l+O.O
St hoog 1000/1+39.0 10/1+39.0 100/1+19.0 1/1+39.0 25/1+79.0 10/1+79.0
Sthoog 1000/1+19 10/1+19 100/1+9.0 1/1+19.0 25/1+37.5 10/1+39.0
St hoog 1000/1+12.0 10/1+12.0 100/1+5.5 1/1+12.0 25/1+24.0 10/1+25.5
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Routine QC in 
Use
YES YES YES YES YES YES
Blank YES YES YES YES YES YES




Chloride Ammonium Silicaat Nitriet Nitraat Ortho-
Fcsfaat
Disp. with Extra, 80 pi - - - Extra, 40 pi -





Sample volume 30 pi 120 pi 120 pi 1 120 pi 20 pi 120 pi
Disp. with Extra, SO pi Extra, 50 pi Extra, 50 pi Extra, 50 pi water, 30 pi Extra, 50 pi
Dilution with None None None None Water None
Measurement End point - Endpoint Bid point End point
Incubation
time
240 sec - - - 240 sec -
Reagent - Amml Sali, 20 
Ml
- - TON 2 Hyd, 50 
Ml
-
Disp with - Extra, 50 pi - - Extra, 40 pi -
Wash reagent - None - - None -
Incubation
time
- - - ■ 420 sec ■
Measurement - Endpoint - - - End point
Resp. Min (A) - * * * * *
Reagent - Amm2 DIC, 
20 pi








Disp with - Extra, 50 pi Extra, 30 pi Extra, 50 pi Extra, 40 pi Extra, 20 pi
Wash reagent - None None None None None
Incubation
time
- 600 sec 120 sec 360 sec 300 sec 540 sec
Reagent - - SU2 Oxali, 30 
Ml
■ -
Disp with - - Extra, 30 pi - -
Wash reagent - - None - -
Incubation - - 120 sec - -
Reagent - - Sil3 Ascor, 30 
Ml
- -
Disp with - - Extra, 30 pi - -
Wash reagent - - None - -
Incubation - - 600 sec - -
Measurement Endpoint Endpoint End point Endpoint End point End pomt
Wavelength 480 nm 660 nm 700 nm 540 nm 540 nm 880 nm
Meas. type Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal
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Bijlage C:





Chloride 50 1,0 5000 100 6.11
Ammonium 0,5 0.5 100 100 6.18
Nitriet 0.05 0,5 10 100 6.33
Ortho-fosfaat 0,25 0,25 100 100 6.47
Silicaat 10 1 1000 100 6.28
Nitraat 2,5 1 250 100 6.40





Chloride 50 1,0 5000 100 6.11
Ammonium 0,50 0,25 100 50 6.18
Nitriet 0.05 0,5 10 100 6.33
Ortho-fosfaat 0,25 0,25 100 100 6.47
Silicaat 10 1 1000 100 6.28
Nitraat 2,5 1 250 100 6.40
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1 ONDERWERP
Dit voorschrift beschrijft een eigen methode voor de karakterisering van natuurlijk organisch materiaal 
(NOM) in water en de bepaling van het gehalte aan koolstof in dit materiaal met behulp van LC-OCD- 
OND.
2 TOEPASSINGSGEBIED
Dit voorschrift is van toepassing op de bepaling van natuurlijk organisch materiaal in drink-, grond-, 
proces- en oppervlaktewater. Met de methode kunnen de volgende groepen van componenten worden 
bepaald: TOC, DOC, POC, HOC en CDOC.
Het CDOC signaal wordt gebruikt om NOM te onderscheiden (en te benoemen) in de volgende fracties: 
Biopolymers, Humic Substances (HS), Building Blocks, Acids en Neutrals.
Het meetbereik is vermeld in bijlage 15.1: tabel met componenten. Monsters met gehaltes hoger dan de 
bovengrens moeten worden verdund met miili-Q water.
3 DEFINITIES
LC: vloeistofchromatografle (liquid chromatography).
OCD: organisch koolstof (carbon) detector.
OND: organisch stikstof (nitrogen) detector.
UVD: ultra violet detector.
TOC: totaal organisch koolstof (in de praktijk is dit van een bezonken ongefiltreerd monster).
DOC: opgelost (dissolved) organisch koolstof (gefiltreerd over een 0,45 pm-filter).
POC: (particulate) organisch koolstof afkomstig van niet-bezonken deeltjes, verschil tussen TOC en 
DOC.
HOC: hydrofoob organisch koolstof, verschil tussen DOC en CDOC (het deel van DOC dat niet elueert 
uit de kolom).
CDOC: hydrofiel organisch koolstof (het deel van "Chromatografisch" DOC, dat elueert uit de kolom).
4 BEGINSEL
Het te analyseren monster wordt door een autosampler via een 0,45 pm-filter op een gelpermeatie- 
kolom gebracht. De scheiding van de verschillende fracties wordt voornamelijk tot stand gebracht op 
basis van molecuulgrootte: de grootste moleculen worden het minst vertraagd en verlaten als eerste de 
kolom. Daarnaast spelen hydrofobe en ionogene interacties een rol.
Vervolgens wordt het eluaat een Grantzel dunnefilmreactor ingeleid. De organische en anorganische 
koolstofverbindingen worden in het bovenste gedeelte van de reactor gescheiden door toevoeging van 
zuur en strippen met stikstof. In het onderste gedeelte van de reactor vindt de oxidade van organische 
koolstofverbindingen plaats in een zuurstofarme atmosfeer bij UV-llcht met een golflengte van 185 nm. 
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kallumperoxodisulfaat worden sulfaatradicalen gevormd, die organische koolstofverbindingen omzetten 
in koolstofdioxide.
Het gevormde koolstofdioxide wordt continu en met hoge gevoeligheid gemeten met een 
infrarooddetector (OCD). Naast deze detector worden tegelijkertijd nog twee signalen opgenomen, 
namelijk met behulp van een UV-detector bij 254 nm (UVD-meting) en een UV-detector bij 220 nm 
(OND-meting). Stikstof wordt gemeten als N03 na destructie met UV-licht met een golflengte van 185 
nm.
De karakterisering (benoeming van de fracties en berekening van de gehaltes) geschiedt m.b.v. het 
OCD-signaal. Samen met het UVD- en het OND-signaal wordt informatie verkregen over de hoeveelheid 
dubbele bindingen in relatie tot het koolstof- en stikstofgehalte van een fractie.
Naast de meting van CDOC vindt de meting van TOC en DOC plaats door het monster respectievelijk 
ongefiltreerd en gefiltreerd (0,45 pm-filter) direct in de reactor te brengen.
5 VEIUGHEID EN MILIEU
Neem de veiligheidsprocedure P-03-015 "Instructie toepassing persoonlijke beschermingsmiddelen" in 
acht.
5.1 Fosforzuur werkt bijtend op de ogen, de huid en de slijmvliezen. Na contact of inslikken 
spoeien met veel water en direct naar arts of ziekenhuis vervoeren.
5 .2  In het apparaat zijn vier UV-lampen geTnstalleerd. Deze kunnen oog- en huidirritatie 
veroorzaken. Houd de deur van het apparaat daarom goed gesloten of draag een veiligheidsbril 
met UV-protectie.
Voer restanten van chemicalien of vioeistoffen af volgens procedure P-03-010: "Opslag en afvoer 
afvalstoffen".
6 REAGENTIA, HULPSTOFFEN EN VOEDINGSMEDIA
Gebruik alleen reagentia van analytische kwaliteit (p.a.) en milli-Q water, tenzij anders vermeld.
Alle gemaakte oplossingen dienen voorzien te worden van een eb'ket met daarop: stofhaam, 
concentratie, bewaarconditie, aanmaakdatum, verloopdatum en naam analist.
Houdbaarheidsdata van stockoplossingen mogen niet de houdbaarheidsdata van de zuivere stoffen 
overschrijden. Houdbaarheidsdata van verdunningen mogen niet de houdbaarheidsdata van 
stockoplossingen overschrijden.
6.1 K alibratiestandaarden
6.1.1 Kalibrab'estandaard OCD-UVD-OND1 (c=ca. 1000 m g/l PHP-C en ca. 100 mg/l KN03-N)
Weeg ca. 213 mg kaliumwaterstofftalaat (PHP) en ca. 72 mg kaliumnitraat (K N O 3) nauwkeurig af en 
breng dit in een maatkolf van 100 ml. Vul aan met eluens (6.3) en homogeniseer. Deze oplossing is 2 
maanden houdbaar bij 4 °C.
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6.1.2 KalibraUestandaard OCD-UVD-OND 2 (c=ca. 10 mg/l PHP-C en ca. 1 mg/l KNOr N)
Pipetteer 1000 pi kalibratiestandaardoplossing 1 (6.1.1) in een maatkolf van 100 ml, vul aan met eluens
(6.3) en homogeniseer. Deze oplossing is 2 maanden houdbaar bij 4 °C.
Maak hiervan vervolgens een kalibratiereeks door het volgende verdunningsschema aan te houden:
Vial nummer Volume kalibratie- Volume eluens Concentratie PHP-C Concentratie KNO3-N
standaard 2  (in ml) (in ml) (in mg/l) (in mg/l)
1 0 1 0 , 0 0 0
2 0 , 1 9,9 0 , 1 0 , 0 1
3 1 , 0 9,0 1 , 0 0 , 1 0
4 2,5 7,5 2,5 0,25
5 5,0 5,0 5,0 0,50
6 7,5 2,5 7,5 0,75
7 1 0 , 0 0 1 0 , 0 1 , 0 0
6.1.3 Kalibratiestandaarden HA en FA voor de berekenlng van de gemiddelde molmassa van de Humlc 
Substances (c=ca. 200 mg/l C)
Weeg ca. 40 mg IHSS Humic Acids (HA) nauwkeurig af, breng dit in een maatkolf van 100 ml, vul aan 
met milli-Q water en homogeniseer. Doe hetzelfde met de IHSS Fulvic Acids (FA). Beide oplossingen zijn 
een jaar houdbaar bij 4 °C.
6.1.4 Verdunde kalibratiestandaarden HA en FA voor de berekening van de gemiddelde molmassa van 
de Humlc Substances (c=ca. 2 mgll C)
Pipetteer 1000 pi kallbratiestandaard (6.1.3) van de oplossing met HA in een maatkolf van 100 ml, vul 
aan met milli-Q water en homogeniseer. Doe hetzelfde met de oplossing welke FA bevat. Beide 
oplossingen zijn een jaar houdbaar bij 4 °C.
6.2 Controlestandaarden
6.2.1 Stockop/ossing controlestandaard (c= ca. 120 mg/l C)
Weeg ca. 40 mg van de NOM standaard van Nordic Reservoir nauwkeurig af. Breng dit in een maatkolf 
van 100 ml, vul aan met milli-Q water en homogeniseer. Deze stockoplossing is 1 jaar houdbaar bij 4 
°C.
6.2.2 Controlestandaard (c=ca. 3 mg/l C)
Bereid de controlestandaard door 500 pi uit de stockoplossing (6.2.1) te pipetteren bij 19,5 ml milli-Q 
water en te homogeniseren. Deze oplossing is 8  dagen houdbaar bij 4 °C.
6.2.3 RG-standaard (c=ca. 0,3 mg/l C)
Bereid de RG-standaard (RG = rapportagegrens) door 50 pi uit de stockoplossing (6.2.1) te pipetteren 
bij 19,95 ml milli-Q water en te homogeniseren. Deze oplossing is 8  dagen houdbaar bij 4 °C.
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6.2.4 Procedureblanco
De procedureblanco bestaat uit milli-Q water. Vul hiertoe een lege monsterfles (7.1) en spoel eerst 3 
keer voor (8.1). Deze oplosslng is 8 dagen houdbaar bij 4 °C.
6 .3  Eiuens (fosfaa tbu ffer, 20  m m o l/l), pH=6 ,8
Los 12,5 gram kaliumdiwaterstoffosfaat (KH2P04) en 7,5 gram dinatriumwaterstoffosfaat 
(NazHP04'2H20) op in 5 liter miili-Q water en homogeniseer. Bewaar deze opiossing in een bruine 
glazen fles. Deze opiossing is een half jaar houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6 .4  (ortho-)F osforzuur, H3PO4,  85420
6 .5  Zuuroplossing, pH = l,5
Los 2,5 gram kaliumperoxodisulfaat (K2O8S2) op in ca. 4,5 liter milli-Q water, voeg 20 ml fosforzuur (6.4) 
toe, vul aan tot 5 liter en homogeniseer. Bewaar deze opiossing in een bruine glazen fles. Deze 
opiossing is een half jaar houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6 .6  G econcentreerd (rokend) zou tzuur, HQ, 37%
6 .7  Zoutzuuroplosslng, c(H O )= 0,01 M (pH =2), voor reinigingsbad
Pipetteer 4,2 ml zoutzuur (6.6) in 5 liter milli-Q water en homogeniseer. Deze opiossing is 3 maanden 
houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6 .8  N atronloogoplossing, c(N aO H )=0,l M (pH = 13), voor reinigingsbad
Los 20,0 gram natronloog (NaOH) op in 5 liter milli-Q water en homogeniseer. Deze opiossing is 
3 maanden houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6.9  M i/li-Q w ater, voor reinigingsbad
Ververs het water van het bad maandelijks.
6.10 S tiksto fgas, k w a lite it5 .0
7 TOESTELLEN EN HULPMIDDELEN
7.1 M onsterfiesjes van 20  m ie n  van ca. 40  m i(in c i. septum  en  cap).
Al het gebruikte glaswerk (indusief schroefdoppen) moet op de volgende wijze worden gereinigd:
1. breng het glaswerk gedurende minimaal 10 minuten op 80 °C in milli-Q water,
2. breng het (hete) glaswerk in een bad met HCI (6.7) en laat het 24 uur weken,
3. breng het glaswerk in een bad met NaOH (6.8) en laat het 24 uur weken,
4. breng het glaswerk in een bad met milli-Q water (6.9) en laat het minstens 24 uur weken,
5. droog het glaswerk onderste boven in een droogstoof (maximaal 100 °C) en sluit de 
monsterfiesjes na drogen direct af met een schroefdop en ingelegd septum.
Om bovenstaande te realiseren is het volgende nodig: groot bekerglas, thermometer, 
verwarmingsplaatje, baden met deksel, droogstoof en een kroezentang.
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7 .2  LC-OCD-OND: anafyseapparatuur, zo a ts pom pen, detectoren , U V-lam pen, d e reactor, 
de gelperm eatiekolom , etc.
7 .3  A utosam pler m e t gekoe/de m onsterhouder
7 .4  (L osse) U V -detector t.b . v. O ND -m eting
7 .5  A lum lnlum folle
7 .6  K u n ststo f (n itril) handschoenen zonder ta lkpoeder
7 .7  C hrom atograffe besturings- en  in tegra tiesysteem , genaam dF ifflkus
8 TE ONDERZOEKEN MONSTER
8.1 M onsternem ing, m onsterfles, transportcondities
Gebruik monsterfiesjes van ca. 40 ml van doorzichtig glas met blauwe sdiroefdop en ingelegd teflon 
septum. Deze flesjes zijn speciaal voorbehandeld (zie hoofdstuk 7.1).
Spoel het monsterflesje 3 x voor met monster, vul het daama met monster en slult goed af. Bij de 
bemonstering van NOM moeten de speciale regels die gelden voor het analyseren van NOM In acht 
worden genomen (zie hoofdstuk 14).
Opslag en transport van de monsters: koel (4°C) en in donker.
8 .2  C onservering
Het monster hoeft niet geconserveerd te worden.
8 .3  O pslagcondit/es
Bewaar het monster bij lage temperatuur (4 °C) in het donker. De monsters zijn onder deze condities 8  
dagen houdbaar. Het monster mag niet in de vriezer worden bewaard.
8 .4  Ingangscontrote
Controleer altijd of het monster qua kleur, deeltjes, troebeling en reuk afwijkt. Vermeld opmerkingen op 
de uitdraai van de ruwe analysedata of het chromatogram en het daartoe geldende formulier.
9 EERSTELDNSCONTROLES
De toetsing, verwerking en aches van de eerstelijnscontroles gaan volgens P-05-012: "Eerstelijns 
controle".
9.1 Procedureblanco
In het chromatogram van de procedureblanco (6.2.4) mogen op de retentietijden van de componenten 
geen (significante) pieken voorkomen. Pieken beneden een waarde van 0,1 VPM (volume parts per 
million = signal response van de OCD) mogen als niet-signlficant worden beschouwd. Indien een piek 
vanaf 0,1 VPM wordt gemeten, moet in overleg met het groepshoofd besloten worden hoe te handelen.
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9.2  C ontrolestandaarden
Neem bij iedere meetserie een controlestandaard (6.2.2) mee. Zet hiervan het gehalte (DOC, CDOC en 
Humis Substances) uit op de Shewhartkaart en controleer of aan de gestelde criteria worcft voldaan.
9 .3  GevoeHgheid systeem
De gevoeligheid van het meetsysteem wordt geborgd door het piekoppervlak (aantal AU = area units) 
van de DOC-piek (OCD- en UVD-detector) van de controlestandaard (6.2.2) op een invullijst te noteren 
en te controleren of aan de gestelde criteria wordt voldaan.
Om na te gaan of de RG (rapportagegrens) bij elke meetserie wordt gehaald, wordt een RG-standaard
(6.2.3) gemeten. Hierbij moeten de chromatografische pieken duidelijk zijn te onderscheiden van de ruis 
(minimaai factor 5 hoger).
9.4  U neariteit
Controleer tweemaal per jaar (en na relevant onderhoud) de lineariteit bij de kalibratie van de detec- 
toren (OCD, UVD en OND) door de kalibratiestandaardreeks (6.1.2) te meten en te toetsen aan de 
gestelde criteria (R2>0,99).
10 WERKWUZE 
10.1 Voorbehandeling m onster
Draag bij het inzetten van de monsters kunststof handschoenen zonder talkpoeder (7.6). Zie hiervoor 
ook hoofdstuk 14. Breng 10 ml van het monster over in een monsterflesje van 20 ml (7.1) en sluit het af 
met aluminiumfblie (7.5). Zet het vervolgens in de gekoelde monsterhouder van de autosampler (7.3).
10.2  InsteU ing apparatuur










1 , 0  ml/min
0,3 ml/min
detectie bij 254 nm
detectie bij 2 2 0  nm
400 rpm
5 °C ± 0,1 °C
voordruk ca. 2  bar
Injectievolume 100 pi voor TOC
injectievolume 100 pi voor DOC
injectievolume 2000 pi voor CDOC
± 8  °C.Temperatuur monsterhouder:
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10.3  K allbratie
Om de gemiddelde molmassa van de Humic Substances in een monster te kunnen berekenen, worden 
standaarden van IHSS (zie 6.1.4) gebruikt. M.b.v. het berekenlngsprogramma "Calibration of MM 
(IHSS).exe" kunnen factor A en B bepaald worden. Doe dit 2 keer per jaar. Zie hiervoor hoofdstuk 3.4 
van de manual (13.4).
Kalibreer de detectoren twee keer per jaar door de kalibratiestandaarden (6.1.2) te analyseren. De 
kaiibratiereeks (6.1.2) is afwijkend van hetgeen in de manual (13.4) staat in hoofdstuk 3.1 t/m 3.3. De 
overige informatie (wijziging conversiefactoren etc.) is wel juist.
10.4  M eting
Begin elke meetserie met het (2 maal) meten van de procedureblanco (6.2.4), de RG-standaard (6.2.3) 
en de controlestandaard (6.2.2). De eerste meting van de procedureblanco (6.2.4) dlent om het 
meetsysteem te conditioneren. Bouw de meetserie als voIgt op:
1. procedureblanco (6.2.4), 2 maal
2. RG-standaard (6.2.3)
3. controlestandaard (6.2.2)
4. monsters (max. 20)
5. controlestandaard (6.2.2)
6 . procedureblanco (6.2.4)
De monsters worden in enkelvoud gemeten.
11 IDENTIFICERING EN KWANTIFICERING
1 1 .1  Iden tfffcering
M.b.v. de software "Fiffikus" kunnen de verschillende fracties van NOM benoemd (gekarakteriseerd) 
worden. De benoeming vindt plaats op basis van patroonherkenning, historische gegevens en 
retentietijden van de fracties in de controlestandaard (6 .2 .2 ).
1 1 .2  K w antifleering
Berekening van het gehalte aan natuuriijk organisch materiaal wordt gedaan met behulp van het 
softwareprogramma "Fiffikus". Verder zijn tussen de uitvoerende analisten onderling afspraken gemaakt 
over de integratie, zodat elke analist zo veel mogelijk hetzelfde resultaat zal genereren.
11.3  A frondlngstabet
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Meetbifeitffuq/I)- '4  affonden bps(ffi/l)!
RG - 1.000 1
1.000 - 10.000 10
10.000 - 100.000 100
100.000 - 1.000.000 1.000
1.000.000 - 10.000.000 10.000
De RG (rapportagegrens) van alle componenten (behalve POC en HOC, dit zijn verschilberekeningen) 
bedraagt 200 pg/l C, behalve voor de Biopolymers, deze is 100 pg/l C.
12 VERSLAGLEGGING EN ARCHIVER1NG
12.1 Verm eld b ij de ruw e data:
de gegevens die noodzakelijk zijn voor het identificeren van het monster.
de eventuele bijzonderheden tijdens de bepaling waargenomen.
alle niet in het voorschrift voorgeschreven handelingen die het resultaat kunnen hebben
beTnvloed.
12.2 Verm eld b ij de rapportage:
Van alle genoemde componenten met hun resultaten wordt een analyserapport voor de klant 
gegenereerd. Alle bijlagen worden hierbij genummerd. Tevens wordt de bijbehorende rapportcode 
vermeld.
12.3 Opslag ruw e data
De ruwe data worden opgeslagen op de netwerkschijf. De bewerkte chromatogrammen en het rapport 
worden uitgeprint en bewaard in de daartoe bestemde mappen volgens P-05-061: "Archivering".
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14 OPMERKINGEN
Bij de NOM-analyse gelden speciale regels bij de monstemame en het werken op het laboratorium.
14.1  Gebruik van parfum is verboden, dus geen aftershave, deodorant, haargel, spray, zalf, 
cosmetica, zeep en rook.
14.2  Als men gerookt heeft, wacht dan minstens 1 uur met bemonsteren/inzetten van monsters.
14.3  Wacht ook na tanken minstens 1 uur met de monsterneming.
14.4  Let op dat geen schoonmaak- of oplosmiddelen aanwezig zijn in de bemonsteringsruimte/ 
laboratoriumruimte.
14 .5  Raak het ingelegde septum van de monstervial niet aan met de handen. Houd de handen zo veel 
mogelijk droog en leg de dop tijdens bemonsteren bijvoorbeeld in een droog, schoon bakje.
14.6  Houd de mond tijdens bemonsteren/inzetten dicht en praat niet.
14 .7  Vermijd het gebruik van viltstiften of markers vlak voor of tijdens bemonsteren en inzetten van 
monsters.
14.8  Gebruik geen handschoenen die poeder kunnen afgeven
15 BDLAGE
15.1 Tabef m e t com ponenten
15.2  Programma van de autosam pler
16 WUZGINGEN T.O.V. VO RIG E VERSIE
In het hele analysevoorschrift zijn een aantal tekstuele aanpassingen aangebracht.
Hfdst 4 Toegevoegd: "Stikstof wordt gemeten als NO3 na destructie met UV-licht met een
golflengte van 185 nm.”
Hfdst 6  Toegevoegd: standaardzin over houdbaarheid van stockoplossingen en verdunningen.
Hfdst 6.2.1 Gewijzigd: concentratie stockoplossing van 400 mg/l naar 120 mg/l C.
Hfdst 8.1 Aan titel toegevoegd: transportcondities. Speciale regels voor het bemonsteren en
analyseren van NOM naar hoofdstuk 14 verplaatst.
Hfdst 8.4 Verwijderd: Informeer zonodig het groepshoofd.
Hfdst 9 Titel P-05-012 veranderd van "Eerstelijns controle chemie" in "Eerstelijns controle".
Hfdst 9.5 Verwijderd: controle identrficatie. Is niet van toepassing.
Hfdst 11.3 Layout van afrondingstabel aangepast.
Hfdst 12.2 Toegevoegd: hoofdstuk over rapportage.
Hfdst 12.3 Verwijderd: Bij de analyse worden chromatogrammen gegenereerd.
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Verwijderd: Hiervan worden tevens de digitale gegevens opgeslagen op de netwerkschijf. 
Rapportcodes toegevoegd
Toegevoegd: Algemene regels m.b.t. bemonsteren en inzetten van monsters NOM. 
Verwijderd uit tabel: Geaccrediteerd.
Gewijzigd: Bij de beoordeling of de meting binnen het meetbereik ligt, moet in eerste 
instantie worden gekeken naar het meetbereik zoals weergegeven in de 2 e kolom (in 
vpm) i.p.v. naar het meetbereik in pg/l C.
Toegevoegd: Programma van de autosampler
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TOC 0 - 2 0 2 0 0  - 1 2 . 0 0 0
DOC 0 - 2 0 2 0 0  - 1 2 . 0 0 0
POC - -
HOC - -'
CDOC - 2 0 0 - 1 1 . 0 0 0
Biopolymers 0 - 2 0 1 0 0 - 6 . 0 0 0
Humic Substances 0 - 2 0 200- 9.000
Building Blocks 0 - 2 0 200- 1.400
Acids * 0 - 2 0 -
Neutrals 0  - 2 0 2 0 0 - 1 . 2 0 0
De Acids worden in de praktijk zelden als zodanig benoemd en meestal toegeschreven als zijnde 
Humic Substances. Daarom konden van deze NOM-fractie geen prestatiekenmerken worden 
vastgelegd.
Bij de validatie (13.1) is vastgesteld dat het meetbereik is zoals is weergegeven in de 3e kolom 
(in pg/l C).
Bij de aanvullende validatie (13.5) is aangetoond dat het meetbereik voor alle componenten en 
NOM-fracties van 0 tot 20 vpm loopt (vpm = volume parts per million) Dit is het meetsignaal van 
de OCX) (signal response) en is gerelateerd aan piekhoogte.
Bij de beoordeling of de meting binnen het meetbereik ligt, moet in eerste instantie worden 
gekeken naar het meetbereik zoals weergegeven in de 2 * kolom (in vpm).
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-  Wait For = Contact
-- Contact Module Name = CONTACT 
-- Contact Number = 1 
-- State = On
3. Set Electrical Contact
Task Parameters:
-  Contact Number = 3
-  State = OPEN
4. Set Electrical Contact 
Task Parameters:
-  Contact Number = 2
-  State = CLOSE
5. Wait
Task Parameters:
-- Wait For = Time 
-- Time = 13 min
6 . Inject
Task Parameters:
-  Source Name = Samples
-  Number of Injections = 1
-  Valve Rinsing Volume = 200 pi 
INJECTION MODE:
-- Mode = ParHaLLoop
-  Injection Volume = #VolDOC pi
-  Extra Volume = 400 pi
-  Air Gap Volume = 100 pi
-- Injection Rush Volume = 100 pi 
COORDINATION MODE:
-  Coordination = Time
-- Chromatography Time = 0 min
7. Wait
Task Parameters:
-  Wait For = Time 
-- Time = 18 min
8 . End Priority
9. Priority
10. Set Electrical Contact
Task Parameters:
-  Contact Number = 3
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-- Source Name = Samples
-  Number of Injections = 1
-  Valve Rinsing Volume = 200 pi 
INJECTION MODE:
-  Mode = Partial_Loop
-  Injection Volume = #VolTOC pi 
-- E^ rtra Volume = 400 pi
-  Air Gap Volume = 100 pi
-- Injection Rush Volume = 100 pi 
COORDINATION MODE:
-  Coordination = Time
-- Chromatography Time = 0 min
12. Wait
Task Parameters:
-  Wait For = Time 
-- Time = 6  min
13. Set Electrical Contact
Task Parameters:
-  Contact Number = 3
-  State = OPEN
14. Set Electrical Contact
Task Parameters:
-- Contact Number = 2





-- Source Name = Samples
-  Number of Injections = 1
-  Valve Rinsing Volume = 200 pi 
INJECTION MODE:
-  Mode = Partial_Loop
-  Injection Volume = #VolChrom pi
-  Extra Volume = 400 pi 
-- Air Gap Volume = 100 pi
-  Injection Flush Volume = 100 pi 
COORDINATION MODE:
-- Coordination = Time
-  Chromatography Time = 0 min
18. Rinse Injection Port
Task Parameters:
SOLVENT:
-  Select = From_Reservoir
-  Volume = 1000 pi
19. End P r i o r i t y ________
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1 ONDERWERP
Dit voorschrift, conform NEN-EN 1484, beschrijft een methode voor de bepaling van het gehalte aan 
totaal organisch koolstof (TOC) en opgelost organisch koolstof (DOC) in water.
2 TOEPASSINGSGEBIED
Dit voorschrift is van toepassing op de bepaling van het gehalte aan totaal en opgelost organisch 
koolstof in drink-, grand- en oppervlaktewater. Het meetbereik van de methode loopt van 0,20 tot 
10 mg/l C. Indien het gehalte grater is dan 10 mg/l C dient het monster water handmatig te worden 
verdund.
3 DEFINIT1ES
Anorganisch koolstof (IC): De aanwezige waterstofcarbonaten en carbonaten in water.
Totaal organisch koolstof (TOC): De som van organisch gebonden koolstof aanwezig in water, gebonden 
met opgeloste of gesuspendeerde stoffen.
Opgeloste organisch koolstof (DOC): De som van organisch gebonden koolstof aanwezig in water, na 
filtratie over een membraanfilter met een poriengrootte van 0,45 pm.
Niet vluchtige organisch koolstof (NPOC): Onder de voorwaarden van deze methode niet uitblaasbaar 
organisch koolstof.
4 BEGINSEL
Anorganisch koolstof wordt verwijderd door aanzuren met zoutzuur en purgen met zuurstof. Vervolgens 
wordt het monster water geoxideerd bij 680 °C met behulp van een katalysator, waama het ontstane 
C02-gas wordt gemeten met behulp van een infrarood detector.
Kwantificering gebeurt met behulp van kalibratiestandaarden.
5 VEILIGHEID EN MILIEU
Neem de veiligheidsprocedure P-03-015 "Instructie toepassing persoonlijke beschermingsmiddelen" in 
acht.
- Zoutzuur en  fosforzuur werken bijtend op de ogen, de huid en de ademhalingsorganen.
Voer restanten van chemicalien, oplosmiddelen en vloeistoffen met chemicalien af volgens procedure 
P-03-010 "Opslag en afvoer afvalstoffen".
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6 REAGENTIA, HULPSTOFFEN EN VOEDINGSMEDIA
Gebruik alleen reagentia van analytische kwaliteit (p.a.) en milli-Q water, tenzij anders vermeld.
Alle gemaakte oplossingen dienen voorzien te zijn van een etiket met daarop: stofnaam, concentrate, 
bewaarconditie, aanmaakdatum, verloopdatum en naam analist.
6.1 Kafibrab'estandaarden
6.1.1 Organische kalibratiestockoplossing, cfCsHsKOi) = 1000 m g/l C
Weeg 2,125 g kaliumwaterstofftalaat (QH5KO4), dat gedurende twee uur is gedroogd bij 105 °C ± 2 °C. 
Breng dit in een maatkolf van 1000 ml waarin zich 700 ml water bevindt. Los op, vul aan met water en 
homogeniseer.
Deze opiossing is bij 4 °C ± 2 °C en in het donker bewaard twee maanden houdbaar.
6.1.2 Organische kalibratiestandaarden
Pipetteer vanuit de organische kalibratiestockoplossing (6.1.1) 0; 0,250; 0,500, 0,750 en 1,00 ml in 
maatkolven van 100 ml waarin zich 50 ml water bevindt, vul aan met water en homogeniseer.
Deze standaarden hebben een concentrate van resp. 0,0; 2,5; 5,0, 7,5 en 10 mg/l C.
Deze oplossingen zijn bij 4 °C ± 2 °C en in het donker bewaard 1 week houdbaar.
6.1.3 Anorgan/sche kalibratiestockoplossing, c(AlajCOj en A/aHCOjJ = 1000 m g /l C
Weeg 4,415 g natriumcarbonaat (Na2C0 3 ), dat gedurende twee uur is gedroogd bij 105 °C ± 2 °C, af. 
Breng dit in een maatkolf van 1000 ml waarin zich 500 ml water bevindt en los op. Voeg 3,500 g 
natriumwaterstofcarbonaat toe, los op, vul aan met water en homogeniseer.
Deze opiossing is bij kamertemperatuur twee weken houdbaar.
6 .2  C ontrolestandaardoplosslngen
6.2.1 Controlestockoplossing, c (C /i^ )  =  1000 mg/l C
Weeg 2,460 g barnsteenzuur (C4H6O4 ), dat gedurende twee uur is gedroogd bij 105 °C ± 2 °C, af.
Breng dit in een maatkolf van 1000 ml waarin zich 700 ml water bevindt. Los op, vul aan met water en 
homogeniseer.
Deze opiossing is bij 4 °C ± 2 °C en in het donker bewaard twee maanden houdbaar.
6.2.2 Controlestandaard in water, c(C41sOa)  = 5,0 mg/l C
Pipetteer in een maatkolf van 200 ml waarin zich 175 ml water bevindt, 1 ml uit de 
controlestockoplossing (6.2.1), vul aan met water en homogeniseer. Deze opiossing heeft een 
concentratie van 5,0 mg/l C.
Deze opiossing is bij 4 °C ± 2 °C en in het donker bewaard 1 week houdbaar.
6.2.3 Controlestandaard in wisse/ende matrix, Caame =5,0 mg/f C
Pipetteer 250 pi uit de stockoplossing controlestockoplossing (6.2.1) in een maatkolf van 50 ml. Vul aan 
met matrix-water en homogeniseer. Neem voor het matrix-water het eerste monster uit de te meten 
serie. Deze opiossing heeft een concentratie van 5,0 mg/l C.
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6.3  Systeem controlestandaarden
6.3.1 Laurinezuur stockoplossing, c(C12H2402) = 1000 m g/t
Weeg 1,3902 g laurinezuur (CuH^Oz) af, spoel dit over in een bekerglas met 800 ml water. Voeg toe 
0,4 g Natriumhydroxide (6.4) en roer de opiossing totdat het laurinezuur volledig Is opgelost Spoel dit 
vervolgens over in een maatkolf van 1000 ml, vul aan met water en homogeniseer. Deze opiossing is bij 
4 °C ± 2 °C een jaar houdbaar.
6.3.2 Systeemtest-standaard, c(C12H223i)  = 5 mg/i
Pipetteer 1,0 ml van de systeemtest-stockoplossing (6.3.1) in een maatkolf van 200 ml, vul aan met 
water en homogeniseer.
Deze opiossing is bij 4 °C ± 2 °C en in het donker bewaard twee weken houdbaar.
6.4  N atrium hydroxide
6 .5  Zoutzuur, 25°/o m /m
6.6  Zoutzuur, c(HC!) = 2  m o i/i
Voeg aan 600 ml water 260 ml zoutzuur (6.5) toe en vul aan met water tot 1 liter. Deze opiossing is een 
jaar houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
6 .7  Fosforzuur, 85%  m /m
6 .8  Fosforzuur, c(HP04)  = 25%  v /v
Voeg aan 500 ml water 295 ml fosforzuur (6.7) toe en vul aan met water tot 1 liter. Deze opiossing is 
een jaar houdbaar bij kamertemperatuur.
7 TOESTELLEN EN HULPMIDDELEN
7.1 Total Organic Carbon analyser, Shim adzu TOC-Vcph
7 .2 Autosam pler, Shim adzu A SI-V
7.3 In jectiespu it, Plasb'pak 50  m l
7 .4 M embraanfHter, W hatm an Schleicher en  SchueilAQ U A 3 0  /  poriengrootte 0 ,4 5 pm
Spoel de filters voor met warm demi-water om aanklevende organische verbindingen volledig te
verwijderen.
7 .5 Vials 40m l, I-CHEM Clear Boro w /Sep ta
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8 TE ONDERZOEKEN MONSTER
8.1 M onsternem ing, m onsterfles.
Het watermonster dient genomen te worden in een HDPE monsterpot van 250 ml, volledig gevuld met 
het monster.
Raadpleeg het monsternemingsvoorschrift en de map flessenbestand.
8 .2  Conservering
Niet van toepassing
8 .3  O psfagcond/tfes
Bewaar het monster bij een temperatuur tussen 2 °C en 5 °C. De monsters zijn onder deze condities 7 
dagen houdbaar.
8 .4  Ingangscontro/e
Controleer altijd of het monster in kleur, deeltjes, troebeling en reuk enz. afwijkt. Vermeld afwijkingen 
bij de ruwe analysedata en op het daartoe geldende formulier. Informeer zonodig het groepshoofd.
9 EERSTELDNSCONTROLES
9.1 E erstettjnscontrole
Neem bij ledere meetserie een controlestandaard (6.2.2) en een controlestandaard in een wisselende 
matrix (6.2.3) mee.
Zet het gehalte van deze controlestandaarden uit op de Shewhartkaarten en controleer of aan de 
gestelde criteria wordt voldaan. De toetsing en verwerking van de eerstelijns controle gaat volgens 
procedure P-05-012 "Eerstelijns controle chemie".
9 .2  Procedure Blanco
Neem bij iedere meetserie een procedure bianco mee. Het gehalte van deze bianco mag niet hoger dan 
de onderste rapportagegrens zijn. Vermeld de vereiste gegevens op de checklist.
9 .3  O verige controles
Bij iedere meetserie wordt de opbrengst van de systeemteststandaard gemeten. De opbrengst hier van 
moet groter zij dan 80%.
De monsters water worden in duplo gemeten. Indien de variatiecoefficient tussen de duplo's groter is 
dan 2 %, wordt automatisch in triplo gemeten.
Controleer van elk monster of het IC gehalte niet hoger is dan de onderste analysegrens (<0,2mg/l). 
Hiermee kan aangetoond worden dat de aanwezige waterstofcarbonaten en carbonaten in water 
volledig qepurqed zijn.___________________________________________________________________
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10 WERKWDZE
10.1 Voorbehandeling m onster
Indien er DOC van het monster gemeten dient te worden, dan moet het watermonster over een 
membraanfilter (7.4) worden gefiltreerd.
Vul de monsters af in vials (7.5) en plaats deze in de autosampler.
10.2  In ste llin g  apparatuur
Meting van de monsterserie gebeurt volgens hoofdstuk 5 van het bedieningsvoorschrift (13.2).
10.3  K alibratie
De 2-punts kalibratie moet voor elke meetserie worden uitgevoerd. Gebruik hiervoor de 
kalibratiestandaarden (6.1.2) met een concentratie van resp. 0,0 en 10 mg/l C.
De 5-punts kalibratie van het apparaat moet na vervanging van de katalysator maar minimaal een maal 
per jaar worden uitgevoerd.
Bereid de organische kalibratiestandaarden volgens (6.1.2), vul de standaarden af in vials (7.5) en 
kalibreer het apparaat volgens hoofdstuk 4 van het bedieningsvoorschrift (13.2).
10.4  M eting
Begin elke meetserie met een systeemteststandaard (6.3.2), 2-punts kalibratie, procedure bianco (9.2), 
controlestandaard (6.2.2) en controlestandaard In wisselende matrix (6.2.3).
Noteer de resultaten op de checklist in het logboek. Wanneer aan de gestelde eisen wordt voldaan kan 
worden gestart met de meetserie.
Om de 10 monsters dient er een controlestandaard gemeten te worden. Eindig de meetserie met een 
controlestandaard.
11 1DENTIFICERING EN KWANTIFICERING
Berekening van het gehalte in de monsters water gebeurt aan de hand van het dataverwerkingssysteem 
van het TOC/DOC apparaat
Indien het monster water is verdund, vermenigvuldig de concentratie dan met de verdunningsfactor. 
Berekeningen dienen uitgevoerd te worden met niet afgeronde resultaten.
Voer alle resultaten onafgerond in, in UMS.
LIMS rondt af volgens onderstaande tabel in mg/l C :
Meetuebied Afrondina
0,20 -1 0 ,0 0,01
10,0 -  100 0,1
100 -1000 1
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12 VERSLAG EN ARCHIVE RING
Leg de analyseresultaten vast in de ruwe analysedatasheet.
Vermeld de vereiste gegevens op de checklist.
Vermeld bij de ruwe data:
de gegevens die noodzakelijk zijn voor het identificeren van het monster, 
de eventuele bijzonderheden tijdens de bepaling waargenomen. 
alle niet in het voorschrift voorgeschreven handelingen die het resultaat kunnen 
hebben bei'nvloed.




Water -  Leidraad voor de bepaling van het gehalte aan totaal organische koolstof (TOC) en opgelost 
organisch koolstof (DOC) (1997).
13.2 B edieningsvoorschrift Shim adzu TOC-Vcph (BVS-033)
13.3 Validatierapport
Marco Vos
Bepaling van het organische koolstof gehalte met behulp van de TOC-Vcph (2008).
13.4 Raad voor A ccreditatie, toeiich ting  TOl, 10-2004
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Calculations for Tracer Stuc




Total area under curve 38.49
Total area 60




(min) EC EC abs F (Ci/Eco) □F(t)dt A C B e
0 0.00 99.5 0 0 0 38.49 0.00 21.51 0
2 1.62 102.3 2.8 0.009912 0.009912 38.48 0.01 19.52 0.075349
4 3.62 103.6 4.1 0.014513 0.024425 38.45 0.03 17.55 0.168372
6 5.62 105.4 5.9 0.020885 0.035398 38.42 0.07 15.58 0.261395
8 7.62 112.9 13.4 0.047434 0.068319 38.35 0.14 13.65 0.354419
10 9.62 126.5 27 0.095575 0.143009 38.21 0.28 11.79 0.447442
12 11.62 146.9 47.4 0.167788 0.263363 37.94 0.54 10.06 0.540465
14 13.62 170.6 71.1 0.251681 0.419469 37.52 0.96 8.48 0.633488
16 15.62 192.5 93 0.329204 0.580885 36.94 1.54 7.06 0.726512
18 17.62 219 119.5 0.423009 0.752212 36.19 2.30 5.81 0.819535
20 19.62 245 145.5 0.515044 0.938053 35.25 3.24 4.75 0.912558
22 21.62 267 167.5 0.59292 1.107965 34.15 4.34 3.85 1.005581
24 23.62 285 185.5 0.656637 1.249558 32.90 5.59 3.10 1.098605
26 25.62 303 203.5 0.720354 1.376991 31.52 6.97 2.48 1.191628
28 27.62 318 218.5 0.773451 1.493805 30.02 8.46 1.98 1.284651
30 29.62 332 232.5 0.823009 1.59646 28.43 10.06 1.57 1.377674
32 31.62 340 240.5 0.851327 1.674336 26.75 11.73 1.25 1.470698
34 33.62 347 247.5 0.876106 1.727434 25.03 13.46 0.97 1.563721
36 35.62 355 255.5 0.904425 1.780531 23.25 15.24 0.75 1.656744
38 37.62 361 261.5 0.925664 1.830088 21.42 17.07 0.58 1.749767
40 39.62 366 266.5 0.943363 1.869027 19.55 18.94 0.45 1.842791
42 41.62 370 270.5 0.957522 1.900885 17.65 20.84 0.35 1.935814
44 43.62 374 274.5 0.971681 1.929204 15.72 22.77 0.28 2.028837
46 45.62 373 273.5 0.968142 1.939823 13.78 24.71 0.22 2.12186
48 47.62 375 275.5 0.975221 1.943363 11.83 26.65 0.17 2.214884
50 49.62 376 276.5 0.978761 1.953982 9.88 28.61 0.12 2.307907
52 51.62 376 276.5 0.978761 1.957522 7.92 30.57 0.08 2.40093
54 53.62 379 279.5 0.989381 1.968142 5.95 32.53 0.05 2.493953
56 55.62 379 279.5 0.989381 1.978761 3.98 34.51 0.02 2.586977
58 57.62 380 280.5 0.99292 1.982301 1.99 36.50 0.01 2.68
60 59.62 382 282.5 1 1.99292 0.00 38.49 0.00 2.773023
IDF(t)dt 38.48814




Total area under 
curve 60.17
Total area 90




(min) EC EC abs F (Ci/Eco) □F(t)dt A C B 0
0 0.00 107.2 0 0 0 60.17 0.00 29.83 0.000
2 1.62 110.2 3 0.007339 0.007339 60.16 0.01 27.84 0.054
4 3.62 110 2.8 0.006849 0.014188 60.15 0.02 25.85 0.121
6 5.62 112.2 5 0.012231 0.01908 60.13 0.04 23.87 0.187
8 7.62 117 9.8 0.023973 0.036204 60.09 0.08 21.91 0.254
10 9.62 124.9 17.7 0.043297 0.06727 60.03 0.14 19.97 0.321
12 11.62 138.4 31.2 0.076321 0.119618 59.91 0.26 18.09 0.387
14 13.62 156.4 49.2 0.120352 0.196673 59.71 0.46 16.29 0.454
16 15.62 177.6 70.4 0.172211 0.292564 59.42 0.75 14.58 0.521
18 17.62 199.7 92.5 0.226272 0.398483 59.02 1.15 12.98 0.587
20 19.62 225 117.8 0.28816 0.514432 58.51 1.67 11.49 0.654
22 21.62 248 140.8 0.344423 0.632583 57.87 2.30 10.13 0.721
24 23.62 274 166.8 0.408023 0.752446 57.12 3.05 8.88 0.787
26 25.62 305 197.8 0.483855 0.891879 56.23 3.94 7.77 0.854
28 27.62 322 214.8 0.52544 1.009295 55.22 4.95 6.78 0.921
30 29.62 344 236.8 0.579256 1.104697 54.11 6.06 5.89 0.987
32 31.62 365 257.8 0.630626 1.209883 52.90 7.27 5.10 1.054
34 33.62 384 276.8 0.677104 1.30773 51.60 8.57 4.40 1.121
36 35.62 402 294.8 0.721135 1.398239 50.20 9.97 3.80 1.187
38 37.62 417 309.8 0.757828 1.478963 48.72 11.45 3.28 1.254
40 39.62 430 322.8 0.789628 1.547456 47.17 13.00 2.83 1.321
42 41.62 443 335.8 0.821429 1.611057 45.56 14.61 2.44 1.387
44 43.62 452 344.8 0.843444 1.664873 43.90 16.27 2.10 1.454
46 45.62 461 353.8 0.86546 1.708904 42.19 17.98 1.81 1.521
48 47.62 469 361.8 0.885029 1.750489 40.44 19.73 1.56 1.587
50 49.62 475 367.8 0.899706 1.784736 38.65 21.52 1.35 1.654
52 51.62 481 373.8 0.914384 1.81409 36.84 23.33 1.16 1.721
54 53.62 485 377.8 0.924168 1.838552 35.00 25.17 1.00 1.787
56 55.62 490 382.8 0.936399 1.860568 33.14 27.03 0.86 1.854
58 57.62 491 383.8 0.938845 1.875245 31.26 28.91 0.74 1.921
60 59.62 498 390.8 0.955969 1.894814 29.37 30.80 0.63 1.987
62 61.62 500 392.8 0.960861 1.91683 27.45 32.72 0.55 2.054
64 63.62 501 393.8 0.963307 1.924168 25.53 34.64 0.47 2.121
66 65.62 502 394.8 0.965753 1.929061 23.60 36.57 0.40 2.187
68 67.62 503 395.8 0.9682 1.933953 21.66 38.51 0.34 2.254
70 69.62 507 399.8 0.977984 1.946184 19.72 40.45 0.28 2.321
72 71.62 508 400.8 0.980431 1.958415 17.76 42.41 0.24 2.387
74 73.62 509 401.8 0.982877 1.963307 15.80 44.37 0.20 2.454
76 75.62 509 401.8 0.982877 1.965753 13.83 46.34 0.17 2.521
78 77.62 508 400.8 0.980431 1.963307 11.87 48.30 0.13 2.587
80 79.62 511 403.8 0.987769 1.9682 9.90 50.27 0.10 2.654
82 81.62 513 405.8 0.992661 1.980431 7.92 52.25 0.08 2.721
84 83.62 512 404.8 0.990215 1.982877 5.94 54.23 0.06 2.787
86 85.62 511 403.8 0.987769 1.977984 3.96 56.21 0.04 2.854
88 87.62 511 403.8 0.987769 1.975538 1.98 58.19 0.02 2.921
90 89.62 514 406.8 0.995108 1.982877 0.00 60.17 0.00 2.987
EDF(t)dt 60.17123







MRT (from graph) 43




(min) EC EC abs F (Ci/Eco) □F(t)dt A C B 0
0 0 101.8 0 0 0 83.05 0.00 42.95 0
2 1.62 104.9 3.1 0.005226 0.005226 83.05 0.01 40.95 0.037674
4 3.62 105.1 3.3 0.005563 0.010789 83.04 0.02 38.96 0.084186
6 5.62 105.9 4.1 0.006912 0.012475 83.02 0.03 36.98 0.130698
8 7.62 108.5 6.7 0.011295 0.018206 83.01 0.05 34.99 0.177209
10 9.62 114.4 12.6 0.021241 0.032535 82.97 0.08 33.03 0.223721
12 11.62 120.9 19.1 0.032198 0.053439 82.92 0.13 31.08 0.270233
14 13.62 131.3 29.5 0.04973 0.081929 82.84 0.21 29.16 0.316744
16 15.62 147.1 45.3 0.076365 0.126096 82.71 0.34 27.29 0.363256
18 17.62 162.2 60.4 0.101821 0.178186 82.53 0.52 25.47 0.409767
20 19.62 182.8 81 0.136548 0.238368 82.30 0.76 23.70 0.456279
22 21.62 203.8 102 0.171949 0.308496 81.99 1.07 22.01 0.502791
24 23.62 226 124.2 0.209373 0.381322 81.61 1.45 20.39 0.549302
26 25.62 251 149.2 0.251517 0.46089 81.14 1.91 18.86 0.595814
28 27.62 275 173.2 0.291976 0.543493 80.60 2.45 17.40 0.642326
30 29.62 299 197.2 0.332434 0.62441 79.98 3.08 16.02 0.688837




























346 244.2 0.411666 0.782873 78.49 4.56
369 267.2 0.450438 0.862104 77.63 5.42
393 291.2 0.490897 0.941335 76.69 6.37
413 311.2 0.524612 1.015509 75.67 7.38
439 337.2 0.568442 1.093055 74.58 8.47
462 360.2 0.607215 1.175657 73.40 9.65
482 380.2 0.640931 1.248146 72.15 10.90
497 395.2 0.666217 1.307148 70.85 12.21
515 413.2 0.696561 1.362778 69.48 13.57
527 425.2 0.71679 1.413351 68.07 14.98
540 438.2 0.738705 1.455496 66.62 16.44
553 451.2 0.76062 1.499326 65.12 17.94
566 464.2 0.782535 1.543156 63.57 19.48
576 474.2 0.799393 1.581929 61.99 21.06
590 488.2 0.822994 1.622387 60.37 22.68
600 498.2 0.839852 1.662846 58.71 24.35
607 505.2 0.851652 1.691504 57.01 26.04
616 514.2 0.866824 1.718476 55.30 27.76
622 520.2 0.876939 1.743763 53.55 29.50
627 525.2 0.885367 1.762306 51.79 31.26
632 530.2 0.893796 1.779164 50.01 33.04
637 535.2 0.902225 1.796022 48.21 34.84
640 538.2 0.907283 1:809508 46.41 36.65
646 544.2 0.917397 1.82468 44.58 38.47
655 553.2 0.932569 1.849966 42.73 40.32
658 556.2 0.937626 1.870196 40.86 42.19
662 560.2 0.94437 1.881996 38.98 44.07
88 87.62 662 560.2 0.94437 1.888739 37.09 45.96 0.91 2.037674
90 89.62 667 565.2 0.952798 1.897168 35.19 47.86 0.81 2.084186
92 91.62 667 565.2 0.952798 1.905597 33.29 49.77 0.71 2.130698
94 93.62 668 566.2 0.954484 1.907283 31.38 51.67 0.62 2.177209
96 95.62 669 567.2 0.95617 1.910654 29.47 53.58 0.53 2.223721
98 97.62 670 568.2 0.957856 1.914026 27.55 55.50 0.45 2.270233
100 99.62 671 569.2 0.959541 1.917397 25.64 57.42 0.36 2.316744
102 101.62 680 578.2 0.974713 1.934255 23.70 59.35 0.30 2.363256
104 103.62 682 580.2 0.978085 1.952798 21.75 61.30 0.25 2.409767
106 105.62 684 582.2 0.981457 1.959541 19.79 63.26 0.21 2.456279
108 107.62 686 584.2 0.984828 1.966285 17.82 65.23 0.18 2.502791
110 109.62 687 585.2 0.986514 1.971342 15.85 67.20 0.15 2.549302
112 111.62 687 585.2 0.986514 1.973028 13.88 69.17 0.12 2.595814
114 113.62 689 587.2 0.989885 1.976399 11.90 71.15 0.10 2.642326
116 115.62 690 588.2 0.991571 1.981457 9.92 73.13 0.08 2.688837
118 117.62 689 587.2 0.989885 1.981457 7.94 75.11 0.06 2.735349
120 119.62 689 587.2 0.989885 1.979771 5.96 77.09 0.04 2.78186
122 121.62 690 588.2 0.991571 1.981457 3.98 79.07 0.02 2.828372
124 123.62 692 590.2 0.994943 1.986514 1.99 81.06 0.01 2.874884
126 125.62 694 592.2 0.998314 1.993257 0.00 83.05 0.00 2.921395
SDF(t)dt 83.0526




Total area under curve 40.79
Total area 62




(min) EC EC abs F (Ci/Eco) □ F(t)dt A C B 0
0 0 72.4 0 0 0 40.79 0.00 21.21 0
2 1.62 72.5 0.1 0.000326 0.000326 40.79 0.00 19.21 0.076415
4 3.62 72.8 0.4 0.001305 0.001631 40.79 0.00 17.21 0.170755
6 5.62 74.9 2.5 0.008154 0.009459 40.78 0.01 15.22 0.265094
8 7.62 82.1 9.7 0.031637 0.039791 40.74 0.05 13.26 0.359434
10 9.62 96.3 23.9 0.077952 0.109589 40.63 0.16 11.37 0.453774
12 11.62 119.6 47.2 0.153947 0.231898 40.39 0.39 9.61 0.548113
14 13.62 146 73.6 0.240052 0.393999 40.00 0.79 8.00 0.642453
16 15.62 176.3 103.9 0.338878 0.57893 39.42 1.37 6.58 0.736792
18 17.62 205.9 133.5 0.435421 0.774299 38.65 2.14 5.35 0.831132
20 19.62 231 158.6 0.517286 0.952707 37.69 3.09 4.31 0.925472
22 21.62 258 185.6 0.605349 1.122635 36.57 4.22 3.43 1.019811
24 23.62 278 205.6 0.670581 1.27593 35.30 5.49 2.70 1.114151
26 25.62 299 226.6 0.739074 1.409654 33.89 6.90 2.11 1.208491
28 27.62 315 242.6 0.791259 1.530333 32.36 8.43 1.64 1.30283
30 29.62 329 256.6 0.836921 1.62818 30.73 10.06 1.27 1.39717
32 31.62 340 267.6 0.872798 1.70972 29.02 11.77 0.98 1.491509
34 33.62 350 277.6 0.905414 1.778213 27.24 13.55 0.76 1.585849
36 35.62 356 283.6 0.924984 1.830398 25.41 15.38 0.59 1.680189
38 37.62 360 287.6 0.93803 1.863014 23.55 17.24 0.45 1.774528
40 39.62 364 291.6 0.951076 1.889106 21.66 19.13 0.34 1.868868
42 41.62 369 296.6 0.967384 1.918461 19.74 21.05 0.26 1.963208
44 43.62 372 299.6 0.977169 1.944553 . 17.79 22.99 0.21 2.057547
46 45.62 373 300.6 0.980431 1.957599 15.84 24.95 0.16 2.151887
48 47.62 374 301.6 0.983692 1.964123 13.87 26.91 0.13 2.246226
50 49.62 374 301.6 0.983692 1.967384 11.91 28.88 0.09 2.340566
52 51.62 377 304.6 0.993477 1.977169 9.93 30.86 0.07 2.434906
54 53.62 376 303.6 0.990215 1.983692 7.94 32.84 0.06 2.529245
56 55.62 377 304.6 0.993477 1.983692 5.96 34.83 0.04 2.623585
58 57.62 377 304.6 0.993477 1.986954 3.97 36.81 0.03 2.717925
60 59.62 376 303.6 0.990215 1.983692 1.99 38.80 0.01 2.812264
62 61.62 379 306.6 1 1.990215 0.00 40.79 0.00 2.906604
IDF(t)dt 40.78735




Total area under curve 40.89
Total area 62




(min) EC ECabs F (Ci/Eco) □F(t)dt A C B 0
0 0 72.6 0 0 0 40.89 0.00 21.11 0
2 1.62 72.9 0.3 0.000989 0.000989 40.89 0.00 19.11 0.076777
4 3.62 73.6 1 0.003296 0.004285 40.89 0.01 17.11 0.171564
6 5.62 77.4 4.8 0.015821 0.019117 40.87 0.02 15.13 0.266351
8 7.62 87.3 14.7 0.048451 0.064272 40.80 0.09 13.20 0.361137
10 9.62 104.3 31.7 0.104483 0.152933 40.65 0.24 11.35 0.455924
12 11.62 130.4 57.8 0.190508 0.29499 40.35 0.54 9.65 0.550711
14 13.62 155.5 82.9 0.273237 0.463744 39.89 1.00 8.11 0.645498
16 15.62 179.8 107.2 0.353329 0.626566 39.26 1.63 6.74 0.740284
18 17.62 207.2 134.6 0.443639 0.796968 38.47 2.42 5.53 0.835071
20 19.62 234 161.4 0.531971 0.97561 37.49 3.40 4.51 0.929858
22 21.62 256 183.4 0.604483 1.136454 36.35 4.54 3.65 1.024645
24 23.62 278 205.4 0.676994 1.281477 35.07 5.82 2.93 1.119431
26 25.62 295 222.4 0.733026 1.41002 33.66 7.23 2.34 1.214218
28 27.62 311 238.4 0.785761 1.518787 32.14 8.75 1.86 1.309005
30 29.62 322 249.4 0.822017 1.607779 30.54 10.35 1.46 1.403791
32 31.62 335 262.4 0.864865 1.686882 28.85 12.04 1.15 1.498578
34 33.62 342 269.4 0.887937 1.752802 27.10 13.79 0.90 1.593365
36 35.62 350 277.4 0.914305 1.802241 25.29 15.60 0.71 1.688152
38 37.62 354 281.4 0.927488 1.841793 23.45 17.44 0.55 1.782938
40 39.62 358 285.4 0.940672 1.868161 21.58 19.31 0.42 1.877725
42 41.62 363 290.4 0.957152 1.897825 19.69 21.20 0.31 1.972512
44 43.62 366 293.4 0.96704 1.924192 17.76 23.13 0.24 2.067299
46 45.62 368 295.4 0.973632 1.940672 15.82 25.07 0.18 2.162085
48 47.62 370 297.4 0.980224 1.953856 13.87 27.02 0.13 2.256872
50 49.62 370 297.4 0.980224 1.960448 11.91 28.98 0.09 2.351659
52 51.62 373 300.4 0.990112 1.970336 9.94 30.95 0.06 2.446445
54 53.62 374 301.4 0.993408 1.98352 7.95 32.94 0.05 2.541232
56 55.62 374 301.4 0.993408 1.986816 5.97 34.92 0.03 2.636019
58 57.62 374 301.4 0.993408 1.986816 3.98 36.91 0.02 2.730806
60 59.62 374 301.4 0.993408 1.986816 1.99 38.90 0.01 2.825592
62 61.62 376 303.4 1 1.993408 0.00 40.89 0.00 2.920379
sr:iF(t)dt 40.89057
8.5 Appendix 5: Jar Tests
Jar Test Trial: 50  rpm virgin resin
UVT%(50RPMs) [G value23s'l
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8(g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24(g/L)
0 71.3 70.6 71.3 71.4 71.3 71.1
2 72.2 71.7 71.9 72.5 72.3 72.5
4 72.5 71.9 72 73.2 73 73.2
8 73.7 72.9 73.7 74.7 74.4 75.1
12 74.3 73.9 74.9 76.3 76 77
20 75.7 75.5 77.4 78.9 78.7 80.3
00 97.3 97.7 98 98.4 98.6 99.1
DOC Conc.
Time (min) Resin Conc.
4(g/L) 6(g/L) 8(g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 5.09 5.20 5.09 5.08 5.09 5.12
2 4.96 5.03 5.00 4.92 4.95 4.92
4 4.92 5.00 4.99 4.81 4.84 4.81
8 4.74 4.86 4.74 4.59 4.64 4.53
12 4.65 4.71 4.56 4.36 4.40 4.25





4 6 8 12 16 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.03523 -0.04144 -0.02273 -0.04159 -0.03732 -0.05129
4 -0.04725 -0.04916 -0.02657 -0.06899 -0.06429 -0.07796
8 -0.09685 -0.08869 -0.09419 -0.13036 -0.12053 -0.15415
12 -0.1226 -0.12985 -0.14483 -0.20026 -0.18894 -0.23663
20 -0.1854 -0.19944 -0.25937 -0.32542 -0.31617 -0.39835
K-values 0.0099 0.0104 0.0125 0.0157 0.0164 0.0198
Overall K 0.001
Jar Test Trial: 100 rpm virgin resin
UVT% (lOORPMs) fG value 66s11
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 70.8 71.9 71.8 71.9 71.9 72.1
2 73 74 74.7 75.8 76.5 78.9
4 74.1 75.8 76.1 78.6 80.2 83.6
8 77.3 78.7 80 84.9 85.8 89.4
12 78.6 81.3 82.9 87.3 89.7 93.4
20 81.9 85.4 87.6 92 94.3 96.6
00 97.4 97.2 97.3 98.3 98 98
DOC Conc.
Time (min) Resin Conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 5.17 5.00 5.02 5.00 5.00 4.97
2 4.84 4.69 4.59 4.43 4.33 3.97
4 4.68 4.43 4.39 4.02 3.78 3.28
8 4.21 4.00 3.81 3.09 2.96 2.43
12 4.02 3.62 3.38 2.74 2.38 1.84
20 3.53 3.02 2.69 2.04 1.70 1.37




4 6 8 12 16 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.08633 -0.08665 -0.12073 -0.15985 -0.19388 -0.30455
4 -0.13246 -0.16741 -0.18468 -0.29275 -0.38274 -0.58701
8 -0.28019 -0.31303 -0.38797 -0.67811 -0.7605 -1.10248
12 -0.34705 -0.46449 -0.57145 -0.87547 -1.14568 -1.72819
20 -0.54007 -0.7627 -0.96655 -1.43281 -1.9536 -2.91777
K-values 0.0285 0.0385 0.0482 0.0734 0.0969 0.1447
Overall K 0.0061
Jar Test Trial: 150 rpm virgin resin
UVT% (150RPMs) fG value 121s 'l
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 71.8 71.6 72.3 72.4 72 72.1
2 73.4 73.5 74.6 76.4 77.1 79.7
4 74.6 75.3 77.2 79.8 81.2 84.9
8 77 78.8 81.4 85.2 87.4 91.4
12 78.7 81.7 84.9 89 91.1 94.5
20 82.2 86.2 89.2 93.3 94.9 96.8
00 97.2 97.9 98 97.8 97.9 98.7
DOC Conc.
Time (min) Resin Conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 5.02 5.05 4.95 4.93 4.99 4.97
2 4.78 4.77 4.61 4.34 4.24 3.86
4 4.61 4.50 4.22 3.84 3.63 3.09
8 4.25 3.99 3.60 3.05 2.72 2.13
12 4.00 3.56 3.09 2.49 2.18 1.68
20 3.49 2.90 2.46 1.85 1.62 1.34




4 6 8 12 16 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.06506 -0.07499 -0.09375 -0.17136 -0.21929 -0.33647
4 -0.1168 -0.15162 -0.21154 -0.34438 -0.43883 -0.65624
8 -0.22907 -0.31988 -0.43709 -0.70105 -0.90287 -1.29304
12 -0.31698 -0.48456 -0.67388 -1.06 -1.33732 -1.84583
20 -0.5267 -0.80998 -1.07174 -1.73067 -2.15563 -2.63906
K-values 0.0267 0.0403 0.0542 0.087 0.1092 0.141
Overall K 0.0064 0.9666
Jar Test Trial: 200 rpm virgin resin
UVT% (200RPMs) [G value 186s'1!
Time (min) Resin conc.
6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L) 30 (g/L)
0 71.7 71.7 71.7 71.7 71.7 71.7
2 74 75.1 76.5 77.1 79.4 81.1
4 75.2 76.5 77.9 80.9 84.2 86.8
8 78.3 80 82.8 86.3 90.5 94.4
12 80.7 82.8 86.2 90 93.9 97.1
20 85 87.5 90.9 94.1 96.4 97.5
00 96.3 97.4 97.6 97.9 98.1 98.2
DOC Conc.
Time (min) Resin Conc.
6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L) 30 (g/L)
0 5.03 5.03 5.03 5.03 5.03 5.03
2 4.69 4.53 4.33 4.24 3.90 3.65
4 4.52 4.33 4.12 3.68 3.19 2.81
8 4.06 3.81 3.40 2.88 2.26 1.69
12 3.71 3.40 2.90 2.34 1.76 1.29
20 3.07 2.71 2.21 1.73 1.40 1.23




6 8 12 16 24 30
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.09816 -0.1419 -0.20497 -0.23081 -0.3448405 -0.43807
4 -0.15347 -0.20674 -0.27362 -0.43255 -0.6414752 -0.84353
8 -0.31237 -0.39002 -0.55962 -0.81475 -1.2452158 -1.94214
12 -0.45548 -0.56547 -0.82063 -1.1989 -1.8382795 -3.18183
20 -0.77794 -0.95396 -1.35214 -1.93076 -2.7427358 -3.63382
K-values 0.0387 0.0479 0.0683 0.0983 0.1435 0.208
Overall K 0.0064
195
Jar Test Trial: 300 rpm virgin resin
UVT% (300RPMs) fG value 341s'1!
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 71.9 71.9 71.9 72 71.7 73
2 73.2 74.4- 75.4 77.3 78.2 80.7
4 74.6 76.6 78.2 80.6 82.4 86.8
8 77.6 80.4 82.9 86.2 88.5 93.9
12 80.1 83.1 86.5 90 92.2 96.3
20 84 88 91 93.9 95.4 98.2
00 100 100 100 100 100 100
DOC Conc.
Time (min) Resin Conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 5.00 5.00 5.00 4.99 5.03 4.84
2 4.81 4.64 4.49 4.21 4.08 3.71
4 4.61 4.31 4.08 3.72 3.46 2.81
8 4.16 3.75 3.38 2.90 2.56 1.76
12 3.80 3.35 2.85 2.34 2.01 1.41





4 6 8 12 16 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.06506 -0.07499 -0.09375 -0.17136 -0.21929 -0.33647
4 -0.1168 -0.15162 -0.21154 -0.34438 -0.43883 -0.65624
8 -0.22907 -0.31988 -0.43709 -0.70105 -0.90287 -1.29304
12 -0.31698 -0.48456 -0.67388 -1.06 -1.33732 -1.84583
20 -0.5267 -0.80998 -1.07174 -1.73067 -2.15563 -2.63906
K-values 0.0267 0.0403 0.0542 0.087 0.1092 0.141
Overall K 0.0064
Overall k-value for each trial
RPMs G-value K-value R2
0 0 0 ----
50 23 0.001 -0.411
100 66 0.0061 0.9992
150 121 0.0064 0.9666
200 186 0.0064 0.9783
300 341 0.0064 0.9857
Jar Test Trial: 100 rpm regenerated resin
UVT% (lOORPMs) [G value 66s 'l
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 72.3 72.2 72.3 72.3 72.1 72.2
2 73 73.9 75 75.6 76.6 78.7
4 74.5 75.4 77.3 78.9 80.2 83.4
8 77.1 78.4 81.3 83.9 86 89.2
12 78.7 80.9 84.5 87.4 89.9 92.5
20 82.4 85.2 88.9 92.1 93.9 95.9
00 96.7 96.5 96.5 96.8 97.1 97
DOC Conc.
Time (min) Resin Conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 4.95 4.96 4.95 4.95 4.97 4.96
2 4.84 4.71 4.55 4.46 4.31 4.00
4 4.62 4.49 4.21 3.97 3.78 3.31
8 4.24 4.05 3.62 3.24 2.93 2.46
12 4.00 3.68 3.15 2.72 2.35 1.97





4 6 8 12 16 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.02911 -0.07253 -0.1183 -0.14467 -0.19845 -0.30394
4 -0.09449 -0.1412 -0.23144 -0.31387 -0.39156 -0.60077
8 -0.21905 -0.29456 -0.46506 -0.64145 -0.81193 -1.15672
12 -0.30421 -0.44321 -0.70145 -0.95796 -1.24479 -1.70677
20 -0.53432 -0.76567 -1.1582 -1.65111 -2.05573 -3.11553
00
K-values 0.0263 0.0377 0.0581 0.0815 0.1027 0.1514
Overall K 0.0065 0.9933
8.6 Appendix 6: Pilot Simulations 










Resin Conc (mL/L) 
135 min
Resin Conc (mL/L) 
181 min
Influent 0.0 0.0 72.3 72.4 0 0
valve before CSTR 1 0.2 8.8 73.7 73.4 17 13
CSTR1 2.4 0.6 77.7 77.3 7 6
7.8 2.1 77.9 77.6 7 6
CSTR 2 13.2 3.6 82.4 81.6 8 6
18.5 5.1 82.6 82.1 13 11
CSTR 3 26.8 7.4 91.5 90.7 58 58
32.2 8.9 92 91.8 50 46
CSTR 4 37.5 10.4 94 93.6 22 23
42.9 11.9 94 93.7 18 17
Effluent 44.9 12.5 94.3 93.8 0 0
Avg. Contact Time 11.24
Pilot Simulation Trail 2: Flow  25m 3/hr 40  Hertz







(181 min) Resin Concentration (mL/L)
Influent 0.0 0.0 72.2 72.4 0
Valve Before Reactor 1 0.2 8.8 73.4 73.3 12
CSTR 1 2.6 0.7 80.7 80.1 7
7.9 2.2 81.1 80.3 9
CSTR 2 13.3 3.7 86.2 84.7 10
18.7 5.2 86.5 85.3 12
CSTR 3 27.0 7.5 92.6 92.4 30
32.3 9.0 93.2 93.5 28
CSTR 4 37.7 10.5 94.5 93.9 19
43.1 12.0 94.6 93.9 16
Effluent 45.2 12.5 95.5 94.7 0
Avg. Contact Time 11.29
Pilot Simulation Trail 3: Flow  35m 3/hr 20 Hertz












Influent 0.0 0.0 72.5 72.3 0 0
Valve Before CSTR 1 0.1 8.8 73.6 73.6 16 14
CSTR 1 1.9 0.7 76.5 76.3 7 4
5.7 2.2 77 76.5 7 7
CSTR 2 9.6 3.7 80.5 79.7 7 7
13.4 5.2 81.5 80.5 12 12
CSTR 3 19.3 7.5 89.2 89 50 46
23.2 9.0 90.2 89.2 40 35
CSTR 4 27.0 10.5 92.2 91.9 25 23
30.8 12.0 92.1 92.3 17 17
Effluent 32.3 12.6 92.7 92.6 0 0
Avg. Contact Time 8.08
Pilot Simulation Trail 4: F low  35m 3/hr 40 Hertz







(129 min) Resin Concentration (mL/L)
Influent 0.0 0.0 72.1 72.1 0
Valve Before CSTR 1 0.1 8.8 72.3 71.5 16
CSTR 1 1.9 0.7 77.3 77.7 9
5.7 2.2 77.5 77.8 11
CSTR 2 9.6 3.7 82.7 82.4 12
13.4 5.2 82.8 83.1 14
CSTR 3 19.3 7.5 88.6 89.3 26
23.2 9.0 88.7 89.8 26
CSTR 4 27.0 10.5 91.2 91.7 20
30.8 12.0 91.4 91.8 15
Effluent 32.3 12.6 92.3 92.1 0
Avg. Contact Time 8.08
202
ot Simulation Trail 5: Flow 35m3/hr 45 Hertz












Influent 0.0 0.0 72.9 73.1 0 0
Valve Before CSTR 1 0.1 8.8 73.9 74.6 18 20
CSTR 1 2.0 0.7 80.3
80.4 11 11
5.9 2.2 80.9 81.4 12 12
CSTR 2 9.7 3.7 85.6 85.4 14
14
13.5 5.2 85.6 85.8 15 17
CSTR 3 19.4 7.5 91.8 92.2 30 28
23.3 9.0 92.8 92.2 28 27
CSTR 4 27.1 10.5 93.9
93.6 20 22
31.0 12.0 94.6 93.8 18 18
Effluent 32.4 12.6 94.6 94 0 0
Avg. Contact Time 8.10
203
Pilot Simulation Trail 6: F low  35m 3/hr 50 Hertz












Influent 0.0 0.0 73.5 73.6 0 0
Valve Before Reactor 
1 0.1 8.8 74.9 74.7 20 16
CSTR 1 2.0 0.7 81.1 80.9
11 11
5.9 2.2 81.5 81.4 12 10
CSTR 2 9.7 3.7 86.5 85.9 13
12
13.5 5.2 86.8 86.2 15 15
CSTR 3 19.4 7.5
92.1 92 24 25
23.3 9.0 92.8 92.7 24 25
CSTR 4 27.1 10.5 94.7 94.5 17 17
31.0 12.0 94.7 94.7 17 17
Effluent 32.4 12.6 95.1 95 0 0
Avg. Contact Time 8.10
>ilot Simulation Trail 7: F low  45m 3/hr 20 Hertz












Influent 0.0 0.0 72.2 72.2 0 0
Valve Before CSTR 1 0.1 8.8 73.3 73.3 17 17
CSTR 1
1.4 0.7 75.5 75.9 7 7
4.4 2.2 75.5 76 7 8
CSTR 2
7.4 3.7 78.2 80.3 7 8
10.4 5.2 79 80 13 13
CSTR 3
15.0 7.5 85.9 85.9 42 40
18.0 9.0 86.4 87.3 32 35
CSTR 4
21.0 10.5 88.7 89.4 22 23
24.0 12.0 88.9 89.6 13 17
Effluent 25.2 12.6 89.7 90.2 0 0
Avg. Contact Time 6.30
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Pilot Simulation Trail 8: Flow  45m 3/hr 40  Hertz












Influent 0.0 0.0 73.6 73.5 0 0
Valve Before CSTR 1 0.1 8.8 74.7 74.3 21 8
CSTR 1 1.6 0.7 78.8 78.9 13 11
4.6 2.2 78.2 79.7 13 11
CSTR 2 7.5 3.7 82.9 83.6 14 13
10.5 5.2 83.9 83.8 16 13
CSTR 3 15.1 7.5 89.6 89.1 25 25
18.1 9.0 90.1 89.9 24 23
CSTR 4 21.1 10.5 92.2 92.3 19 18
24.1 12.0 92.5 92.6 16 16
Effluent 25.2 12.6 92.9 92.8 0 0
Avg. Contact Time 6.30
206
8.7 Appendix 7: Resin Regeneration
Optimum Flow Experiment:
Flow 20.8mL/min treating -14  BY:
Samples |
Time (min) UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cum. DOC Volume treated (mL) BV mg DOC/L
10 16.78 419.59 87.42 208 0.31 419.59
30 3.42 85.56 192.66 625 0.94 308.25
50 2.27 56.66 222.28 1042 1.56 213.39
70 33.10 33.10 240.98 1458 2.19 165.25
90 20.28 20.28 252.10 1875 2.81 134.46
110 14.40 14.40 259.33 2292 3.44 113.16
130 1 12.40 12.40 264.91 2708 4.06 97.81
150 10.42 10.42 269.67 3125 4.69 86.29
170 8.88 8.88 273.69 3542 5.31 77.28
190 7.69 7.69 277.14 3958 5.93 70.02
220 6.03 6.03 281.43 4583 6.87 61.40
250 4.92 4.92 284.85 5208 7.81 54.69
280 3.86 3.86 287.60 5833 8.75 49.30
310 3.63 3.63 289.94 6458 9.68 44.89
340 3.48 3.48 292.16 7083 10.62 41.25
370 3.32 3.32 294.28 7708 11.56 38.18
400 3.37 3.37 296.37 8333 12.49 35.56
430 1 2.98 2.98 298.36 8958 13.43 33.31
■ Diluted because it was too low for UVT Not Diluted
207
ow  41.1m L/m in treating - 1 4  BV:
Samples (diltion 1:50)
Time (min) UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cum. DOC Volume treated (mL) BV mS DOC/L
1 WML 3.17 79.21 3.26 41 0.06 79.21
3 fcM sa 12.96 323.90 19.82 123 0.18 160.77
5 HI 11.26 281.53 44.70 205 0.31 217.55
7 1 7.57 189.22 64.05 288 0.43 222.64
9 5.26 131.61 77.23 370 0.55 208.81
15 3.07 76.70 102.91 616 0.92 166.95
20 2.74 68.62 117.84 822 1.23 143.38
25 2.19 54.68 130.51 1027 1.54 127.03
30 38.79 38.79 140.12 1233 1.85 113.65
35 34.66 34.66 147.66 1438 2.16 102.66
40 30.25 30.25 154.33 1644 2.46 93.88
60 17.46 17.46 173.94 2466 3.70 70.54
80 11.68 11.68 185.92 3288 4.93 56.55
100 10.62 10.62 195.08 4110 6.16 47.47
120 6.90 6.90 202.28 4932 7.39 41.02
140 ■KSBISi 5.46 5.46 207.36 5753 8.63 36.04
160 3.92 3.92 211.22 6575 9.86 32.12
180 3.57 3.57 214.29 7397 11.09 28.97
200 3.42 3.42 217.17 8219 12.32 26.42
220 3.28 3.28 219.92 9041 13.55 24.32
240 WM 3.21 3.21 222.59 9863 14.79 22.57




Time (min) UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cum DOC (mg) Volume treated (mL) BV ' mg DOC/L
1 83.3 W B k 136.47 11.06 81 0.12 136.47
3 69.1 ■Slflgl 191.14 37.63 243 0.36 154.69
5 82.9 138.01 64.31 405 0.61 158.64
7 87.9 95.12 83.22 568 0.85 146.62
9 90.8 72.17 96.78 730 1.09 132.62
15 4.5 38.51 123.70 1216 1.82 101.71
20 9.6 31.24 137.84 1622 2.43 85.00
25 14.9 23.70 148.98 2027 3.04 73.50
30 20.9 18.83 157.60 2432 3.65 64.79
35 27.4 16.06 164.67 2838 4.25 58.03
40 32.7 13.81 170.72 3243 4.86 52.64
45 37.6 11.72 175.90 3649 5.47 48.21
60 49.8 8.61 188.26 4865 7.29 38.70
75 58.2 i n 6.53 197.47 6081 9.12 32.47
90 63.9 — I 5.12 204.55 7297 10.94 28.03
105 70.6 — 3.71 209.91 8514 12.76 24.66
120 72.7 n n 3.55 214.32 9730 14.59 22.03
209
Flow 125mL/min treating - 1 4  BV:
Samples
Time (min) UVT DOC DOC (ND) (mg/L) Cum DOC (mg) Volume treated (mL) BV mg DOC/L
1 68.5 ■ H 193.45 24.18 125 0.19 193.45
3 84.7 — 120.45 63.42 375 0.56 169.11
5 90.8 72.17 87.49 625 0.94 139.99
7 93.6 ■ H I 50.01 102.77 875 1.31 117.45
9 4.8 ■asami 38.08 113.78 1125 1.69 101.14
15 14.4 24.41 137.21 1875 2.81 73.18
20 23.4 mwiam 17.76 150.39 2500 3.75 60.16
25 30.5 UMaM 14.74 160.55 3125 4.69 51.37
30 37.3 ■imstsi 11.85 168.86 3750 5.62 45.03
35 42.5 — 10.42 175.82 4375 6.56 40.19
40 49.8 MIgfii 8.61 181.76 5000 7.50 36.35
45 54.1 jfclsliB 7.54 186.81 5625 8.43 33.21
50 57 6.83 191.30 6250 9.37 30.61
55 60.8 — 5.88 195.27 6875 10.31 28.40
60 64.8 IMal 4.89 198.64 7500 11.24 26.49
65 67.7 ■ H I 3.93 201.40 8125 12.18 24.79
70 69.8 ■Hi 3.77 203.80 8750 13.12 23.29
75 72.4 — 3.57 206.10 9375 14.06 21.98
■ Diluted because it was too low for UVT Not Diluted
Flow 176mL/min treating- 1 4  BV:
Samples (diltion 1:50) |
Time (min) UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cum DOC (mg) Volume treated (mL) BV mg DOC/L
1 3.25 162.65 28.70 176 0.26 162.65
3 m u 1.22 61.09 68.18 529 0.79 128.79
5 40.07 40.07 86.04 882 1.32 97.51
7 34.38 34.38 99.17 1235 1.85 80.28
9 28.40 28.40 110.25 1588 2.38 69.42
15 17.34 17.34 134.46 2647 3.97 50.80
20 13.55 13.55 148.09 3529 5.29 41.96
25 10.74 10.74 158.81 4412 6.61 36.00
30 9.25 9.25 167.63 5294 7.94 31.66
35 7.92 7.92 175.20 6176 9.26 28.37
40 6.73 6.73 181.66 7059 10.58 25.74
45 5.86 5.86 187.22 7941 11.91 23.58
50 4.82 4.82 191.93 8824 13.23 21.75
Diluted because it was too low for UVT
F low  200m L/m in treating - 1 4  BV:
Samples
Time (min) Corr Time UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cum. DOC Volume treated (mL) BV mg DOC/L
1 0 3.40 169.96 33.99 200 0.30 169.96
3 2 H 1.25 62.67 80.52 600 0.90 134.20
5 4 1 36.23 36.23 100.30 1000 1.50 100.30
7 6 r o m 28.54 28.54 113.25 1400 2.10 80.89
9 8 20.71 20.71 123.10 1800 2.70 68.39
15 14 14.70 14.70 144.34 3000 4.50 48.11
20 19 10.74 10.74 157.06 4000 6.00 39.27
25 24 9.01 9.01 166.94 5000 7.50 33.39
30 29 7.67 7.67 175.28 6000 9.00 29.21
35 34 6.45 6.45 182.34 7000 10.49 26.05
40 39 5.44 5.44 188.28 8000 11.99 23.54
45 44 4.50 4.50 193.25 9000 13.49 21.47
Optimum Flow Data for service time o f 35 minutes:
20.8mL/min
Time (min) UVT DOC (mg/L) Cum. DOC (mg) mgDOC/L BV
1 ■ m 2.61 0.05 2.61 0.03
3 ■ H I 30.11 0.74 11.78 0.09
5 K m 192.94 5.38 51.68 0.16
7 K im 376.00 17.24 118.19 0.22
9 K m 432.35 34.08 181.74 0.28
15 m m wM 284.00 78.85 252.32 0.47
20 K m 173.73 102.69 246.45 0.62
25 K m 112.40 117.59 225.78 0.78
30 KUH 86.91 127.97 204.76 0.94
35 K m 79.21 136.62 187.37 1.09





Time (min) UVT DOC (mg/L) Cum. DOC (mg) mgDOC/L BV
1 — M4 79.21 3.26 79.21 0.06
3 H U 323.90 19.82 160.77 0.18
5 MitM 281.53 44.70 217.55 0.31
7 K M 189.22 64.05 222.64 0.43
9 K H ! 131.61 77.23 208.81 0.55
15 K m 76.70 102.91 166.95 0.92
20 ■ H I 68.62 117.84 143.38 1.23
25 KUSfl 54.68 130.51 127.03 1.54
30 ■ ^ 1 38.79 140.12 113.65 1.85
35 34.66 147.66 102.66 2.16





| 81.1 mL/min |200mL/m |
Time (min) UVT DOC (mg/L) Cum. DOC (mg) mgDOC/L BV
1 feiaici 136.47 11.06 136.47 0.12
3 H 191.14 37.63 154.69 0.36
5 138.01 64.31 158.64 0.61
7 95.12 83.22 146.62 0.85
9 fcViilsl 72.17 96.78 132.62 1.09
15 H i 38.51 123.70 101.71 1.82
20 ■ H 31.24 137.84 85.00 2.43
25 H 23.70 148.98 73.50 3.04
30 18.83 157.60 64.79 3.65
35 H U 16.06 164.67 58.03 4.25





Time (min) UVT DOC (mg/L) Cum. DOC (mg) mgDOC/L BV
1 H i l l  193.45 24.18 193.45 0.19
3 ■ m  120.45 63.42 169.11 0.56
5 K ! H  72.17 87.49 139.99 0.94
7 K i l l  50.01 102.77 117.45 1.31
9 I K i H  38.08 113.78 101.14 1.69
15 H I M  24.41 137.21 73.18 2.81
20 K M  17.76 150.39 60.16 3.75
25 I h d  14.74 160.55 51.37 4.69
3 0  m m m m  i i.s s 168.86 45.03 5.62
35 i H k M  10.42 175.82 40.19 6.56





| 176 mL/min |
Time (min) UVT DOC (mg/L) Cum. DOC (mg) mgDOC/L BV
1 B H 162.65 28.70 162.65 0.26
3 M U 61.09 68.18 128.79 0.79
5 M U 40.07 86.04 97.51 1.32
7 K S H 34.38 99.17 80.28 1.85
9 M U 28.40 110.25 69.42 2.38
15 f c m i l 17.34 134.46 50.80 3.97
20 n m 13.55 148.09 41.96 5.29
25 M U 10.74 158.81 36.00 6.61
30 M U 9.25 167.63 31.66 7.94
35 M i 7.92 175.20 28.37 9.26





Time (min) UVT DOC (mg/L) Cum. DOC (mg) mgDOC/L BV
1 BIB 169.96 33.99 169.96 0.30
3 mmm 62.67 80.52 134.20 0.90
5 ■in 36.23 100.30 100.30 1.50
7 mmm 28.54 113.25 80.89 2.10
9 20.71 123.10 68.39 2.70
15 I l l 14.70 144.34 48.11 4.50
20 H i 10.74 157.06 39.27 6.00
25 mmm 9.01 166.94 33.39 7.50
30 iH 7.67 175.28 29.21 9.00
35 MM 6.45 182.34 26.05 10.49




Samples were not diluted since they were within the range o f the DOC-UVT
relationship (Figure)

















Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 82.2 2.81 140.7 119 106.1 45.2 667
2 92.4 1.19 59.504 32.9 141.5 67.8 1334
3 95.8 0.65 32.593 0 143.5 69.2 2001
4 97 0.46 23.095 0 144.1 69.7 2668















Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 76.9 3.22 161.105 100 107.8 46.2 667
2 88.4 1.82 91.164 37.6 141.2 67.6 1334
3 92.9 1.11 55.5465 18.1 143.9 69.5 2001
4 96.2 0.59 29.427 6.13 143.9 69.5 2668














Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 74.2 3.43 171.5 103 104.2 44.1 667
2 85.9 2.22 110.9515 37.7 140.4 67.1 1334
3 92 1.25 62.67 23.3 143.2 69.0 2001
4 95.6 0.68 34.176 11.4 143.1 69.0 2668














Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 73.9 3.45 172.655 144 98.1 40.6 667
2 84.2 2.49 124.407 37.2 138.9 66.1 1334
3 91.4 1.35 67.419 31.3 142 68.2 2001
4 95.4 0.72 35.759 13.7 142.4 68.5 2668
Clean 100 143.6 69.3














Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 72.7 3.55 177.275 101 102.2 43.0 667
2 84.8 2.39 119.658 35.5 138.8 66.0 1334
3 91.6 1.32 65.836 30.4 141.4 67.8 2001
4 95.8 0.65 32.593 15.6 142.3 68.4 2668














Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 72.8 3.54 176.89 112 99.8 41.6 667
2 84.4 2.46 122.824 41.7 138.6 65.8 1334
3 91.5 1.33 66.6275 37.2 137.5 65.1 2001
4 95.5 0.70 34.9675 19.7 142.6 68.6 2668
Clean 100 143.6 69.3
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Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 71.7 3.62 181.125 117 103.7 43.8 667
2 86 2.20 110.16 44.3 137.4 65.0 1334
3 92.6 1.16 57.921 41.1 141.2 67.6 2001
4 96.8 0.49 24.678 20.7 142.5 68.5 2668
Clean 100 143.5 69.2
UVT DOC(1:50) DOC (ND) N 0 3  (ND) Conductivity Chloride Volum e Treated
BV (1:50) (m g/L) (m g/L) (m g/L) (m S/cm ) (g/L) (mL)
1 73.2 3.51 175.35 123 105.2 44.7 667
2 85.9 2.22 110.9515 51.7 138.2 65.6 1334
3 92.4 1.19 59.504 39.6 141.6 67.9 2001
4 96.8 0.49 24.678 19.5 142.7 68.7 2668
Clean 100 143.9 69.5
Semi-Counter-Current Experiments 















Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 83.2 2.74 136.85 77.7 115.9 51.1 667
2 93.1 1.08 53.9635 28 153.9 76.6 1334
3 95.3 0.73 36.5505 9.66 156 78.2 2001
4 96.2 0.59 29.427 5.45 156.3 78.4 2668















Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 78 3.14 156.87 80 101.6 42.6 667
2 89.3 1.68 84.0405 44.3 151.8 75.1 1334
3 92.6 1.16 57.921 19.2 152.9 75.9 2001
4 96 0.62 31.01 7.72 156.1 78.3 2668














Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 72.9 3.53 176.505 84.2 99 41.2 667
2 87.4 1.98 99.079 40.7 149.8 73.7 1334
3 92 1.25 62.67 22.7 154.8 77.3 2001
4 96 0.62 31.01 9.83 156.6 78.6 2668















Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 76.8 3.23 161.49 85.1 106.8 45.6 667
2 86.2 2.17 108.577 46 152 75.3 1334
3 91.9 1.27 63.4615 27.9 155.9 78.1 2001
4 95.5 0.70 34.9675 14.7 156.8 78.8 2668














Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 73.9 3.45 172.655 94.4 114.2 50.1 667
2 86.4 2.14 106.994 51.6 151.9 75.2 1334
3 91.7 1.30 65.0445 29.4 155.6 77.9 2001
4 95.4 0.72 35.759 12.8 156.3 78.4 2668














Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 75.8 3.31 165.34 91.3 105.9 45.1 667
2 85.3 2.31 115.7005 51.3 153.4 76.3 1334
3 91.3 1.36 68.2105 31.3 155.6 77.9 2001
4 94.8 0.81 40.508 13.2 155.9 78.1 2668















Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 77.2 3.20 159.95 78.7 101.1 42.3 667
2 87.6 1.95 97.496 43.8 151.3 74.8 1334
3 93.2 1.06 53.172 31.6 154.2 76.9 2001
4 97 0.46 23.095 15.3 155.6 77.9 2668








N 0 3  (ND) 
(m g/L)
Conductivity
(m S/cm ) Chloride (g/L)
Volum e Treated  
(mL)
1 76 3.29 164.57 87.9 110.8 48.0 667
2 85.7 2.25 112.5345 41.7 150.9 74.5 1334
3 91.7 1.30 65.0445 34.3 154.4 77.0 2001
4 95.5 0.70 34.9675 15.9 156.4 78.5 2668
Clean 99.3 0.10 4.8905 1.71 157.2 79.1
-Flow-Recycle Experiments:
20.8 m L/m in
N um ber o f Cycle Volum e treated UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cumul. DOC (mg) DOC Cone. N 0 3
0 668 52 8.06 201.61 134.59 201.61 115.5
41.1 mL/min
Num ber o f Cycle Volume treated UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cumul. DOC (mg) DOC Cone. N 03
1 668 55.5 7.20 179.9275 120.12 179.93 45.2
81.1 m L/m in
N um ber o f Cycle Volum e treated UVT DOC DOC (ND) Cumul. DOC (mg) DOC Cone. N 0 3
3 668 54.3 7.49 187.36 125.08 187.36 67
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N O M  Results: Prepared Salt Solution (HW L Breakdown o f  NO M )
Partitionina of Oraanic Carbon (OC) Chroma toaraohic Fractionation of Oraanic Carbon (CDOC)
sampl.date 
6/28/2011
Approx. Molecular Weights in 
g/mol:
----------------1► » 2 0 .0 0 0 -1000 (see separate HS-Diagram) 300-500 <350 <350
TOC=DOC+POC
DOC-CDOC+HOC \ n ▼ V
Note: POC, hence TOC may be too low Building Neutrals AcidsBio- Humic 4 r
TOC DOC POC HOC CDOC Polymers DON S u b s t DON Aromaticitv Mol-Weioht Blocks
total OC dissolved particul. hydrophob. hydrophil. (Norg) (HS) (Norg)
(SUVA-
HS) (Mn)
ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-N ppb-C ppb-N U(mg'm) q/moi ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C
% TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC _ % TOC % TOC
%
TOC
Bed Volume 1 226550 219298 7251 1421 217877 1784 174 155027 11117 3.95 669 33129 27936 2
100 96.8 3.2 0.6 96.2 0.8 68.4 — _ 14.6 12.3 0.0
Bed Volume 2 115439 110292 5146 10076 100216 1456 356 68921 5150 4.34 667 13807 16035 -3
100 95.5 4.5 8.7 86.8 1.3 59.7 -» 12.0 13.9 0.0
Bed Volume 3 67602 57193 10409 5345 51848 684 293 36077 2823 4.07 660 6298 8789 -1
100 84.6 15.4 7.9 76.7 1.0 53.4 — 9.3 13.0 0.0
Bed Volume 4 40936 31228 9708 4006 27222 591 552 17289 2165 4.43 665 3287 6053 3
100 76.3 23.7 9.8 66.5 1.4 42.2 8.0 14.8 0.0
Clean Salt Solution 13333 7485 5848 2942 4544 760 2754 n.n. n.n. n.n. 865 2754 164
100 56.1 43.9 22.1 34.1 5.7 _ — 6.5 20.7 1.2
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NO M  Results: Salt V essel One Solution (HW Breakdown o f  N O M )\
Partitionina of Oraanic Carbon (OC) ChromatoaraDhic Fractionation of Oraanic Carbon CDOC)
sampl.date:
7/13/2011
Approx. M olecular W eigh ts in 
g/mol: » 2 0 .0 0 0 ~1000  (s e e  sep a ra te  HS-Diagram) 300-500 <350 <350
TOC=DOC+POC
DOC=CDOC+HOC i r i
Note: POC, hence TOC may be too tow
i \
Building Neutrals AcidslilOa — | I | I









total OC dissolved particul. hydmphob. hydrophil. (Norg) (HS) (Norg)
(SUVA-
HS) (Mn)
ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-N ppb-C ppb-N U(mg'm) g/mol ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C
% TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC % TOC
%
TOC
Bed Volume 1 220000 214269 5731 13491 200778 6322 672 137663 11217 3.83 654 29287 27503 3
100 97.4 2.6 6.1 91.3 2.9 62.6 __ 13.3 12.5 0.0
Bed Volume 2 122924 105146 17778 5591 99556 1930 595 67280 5754 4.14 647 13877 16474 -5
100 85.5 14.5 4.5 81.0 1.6 54.7 __ _ 11.3 13.4 0.0
Bed Volume 3 82339 69357 12982 6480 62877 2380 489 39291 3864 4.00 635 8988 12222 -5
100 84.2 15.8 7.9 76.4 2.9 47.7 — _ _ 10.9 14.8 0.0
Bed Volume 4 53567 48187 5380 7702 40485 1947 359 21573 2362 3.99 625 5357 11614 -6
100 90.0 10.0 14.4 75.6 3.6 40.3 _ . . 10.0 21.7 0.0
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NO M  Results: L ow -Flow -R ecycle (HW L Breakdown o f  N O M )
Partitioning of Organic Carbon (OC Chromatographic Fractionation of Organic Carbon (CDOC)
sampl.date:
7/19/2011
Approx. M olecular W eigh ts in 
g/mol:__________ > > 20.000 1000 (se e  separa te  HS-Diagram) 300-500 <350 <350
TOC=DOC+POC
DOC=CDOC+HOC
Note: POC. hence TOC m ay be too low Bio- Humic Building Neutrals Acids
TOC DOC POC HOC CDOC Polymers DON Subst. DON Aromaticity Mol-Weiqht Blocks
total OC dissolved particul. hvdroohob. hvdrophil. (Norg) (HS1 (Norn)
(SUVA-
HS) (Mnl
ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C ppb-N ppb-C ppb-N U (m q'm ) g/mol ppb-C ppb-C ppb-C
Flow rate: 20.8 241053 225146 15906 8579 216567 2526 407 155302 10773 3.89 658 34737 24006
Flow rate: 41.1 2 3 1 9 3 0 2 1 5 2 0 5Km 1 6 7 2 5 1 1 9 8 2 2 0 3 2 2 2 1 88 3 176 1 4 5 9 0 8 9316 3.91 671 3 2 5 9 6 2 2 8 3 6m i
F lo w  r a te :  81 .1 2 0 9 3 5 7 1 9 8 3 6 3 1 0 9 9 4 4 1 7 0 1 9 4 1 9 3 179 5 3 0 4 1 4 0 3 8 8 9 3 4 7 3 .8 7 66 3 3 1 1 9 9  2 0 8 1 3 -2
8.8 Appendix 8: Southwest Water (British Water Supply) Results
Results of Initial Raw Water and 24 hour Jar test with Lewatit VPOC 1071® and Amberlite PWA9'




Avg. A m berlite 
Cone.
S 0 4 7.62 (0.46)
N 0 3 7.66 (0.08) 0.38 0.45
DOC 1.86 (0.007) 0.86 0.79
TOC 1.96 (0.035) 0.80 0.70
HCO3 25.00 (0.00) 4.25 3.01
UVT% 84.35 (0.071) 99.3 99.2
ortho-P0 4 0.0371 (0.026) 0.000 (<0) 0.000 (<0)
total-PO4 0.072 (0.049) 0.001 0.014
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Jar Test Results:
Trial 1 February 25, 2011:
UVT RESULTS:
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 84 84 84 84 84 84
2 85.7 85.4 85.7 86.2 88.2 89
4 86.8 86.5 86.9 87.7 89.9 91.2
8 87.4 87.8 88.4 89.9 92.4 94.3
12 88.1 89.2 90.2 91.8 94.4 96.2
20 89.8 91 92.4 94.2 96.9 98.2
00 99.5
Equation: y= -0.1107x + 11.251 (from graph)
^ B R B ! ! f W tK M ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I
Time (min) Resin Conc.
4 (g/L) 6 g/L 8 g/L 12 g/L 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95
2 1.76 1.80 1.76 1.71 1.49 1.40
4 1.64 1.68 1.63 1.54 1.30 1.16
8 1.58 1.53 1.47 1.30 1.02 0.81
12 1.50 1.38 1.27 1.09 0.80 0.60
20 1.31 1.18 1.02 0.82 0.52 0.38
■ B f g i n i — i ■ ■ ■
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 6 8 12 16 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.12 -0.09 -0.12 -0.15 -0.32 -0.39
4 -0.20 -0.18 -0.21 -0.27 -0.48 -0.62
8 -0.25 -0.28 -0.33 -0.48 -0.78 -1.09
12 -0.31 -0.41 -0.51 -0.70 -1.11 -1.55
20 -0.47 -0.60 -0.78 -1.07 -1.79 -2.48
CO 99.5
K-values 0.026 0.032 0.041 0.056 0.092 0.128
NO3 Results
m iH i
Time (min) Resin conc.
4g/L 6 g/L 8 g/L 12 g/L 16 g/L 24 g/L
0 6.74 6.74 6.74 6.74 6.74 6.74
2 3.68 5.09 3.91 2.04 1.80 0.99
4 3.17 3.89 2.38 1.25 0.64 B.D.
8 2.04 2.32 0.67 0.28 B.D. B.D.
12 1.56 1.29 0.35 B.D. B.D. B.D.
20 0.55 0.41 B.D. B.D. B.D. B.D.
*B.D.: Below Detection Limit
Time (min)
Resin conc.
4 g/L 6 g/L 8 g/L 12 g/L 16 g/L 24 g/L
0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2 45.4% 24.5% 42.0% 69.7% 73.3% 85.4%
4 53.0% 42.3% 64.7% 81.5% 90.5%
8 69.7% 65.6% 90.1% 95.8%
12 76.9% 80.9% 94.9%
20 91.8% 93.9%
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Trial 2: March 2,2011 
UVT Results:
M M l ■ m g
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 (g/L) 6 (g/L) 8 (g/L) 12 (g/L) 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 84.5 84.5 84.5 84.5 84.5 84.5
2 86 86.3 86.1 86.6 90.8 88.8
4 86.7 87.1 86.9 87.4 92.5 92.4
8 87.5 88.4 88.9 90 95 95.6
12 88.3 89.7 90.3 91.2 96.7 97.2
20 89.7 91.6 92.3 93.9 99.1 99.1
00 99.5
Equation: y= -0.1107x + 11.251 (from graph)
h h h h h h m h h
Time (min) Resin Conc.
4 (g/L) 6 g/L 8 g/L 12 g/L 16 (g/L) 24 (g/L)
0 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.90
2 1.73 1.70 1.72 1.66 1.20 1.42
4 1.65 1.61 1.63 1.58 1.01 1.02
8 1.56 1.47 1.41 1.29 0.73 0.67
12 1.48 1.32 1.25 1.16 0.55 0.49
20 1.32 1.11 1.03 0.86 0.28 0.28
H i W BStBM ■ J B I ■ ■ ■
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 6 8 12 16 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 -0.105 -0.128 -0.113 -0.151 -0.545 -0.338
4 -0.159 -0.190 -0.174 -0.215 -0.762 -0.748
8 -0.223 -0.301 -0.347 -0.457 -1.204 -1.347
12 -0.292 -0.426 -0.489 -0.592 -1.678 -1.875
20 -0.426 -0.641 -0.734 -0.985 -3.624 -3.624
00 99.5
K-values 0.026 0.032 0.041 0.056 0.092 0.128
NO3 Results
mmm ■ ■ ■ I ■ ■ M l
Time (min) Resin conc.
4 g/L 6 g/L 8 g/L 12 g/L 16 g/L 24 g/L
0 7.39 7.39 7.39 7.39 7.39 7.39
2 5.30 5.04 3.58 2.28 1.82 1.66
4 3.24 2.56 2.49 1.37 0.98 0.42
8 2.58 1.67 1.09 0.58 0.28 B.D.
12 1.97 1.09 0.54 B.D. B.D. B.D.
20 1.27 0.43 B.D. B.D. B.D. B.D.
*B.D.: Below Detection Limit
Time (min) | Resin conc.
4 g/L 6 g/L 8 g/L 12 g/L 16 g/L 24 g/L
0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2 28.3% 31.8% 51.6% 69.1% 75.4% 77.5%
4 56.2% 65.4% 66.3% 81.5% 86.8% 94.4%
8 65.1% 77.4% 85.3% 92.2% 96.3%
12 73.3% 85.3% 92.8%
20 82.8% 94.2%
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